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ABSTRACT 
The numerical temperature model proposed in this thesis 
approximates the temperature distributions produced by 
natural or man made conditions in Narragansett Bay. The 
model approximates the temperature distribution by averaging 
the vertical structure over depth. A two dimensional, 
planar coordinate system continuously specifies the tempera-
tures within the bay. A hydrodynamic model calculates the 
necessary velocities and depths required by the thermal 
model. The combined thermal-hydraulic model calculates r 
bottom roughness, Coriolis acceleration, non-linear convec-
tive terms, astronomical tidal series for Rhode Island 
Sound, and air-water heat exchange. Known river flow in-
puts are used as boundary conditions. To simplify the model 
geometry the Mount Hope Bay structure is replaced by a 
boundary flow rate at the Mount Hope Bridge grids. 
Narragansett Bay has an average depth of 32 feet and a 
length of approximately 24 nautical miles with a maximum 
width of six nautical miles. By specifing a total of 325 
square grids with eleven boundary grids 1/2 nautical mile in 
length the model approximates the features of the estuary. 
Verification of the model is achieved through conserva-
tion of mass analysis and comparison of predicted temperatures 
ii 
for given meteorological and water temperature data. The 
model is used to predict the thermal fields from a proposed 
power plant near Rome Point in the West Passage of Narragan-
sett Bay. By specifying plant flow rates and dispersion 
coefficients characteristic temperature field conditions 
are observed. Under specified plant operating conditions, 
0 
a max imum temperature rise of 5.5 C above ambient in the 
discharge grid is predicted. For a temperature rise of 
5.5°c the area encompassed by the 1°c excess isotherm is 
approximately two square miles while the 0.5°c isotherm 
area is about four square miles. Temperature isotherms 
over a tidal cycle retain the same general shape, especially 
0 in the far field where temperatures fall below 0.4 C excess. 
This model can simulate salinity or other non-decaying 
constituents if appropriate boundary condition changes are 
made. 
In summary, the thermal model gives valuable insight 
into natural and man-made temperature distributions that 
will aid the marine scientist in preserving and understanding 
the dynamics of Narragansett Bay. 
iii 
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A model tries to represent the salient characteristics 
of a system so that the user can gain insight into the 
governing features of the particular site. This thesis 
explains the implementation of a model that will predict 
vertically-averaged temperature distribution in Narragansett 
Bay. The thermal model, as it is called, uses a tidal 
model (Hess, 4) to provide the necessary hydrodynamic 
structure in the bay. The hydrodynamic inputs are velocity, 
tidal elevation, and bottom friction. The thermal model 
then predicts the effect of thermal convection and dif-
fusion as well as the heat exchange that takes place at 
the air-water interface for specified locations or grids. 
Pertinent meterological data must be read in for periods 
of simulation. In essence, the model predicts the movement 
or mixing of heat subject to eleven known boundary condi-
tions around the bay. 
The model is a digital computer program, written in 
Fortran language, that uses over three hundred 1/2 by 1/2 
nautical mile cells to represent the characteristic 
features of the bay. The model is two dimensional in that 
1 
it determines a temperature value for each cell volume in 
both a general north-south and east-west direction. 
with this model, marine life behavior and electric 
generating plant thermal discharges can be studied. Other 
applications, such as salinity prediction, are possible 
with minor model modifications. 
To begin this study, a breakdown of main model com-
ponents is shown in Figure 1.1. It can be seen that to 
understand the convective, diffusive and time varying 
quantities we must rely on a hydrodynamic model that will 
simulate the transporting medium accurately. The grouping 
of these terms, in block diagram form, indicates no inter-
action of constituent on flow behavior. If the model had 
a vertical structure, one would couple the hydrodynamic 
model with constituent model through the vertical buoyancy 
flux term, creating a much more difficult problem and many 
more cells. 
B. HISTORICAL DATA 
General historical information consists of data ob-
tained from various cruises and buoy measurements taken in 
and around the bay area during the last 100 years. Tables 
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PERIOD TIME PROBE LOCATION REFERENCE 
6/11-28/56 (Cr. 18) Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 35 
8/6-10/56 (CR.19) Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 35 
9/1/56 to 12/31/56 Daily (Max., Min.) Surface Narragansett Marine 36 
Lab Pier 
1/22 to 2/6/57 (Cr. 1) Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 37 
4/10 to 4/18/57 (Cr.2) Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 37 
7/15 to 7/19/57 (Cr. 3) Hourly variable Narragansett Bay 37 
Vl 11/11 to 11/16/57 Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 37 
(Cr. 4) 
2/7 to 1/29/58 Weekly Sfc., Bot. Narragansett Marine Lab 37 
1/1 to 12/31/57 Daily (Max. , Min.) Surf ace Narragansett Marine Lab 38 
5/18/57 to 3/18/58 Weekly Surf ace Mt. Hope Bay, Fox 39 
Island 
TABLE 1.2. TEMPERATURE DATA, 1956-1958 
PERIOD TIME PROBE LOCATION REFERENCE 
8/55 to 12/58 Monthly Surface Newport, R. I. 41 
Daily (Available) 
1959 Daily (Average) Surf ace Narragansett Marine Lab 40 
surruner 1959 Hourly Surface- Upper Narragansett Bay 42 
Bottom 
1960 Daily (Average) Surf ace Narragansett Marine Lab 43 
7/19/63 to 7/64 Period Variable R. I. Sound (Isotherms) 44 
1960 to 1966 Monthly Surface Newport, R. I. 45 
0\ Daily (Available) 
1967 to Present Weekly Surface Fox Island, Whale Rock 46 
3/71 to 10/71 Continuous Near Bottom East of Saunderstown 47 
Daily (Max., Min.) (71°25' I 41°30'30") 
6/72 to 8/72 Hourly Variable Narragansett Bay 48 
TABLE 1.3. TEMPERATURE DATA, 1958-PRESENT 
tion for the Narragansett Bay. This compilation of data 
provides some understanding of boundary conditions and very 
general spacial variations throughout the bay. 
First, the Brenton's Reef Data (31) provides an es-
timate for the monthly surface temperature for the lower 
bay boundary condition. The averaged monthly temperature 
for Brenton's Reef is shown in Figure 1.2. For the thermal 
model, the average value during the prediction period is 
read off Figure 1.2 and specified as the Rhode Island Sound 
boundary condition. Included in reference 31 is a brief 
temperature record for Newport during the period May, 1881 
to March, 1883 and the average values are also seen in 
Figure 1. 2. 
'rhe data collected by Wehe (32) is given in chart form 
with longitude and latitude, date, time in minutes, various 
depths, temperature of water 0 ( F) I salinity, oxygen, sound 
velocity, Secchi Disk measurements, sea state, wind direc-
tion and magnitude, and weather conditions. The report 
has 91 pages of data with measurements taken on August 24, 
27-31, September 5, 10-12, 14, 17, 18 in 1951, and February 
2, 19-22, March 25-27, August 13, 27-29, September 4, 9, 11, 
15, 16 in 1952. 











BRENTON'S REEF (1879-1943) 
35 
:;{ " )t NEWPORT (188 1-1883) 
JAN MAR MAY JUL SEP NOV DEC (MONTH) 
FIGURE 1.2. MONTHLY SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURE FOR NEWPORT, 
RHODE ISLAND AID BRENTON'S REEF (31) 
wickford Harbor and bottom water in Greenwich Bay for May 
through March of 1951 and 1952 can be found in Reference 33. 
Figure 11 in Reference 33 shows the seasonal variation of 
temperature from approximately 16°c in late May to 25°c at 
0 
the beginning of August and then a decrease to 17 C for the 
end of September. 
Hicks et al (58) report made an unexpected appearance 
this fall after being classified for twenty years. This 
report, which encompasses the period summer of 1951 through 
the summer of 1952 was undertaken to increase the overall 
physical data available on Narragansett Bay. The report 
has over 25 tables and figures that are a cornucopia of 
important bay temperature distribution information throughout 
the year. It is highly recommended for workers interested 
in Bay modeling. 
Hicks (34) in Chapter III discusses the distribution 
of temperature and salinity in Narragansett Bay at the sur-
face and the bottom of water column for the tidal period, 
slack before ebb. For the February 1956 period, (Cruise, 
14) the bottom temperature increases from 1°c at Rhode 
0 0 Island Sound to 3 c half way up the bay and down to 2 C in 
Providence River area. Surface temperatures fo r Cruise 14 
remain at 2°c for the entire bay. The isothermal pattern 
9 
for the April 1956 period (Cruise 15) is very irregular, with 
variations in bottom water from 1°c to 7°c while the surface 
water is 3°c in Rhode Island Sound and increases to l0°c 
in the Providence River. 
~icks (34) undertook two more cruises one in June 
(Cruise 18) a nd another in August, 1956 (Cruise 19) . The 
isothermal pattern for the June cruise shows a surface 
temperature variation of 19°c at Rhode Island Sound to 20°c 
in the Providence River while the bottom water changes from 
11°c to 17°c respectively. For the second cruise, the 
0 
temperature variation in the surface water was about 4 C 
or the difference between 23°c in the Providence River com-
pared with 19°c in the lowest portions of the bay. The 
bottom water varied from 20°c in the upper portion of the 
bay to about 17°c in the Rhode Island Sound. 
Continuous temperature readings were taken at the 
Narragansett Marine Laboratory on a Bristol Recorder. These 
temperature readings were reduced into maximum and minimum 
values (36, 38) and then to just a daily average (40, 43). 
The average values for each month are listed and these are 
plotted against the Brenton's Reef data (31) to estimate 
how weather conditions affect general bay behavior. 
Hicks (37), in a comprehensive report, presents temper-
10 
ature data in four quarterly cruises. In this report are 
tables estimating seasonal temperature trends and ranges 
as well as vertical distribution of temperature during the 
various cruises. In addition, his Figure 14 (37) shows the 
surface and bottom temperature variation at Narragansett 
Marine Lab Pier for the period February, 1957 through 
June, 1958. The information for this figure is contained in 
Appendix Table 5 (37) for which temperature data is taken 
about once a week. 
weekly surface water temperatures for Mt. Hope Bay arrl 
Fox Island for the interval May 18, 1957 to March 18, 
1958 were taken by Herman (39). The general temperature 
pattern can be seen in Figure 1.3. 
Since August, 1955, surface water temperature data 
(41, 45) has been gathered at Newport, Rhode Island. The 
surface water temperatures are measured several times a 
week and these data sheets (available) are compiled into 
monthly maximum, mean maximum, mean, mean minimum, and 
minimum temperatures. The temperature variations for 
Narragansett Marine Lab Pier and Newport are shown in 
Figure 1.4. 
The Corps of Engineer Survey (42) did extensive measure-











FOX ISLAND (5/57-3/58) 
35 
¥ )( X MT . HOPE BAY (5/57-3/58) 
J AN MAR Ml\ Y JUL SEP NOV DEC (MONTH) 
FIGURE 1.3. SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURE, MT. HOPE BAY AREA 











NARRAGANSETT MARINE LAB (1957) 
35 
Mo M }( NEWPORT (19 57) 
JAN MAR MAY JUL SEP NOV DEC (MONTH) 
FIGURE 1.4 . MONTHLY WATER SURFACE TEMPERATURE AVERAGES FOR 
NEWPORT AND NARRAGANSETT MARINE LAB PIER (41 , 3 8) 
Bay north of Prudence Island. The report includes average 
isotherms that are compared with a physical model that was 
built to simulate bay dynamics during hurricane conditions. 
Jeffries (46) has mainta ined a we ekly s urfa ce tem-
perature record for Fox Island and Whale Rock that comple-
ments historically the data obtained from Herman (39). This 
data for 1967 can be seen in F i gure 1. 5. 
The Environmental Prote c tion Agen~y, National Water 
Quality Lab, Kingston, has obtained continuous temperature 
readings from a data buoy. Mr. Rick Lapan k indly supplied 
t he averaged and raw d a ta showi n g the response of wat er 
temperature measured 8 feet from bottom in water 30 feet 
deep ne a r Saunderstown, Rhode Island (Refe rence 47) . 
The Oce a n Engineering De partment has taken water tem-
perature measurements in con j unction with other studies · 
du r ing the summer of 1972. Th sur f ace a n b o t t om t empera-
tures were determined by a thermistor probe at seven sta-
tions in bay. Temperature versus depth p lo ts · a re provided 
for each run and clearly sh ow the vertical structu re with 
a the rmocline below the ten foot depth fo r most s tations. 
Having reviewed the data, a decision to use the 
period, Surmner 1957, was made because it represents the 
best collection of published data in the b a y for .use in 
14 













.. ' 0 FOX ISLAND (1967) 
. 3 5 ~'<--1{ WHALE ROCI\ {1 967) 
I I r I I ' f I I I -I I .... 
JAN MAR MAY JUL SEP NOV DEC (MONTH) 
FIGURE 1.5 . SURFACE WATER TEY~ERATURES AT FOX ISLAND 
AND WR~LE ROCK, 1 967 , (46) 
verifying the model. 
c. APPLICATIONS 
The model calculates the movement of thermal energy in 
the bay and specifies the average temperature in each 
grid as well as the depth and average velocity components 
in the x and y direction. The thermal model is designed 
to realistically model two dimensional, vertically averaged 
heat content in the bay. Other conservative properties, 
such as salinity, can be suitably modeled by changing 
physical values specified at boundaries and negating the 
effect of the air-water interface. For instance, instead 
of specifing a heat content in a grid by tagging the grid 
with a value of T, (OC) 0 you could have used S ( /oo) for 
salinity where the formulation would be the same with re-
gard to a non-reacting substance. 
To what purpose might this information be used? 
Biological modeling requires an understanding of ambient 
temperature and salinity, and provides one general use of 
the model. A second use would be to model a source of 
heat, such as a power plant, to determine thermal structure 
around an outfall area. An analysis of re-entrainment of 
heated effluent would be a valuable aid in determining de-
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sirable site locations from both a power plant operation 
and biological viewpoint. 
one of the important physical parameters of the bay 
that determines the mixing of heat is the dispersive term. 
This dispersive term has a dispersion coefficient that can 
be varied to simulate various bay conditions. Since most 
biologists are interested in mixing patterns in the 
aquatic environment the thermal model and its dispersion 
coefficient effects would be enlightening for large scale 
effects. 
D. APPROACH 
Kurt Hess (4) has adapted Leendertse's (1) [pronounced: 
lee an der' see] two-dimensional, depth averaged model to 
simulate hydrodynamics of bay. The hydrodynamic model is 
a computer program that formulates the fluid equations of 
linear momentum and continuity into a usable finite dif-
ference scheme applicable for use on a high speed computer. 
The fundamental equations of motion and energy can be 
formulated into a general finite difference scheme. The 
specific technique for arranging spatial and time variables 
are many in number. Anyone is free to choose a method that 
he feels will work satisfactorily, but the burden of proof 
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is on him. Grimsrud (6) conducted an investigation of 
various methods as well as this author to see if better 
methods were available for modeling Narragansett Bay. A 
general summary for hydrodynamic, non-reacting concentra-
tion models is presented in Table 1.4. 
Masch et al (57) have followed an approach similar to 
Leendertse (3) with a slightly different spatial arrangement 
for grid depth specification. The governing equations are 
explicitly formulated using forward difference substitutions 
for the partial derivatives in the time varying concentra-
tion-salinity model. 
Pritchard (5, Chapter II) develops the equations for 
a three dimensional dynamic concentration model for an 
estuary, which includes isobaric slope for the pressure 
force term. The equations of linear momentum, continuity, 
salt and energy when applied with phenomenological relations 
can only be solved by an interative numerical approach 
given reasonable spatial distributions of velocity, energy 
and salt. Hess (59) is developing a three dimensional 
time averaged model that uses tidally averaged values from 
the two dimensional vertically averaged hydraulic model. 
This model has six levels that are equally spaced for all 











MASCH ET AL (57) 
Uniformly vertically 




Long Term Lasting 
Effect 
Steady state and time 
varying salinity cap-




Vertically averaged with 
relative pressure sur-
face slope and cross 





Short or Long Term 
No application pre-
sented 
TABLE 1.4.a. HYDRODYNAMIC CONCENTRATION MODELS 
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MASCH ET AL (57) 
Reflective boundary 
condition for zero 
concentration gradient 
at fixed boundary 
2 min./tidal cycle 
2,500 ft 2/sec 
(Very High). 
2-3 ppt, 10-20% 
tidal estimation 




( 5-40 ft 2 /sec) 
Not Applicable 
TABLE 1.4.b. HYDRODYNAMIC CONCENTRATION MODELS 
LEENDERTSE ( 3) 
Computational 
scheme formulates 
grids next to land 
as boundary value 
for row or column 
30 min./tidal cycle 
Realistic 
( 5-40 ft2 /sec) 
l-2°c, 10% tidal 
estimation 
Taking a more conservative approach, Pritchard, re-
duced the three dimens ~onal problem to a two dimensional 
vertically averaged model that calculates the horizontal 
velocity components and a time varying slope. 
The conservation of dissolved constituent equation is 
presented and interfaced in development of a solution 
technique. 
The two dimensional formulations are similar to 
equations used by Leendertse (3) and by Masch et al (57) 
with two significant differences. The first variance is 
the inclusion of the slope term for the pressure surfaces 
due to horizontal variation in density (salinity) . The 
second is the ensemble average of the turbulent velocity 
fluctuations time averaged for the squared velocity com-
( ) 2 . ( )2 . . . 1 ponents, u' in x and v' in y direction, and a so 
their cross product (u'v'). According to Pritchard, the 
inclusion of these terms will improve model accuracy for a 
velocity field with a predominant sign. 
Since Leedertse (3) had proven workability of a two-
dimensional, depth averaged water quality model with 
realistic dispersion, it was decided to convert this into 
a thermal model that required the hydrodynamic input cur-
rently available. This coordination between hydrodynamic 
and thermal models greatly facilitated implementation and 
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eventually led to improvements in boundary condition formu-
lation for the hydrodynamic model. 
If a pioneering effort had been undertaken in the 
development of a different hydrodynamic-thermal model 
formulations it would have taken considerably more time 
and effort just to prove feasibility, not to mention pre-
diction ability. One of the major problems in model de-
velopment is turn around time of one day and slow computa-
tional speed of the present computer system at the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. 
It should be made quite clear that the qepth averaged 
model does have limitations if one is very concerned with 
near field buoyant plumes. The physical dimensions of the 
bay necessitated a large grid size of about 1000 yards 
which, in general, makes the input box the entire near 
field. Yet, with temperature rises of several degrees 
around the source one would expect stratification in the 
surrounding grids. This stratification is mixed into the 
entire depth and the grid displays the average temperature 




As previously mentioned, the year 1957 was chosen for 
verification purposes. The model will be run under identical 
meterological and boundary conditions for an initial con-
stant temperature field of 21°c during the period of veri-
fication. In most instances, the data was taken at iso-
lated points either at or near surface water at various 
times during the day. Keeping this in mind, grid tempera-
ture discrepancies between the data points are to be ex-
pected, but spatial agreements should be reasonable. 
Ideally, a dozen continuous temperature recorders 
could be dispersed around the bay to measure both vertical 
and horizontal temperature distributions to verify validity 
of model beyond question. 
F. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The lengthy discourse on the temperature data for 
Narragansett Bay provides information for future develop-
ment of model predictive ability. 
The work presented in the following sections will 
elaborate on the various inputs of model development and 
implementation. The power plant site was chosen at Rome 
Point because it appears to be a reasonable first choice 
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even though the proposed atomic plant seems doubtful at 
this time. The experimental runs for the various boundary 
conditions and siting variables are an outline of the pro-
cedure to be followed in making an environmental impact 
judgement. A comprehensive inve.stigation of power plant 
siting throughout the bay is beyond the scope of this work. 
Other applications o f the mode l, such as the salt modeling 
or biological studies are discussed , but no computer model-
ing was attempted. 
In summary, the thermal model is a very valuable tool 
that allows the engineer to graphically d i splay natural, 
natural plus man made and man made temperature fields to 
. 
serve some useful estuarine requirement. 1rne thermal model, 
in essence, provides the spatial arrangement of water 
temperature s subject to boundary conditions and source 
input s. 
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II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A· INTRODUCTION 
Any modeling procedure is derived from the fundamental 
equations of nature combined with the pertinent phenomena-
logical relations. The basic differential equations (Bird, 
27) to be considered for a Newtonain fluid are as follows: 
Momentum x: 
c u + c u c u + c u u- + v- ~ c t e x c y 
Momentum y: 
CV CV CV CV 
Ot + UCX + VCY + ~ 
Momentum z: 
cw cw cw cw + u- + v- + .. ..--




1. 2.E. 1 c <::' + fv + ~ ( e x xx ~ ox 
t c 'L 
c y xy + 
c 
c z xz) 
1 c t: 
fu + e ( e x yx 
-
1 en 1 c ~ 
= - g + c--zx e CZ e e x 
+ cc~ zy + c c 'F zz) 
f - Coriolis parameter, 2Dsin$ 
...._,L . • - shear stress tensor, 
l. J 
g - gravitational acceleration, 
~ - density of fluid, lbrrf ft3 
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2 ft /sec 
(2 .1) 
( 2. 2) 
( 2. 3) 
conservation of mass ( e = constant) 
(Ju d V + dW = Q ( 2 • 4) 
dX + dY dZ 
where 
u(x,y,z,t) = velocity in the x direction 
v(x,y,z,t) = velocity in the y direction 
w(x,y,z,t) = velocity in the z direction 
p(x,y,z,t) =pressure 
concentration or energy equation: 
where 
Q_ (e d C) 
dX X dX 
~ (e ~ c) = S(x,y,z,t) +Dissipation 
o z z o z 
Terms 
0 
c - specific heat of water in Btu/lb - F p m 
( 2. 5) 
e. - the diffusion tensor - molecular and viscous 
l. 
S(x,y,z,t) 3 - source term in Btu/ft -sec 
c - non-reacting substance 
In this thesis, the dissipation terms are neglected. 
At present (2) computational techniques are inadequate 
to deal with three dimensional fluid flow problems. The 
approach here is to reduce the equations to a two dimen-
sional system by vertically averaging the u, v, and c 
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components of the fundamental equations. This is shown in 





= h + l\. 
-h 
dz (2.6) 
where l\., surface elevation, and h, bottom depth, are shown 
in Figure 2.1. In general, these variables have a distinct 
vertical distribution. For example, 
u = U [ 1 + E ( z) ] 
u 
v = V [ 1 + E ( z) ] 
v 
where E and E are distribution coefficients. 
u v 
(2. 7 a) 
(2. 7b) 
In order to simplify equations 2.1 to 2.3, we make 
two general assumptions. First, that the magnitude of the 
vertical velocity is much less than the magnitude of horiz-
ontal velocity components. Secondly, that the partial de-
rivatives, · d/ dx and d/ d y are much less than the vertical 
term, d/ d z. These assumptions reduce equations 2.1 to 2.3 
as follows: 
dU dU dU l 2£ fv + 1 d 't'xz + u- + v- - - + e d t dX d Y E> dX d Z (2. 8) 
dV dV dV 1 2E 
- fu + 1 
d 't yz 










c( x ,y,t) 
V(x , y,t) 
y 
h (x, y) 
u(x,y,t) 
I 
BOTTOM OF GRID 
h(x;y} - Average grid depth 
n(x,y,t) - Tidal var iation in grid (plus o r minus) 
FIGURE 2.1. COORDINATE AND VARIABLE SCHEME FOR THE MODEL 
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2.E+ Og = O 
c z ~ 
( 2. 10) 
Assuming uniform density and integrating from bottom, 
z = -h, to water surface, z = f\., Equation 2.9 becomes 
p(x,y,t) = e g[n(x,y,t) -z] +po (2.11) 
where p is surface pressure. Taking partial derivatives 
0 
of Equation 2.10 for substitution into Equation 2.7 and 
Equation 2.8 we have 
QE. en. 
= e9 c x e x (2. 12) 
QE. e n. 
= ~gay c y (2 .13) 
because 
Dp = 0 
0 
( 2. 14) 
Making use of Leibnitz' rule the resulting simpli-
fication shown by Grimsrud (6) gives us the hydraulic 
equations in the following form 
on. 
- 9ox + fV + 
1 ( 1: 
sx 
't' ) bx e (h+n) 
(2 .15) 
On. g0y - fU + 
1 
~ (h+l'\) 
( 2. 16) 
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C'rL + d (HU) + d (HV) = O 
d t dX dX 
( 2. 1 7) 
where 
'\' - bottom shear stress (. bi 
'rsi - surface shear stress 
H=h+n. 
with boundary condition 
w ('I\) = u (t\) . ~!\.x + v (l'\) .Qn. + dl\. = Dn... 
o d y d t Dt 
The bottom stresses in the x and y directions are 
approximated by the Chezy relationship of the form 
'}:bx = ( 2. 18) 
'tby = 
(U2 + V2) 1/2 
(>gV 2 
c 
( 2. 19) 
z 
h h ff . . ( I . . ) 1/2 w ere C = C ezy coe icient [ Bg friction factor ] and 
z 
is a function of bottom roughness and depth and calculated 
from 
c = 1.49 (h + l\) 1/6 (2.20) 
z N 
with N - Manning's formula, (len) l/6 
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The basic model equations now contain all the phen-
omenological relationships necessary for conversion to a 
finite difference scheme. Equation 2.5, as yet unmodified, 
is now time averaged to eleminate the turbulent fluctua-
tions associated with the flow. We introduce, for a 
vertically averaged substance 
where 
1 
c = h 
c dz 
a 
c ( z) = C [ 1 + E ( z) ] 
a a 




Bearing definitions 2.21 and 2.22 in mind we have 
f:a(z)ds ~ 0 (2.23) 
which actually defines the density distribution function. 
Vertical integration of Equation 2.5 and use of 






UC] c [ (l+Ev(z)Ea(z) > VC] 
+ 
c y 
< de~ a c e --




Assuming that Narragansett Bay is well mixed imposes 
the condit.ion that no differences in mass concentrations 
exist over vertical structure. 
E ~ 0 
a 
( 2. 2 5) 
Applying the above considerations to the model, Equation 
2. 24 reduces to 
(JHC + d (HUC) 
d t dX 
+ d (HVC) = 
dY 
d ( dC) 
dX HDX dX + _Q_ (HD dC) + HS (J y Y (J y 
( 2 .26) 
where D and D are dispersion coefficients. 
x y 
In order to develop relations to express adequately 
these dispersive terms a brief attempt will be made to 
investigate the mechanisms of dispersion. 
B. DISPERSION 
Dispersion of substances is caused by the mean flow 
velocity differences that occur in all directions. These 
variations of velocity, greater in the deeper portions 
and smaller in the shallow areas, cause stretching and 
spreading of substances in a non-homogenous fluid. Turbu-
lent diffusion is primarily responsible for the cross-
sectional spreading that tends to transfer constituents 
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from the areas of higher concentration to those of lower 
concentration. 
considering one-dimensional steady flow the longi-
tudinal dispersion coefficient found by Elder (28) is 
Dl = 5.93 Hu* (2.27) 
where u* - friction velocity (shear stress velocity) 
The friction velocity is related to the mean velocity 
by the relation: 
u* = 
bx) 1/2 
-e- 1/2 -1 = ug C z ( 2. 28) 
where 't - bed shear due to u, the uniform flow velocity bx 
Now combining Equations 2.27 and 2.28 results in 
1/2 -1 
Dl = 5.93 Hug C
2 
( 2. 2 9) 
For the lateral turbulent dispersion, perpendicular 
to the mean flow, Elder (28) obtained: 
D = 0.23 Hu* y ( 2. 30) 
Oddly enough, this formulation, designed specifically 
for river flow, underestimated the longitudnal dispersion 
for river flow. For the slowly time varying flow condi-
tions such as Narragansett Bay it is considered in better 
agreement. In addition, the longitudinal dispersion is 
influenced by wind generated local circulation and wave 
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action {Wilson & Masch, 29). Rather naturally, the 
lateral turbulent diffusion is affected by the same wind 
and wave processes. 
since the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is gen-
erally larger, excep·t around a source term than the lateral 
coefficient, the dispersion is anisotropic. To make the 
model suitable for arbitrary direction and the influence 
of large scale substance variations from grid to grid, the 
general expression for dispersive transport becomes 
c [ { E c c + E c c) H] 
xx e x xy c y 
c [ {E c c + E c c) H] 
yx c y yy e x { 2. 31) + 
e x c y 
where the dispersion coefficients E , E , E and E 
xx xy yx yy 
are dependent on the current magnitude and direction. The 
relationship 2.31 more closely models the physical bay 
situation but requires four dispersion coefficients which 
are at least as difficult to determine as the two included 
in Equation 2.26. In addition the coupling of the longi-
tudinal and lateral diffusion coefficient makes the compu-
tion cumbersome because it would couple the x and y con-
servation equations requiring at least twice the effort to 
solve substance distribution. Realizing the computational 





A possible alternate approach by Holley (30) is to 
magnitudes of mass transport by longitudinal dis-compare 
persion versus advective transport. Since the ratio of 
dispersion over advection is generally very small, except 
around outfall areas where steep gradients do exist, the 
general procedure is to assume that variations in the 
longitudinal dispersion will not affect the solution. The 
net result of the above discussion is to assume that the 
process is isentropic in the sense that there is uncoupled 
lateral and longitudinal dispersion which are independent 
functions of velocity, Chezy coefficient and depth in one 
coordinate direction. 
Finally, after all various alternatives were evalu-
ated, the formulation in Equation 2.29 was considered the 
best choice and is currently being used in the model. 
This concludes the introduction of basic differential 
equations with phenomenological relations as shown below, 
as the basic equation set for the forthcoming finite 
difference formulation. 
U(U2 + V2) 1/2 = 




( 2. 33) 
.Qn.. + g HU + d (HV) = O 
o t ex c y 
(2.34) 
o (HC) + o (HUC) + c (HVC) 
at ax c y 
+ .Q__ (5.93 HUgl/2c -l) + S 
c y z 
(2.35) 
C. FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 
For the solution of the Equations 2.32 to 2.35 the 
approach of Leendertse (1) will be followed. In this 
scheme, the variables 'J\, c, v, u, h are arranged, with 
general coordinate system explanation, as shown in Figure 
2.2. 
This scheme has the advantage that for the variable 
operated upon in time there is a centrally located spatial 
derivative for the linear term. In the x-momentum Equation 
2. 32, the time-derivative of water level (g ~~ is an 
example of this. 
In accordance with the semi-implicit method the time-
step is split into two halves, and the time-derivative 
taken over the half time-step. Semi-implicit means solving 
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l\ (n, m) 
m L _, I-
c(n,j<. 1- ;(n, m) 
....., 
1 J_ 
T h (n, m) 
u (n , m) 
m+l 
1 
· x = (m-2)L/2 
c 
1 
ye = (n ---) L/2 2 
'11m, n = 1J (X t c y c) 
u == u(x + L/2, y ) m,n c c . 
v = V (x I ye + L/2) m,n e 
h = h(x + L/2, ye + L/2) m,n e 
c · = e(x , y c) m,n e 
FIGURE 2.2. SPACE STAGGERED GRID SYSTEM 
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first explicitly (individual values are calculated at next 
time step) and then implicitly (solve whole row simul-
taneously). Thus, for the function F, continuous in space 
and time, the notation is: 
t F(mDL, nDL, tDT) = F (2.36) 
where DL is the grid spacing. The first forward time de-
rivative is: 
Cl F = 2 
Cl t DT 
= 2 (Ft+l/2 _ Ft ) 
DT m,n m,n ( 2. 3 7) 
where DT is time interval. We adopt the following notation 
for various convenient functions of space and time: 
1 




( 2. 38) 
- y 1 (F + F ) F = 
m,n 2 m,n+l/2 m,n-1/2 ( 2. 3 9) 
6 F = (F F m-1/2, n) x m,n m+l/2 ,n ( 2. 40) 
6 F = (Fm, n+l/2 - F ) y m,n m,n-1/2 {2.41) 
6 *F 1 (F Fm, n-1) = x m,n 2 m+l, n (2.42) 
6 *F 1 (Fm, n+l = - F ) y m,n 2 m,n-1 (2.43) 
F = 
m,n 
1 (F + F + F 4 m+l/2,n+l/2 m-1/2,n+l/2 m+l/2,n-1/2 
+ F ) 
m-1/2,n-l/2 (2. 44) 
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the momentum and conservation of mass equations may then be 
transformed into finite-difference equations and solved 
for the new value in time for a total of eight equations, 
four for each time step. The equations are given in 
Appendix B and D. 
The solution of Equations B.l to B.6 (Appendix B and 
D) is called by Leendertse a "multi-operation" method, 
which is a modification of the "leap-frog" method. In the 
first half time-step, values of U and l\ are computed im-
plicitly along a grid row in the x-direction at the time 
(t+l/2) DT. Then V is computed at the same time level 
explicitly. In the second half time-step, V and n are 
computed implicitly at (t+l) DT along grid rows in the 
y-direction, after which U is calculated explicitly at 
(t+l) DT. 
In the first half of the time-step, the time de-
rivative of U in the x-momentum equation is approximated 
by a backward difference: 
(2.45) 
In the second half time-step, a forward difference is used: 
( 2. 46) 
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'thus, over a full time-step, the time derivative is a 
central difference with respect to the water level: 
t+l t 
2'U U - U f ( t+l/2) 
o = = en 1l. () t DT (2. 4 7) 
This composite relation defines the leap-frog method. 
The set of difference equations for the implicit time-
step on U and 't\, may be written as 
[A] ( t+l/2 t+l/2) (b) U or l\ = ( 2. 48) 
where [A] is a tridiagonal matrix and (b) is a column 
vector of known terms. Equation 2.48 may then be solved 
by Gauss i an elimination (see Mitchell ( 24) for e x ample) for 
the new values of U and 'I\ at (t+l/2) . A similar procedure 
is used for the second implicit operation involving V and 
1\ at time (t+l). The details are given in (Hess (4)1 
Appendix B and C) . 
D. DIFFERENCING COMMENTS 
D. l. Stability 
An extensive analytical treatment of stability 
has been given by Leendertse (1, 2) with further comments 
by Grimsrud (6) , Hess (4) , and Spaulding (16) . Whenever a 
problem in the physical values produced by a computational 
scheme occurs by a model user the word 'stability' is gen-
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erally used. Instability ma y be d e fi ned as the unlimited 
amplifications of errors. This can occur beca use of the 
dissimilar nature of upstream or central differencing or 
the simplified unidimensional dispersion c oe ff i cient use d 
with a source with significant temperature gradients. 
D.2. Boundary Conditions 
In F igure 2 . 3, the general bou nda r y condition s 
format i s outlined f or the mo el. He s s (4) s ummar i zed t h e 
difficulty encountered by Leende r tse (1) wh en h a ndling the 
spati al de r ivaties , Equations 2 . 41 and 2.42 . Briefly 
stated , t he c onve c t i ve t erms encou ntered a t l and bound aries 
are dropped in the solution of the momentum equation. ~his 
effec t causes a n inaccur acy i n the h ydraul ' c model and 
will create computationa l problems for a sou r ce te r m with 
a low dispersion coeffic ient if t h e substance v arie s 
signi f icantly from grid t o g r id . Some model use rs adhere 
to the policy t h at the upstream differencing tecl:nique 
(Appendix E) , which enh ance s t h e d i spe rs ion coe f fi c i ent a 
thou s and fold in the mode l, should be u s e d . In esse nce, 
the model c r e utes f ar f ield cond i t ions f o r a d i spe rse d 
substance in what is considered the interme diate zone. 
A technique that might be used (Spaulding, 16) is an 















Flow Rate (Fixed) 
YDS 3/SEC 








( YDS/SEC) - 0 c 
Velocity*Concentra-
tion at Boundary 
( YDS/SEC)- 0 c 
Velocity*Concentra-
tion at Boundary 
(YDS/SEC) - 0 c 
Velocity*Concentra-
tion at Boundary 
YDS (YDS/SEC) - 0 c 
FIGURE 2.3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
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sion to a central differencing scheme (see Appendix E) at 
some specified distance from source discontinuity. This 
author prefers, if necessary, to use a formulation suggested 
by Kurt Hess that would naturally enhance dispersion co-
efficient for large discontinuities of concentration in 
the model near a source. This is then an alternative to 
arbitrarily increasing the dispersion coefficient in the 
upstream differencing technique, for the entire bay, as 
shown be low. 
(Cm+l 
2 
- c ) 
D[l + m E] Dm+l/2 = 
(Cm+l + c ) 2 m 
( 2. 4 9) 
(C - 2 cm-1) 
D[l + m E] D = 
m-1/2 2 (C + cm-1) m 
( 2. 50) 
where 
D - is the normal model dispersion coefficient 
E - arbitrary constant of order one. 
This means that the centered spacial derivative can be 
used when the adjacent concentrations are different without 
having computatiqnal problems for suitable values of E. 
This technique was not used here. 
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3 computational Differences for Central and Up-D. • 
stream Differencing 
An explanation of the computational problems 
with regard to upstream and central differe ncing is now 
necessary. According to Leende rtse (2), certain difficul-
ties are encountered upstream from sources with respect to 
the conv ectiv e term. Conside r Figure 2. 4, and the case of 
a centered spa tial derivative (A = B = 1/2 . Suppose the 
concentration at ri1+1 is unity, and zero elsewhere. Applying 
the finite-difference equation at M leads to a decrease 
c 
mm 
- ( 1-B) 
where mm = m-1 




--.... ~~ u 
x 
FIGURE 2. 4. ONE DIMENSIONAL CONCENTRATION SCHEME 
in concentration C . 
m 
The remedy is to use upstream dif-
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. (B = 0 I A = 1) ferencing at grid m (or B :;:; 1, A = 0 if u <. 
O) so that concentration at m will then rema in zero. 
A few calculations will show that if upstream differ-
encing is used only atm, mass will not be conserved else-
where. Therefore, for consistency, upstream differencing 
would have to be used eve r ywhere. Howev er, as shown by 
Leendert se (1, p. 34), th i s approx ima tion r esults i n an 
effective i ncr e a se i n t h e d i s p e r s ion coe f f i c i e n t . 
One possible alte r native is to u s e the centered 
spatial de riv ativ e, a nd i n c re a s e t he d ispers ion c oe f f i c ient 
arti f ic i a lly a s sh own befo r e i n Equat i on 2 . 4 9 .. wh i ch a l lows 
a higher dispersion when the adjacent concentrations are 
different, but no inc r ease wh e n they a re t h e s ame . 
The primary p u rpose of thi s thesis is to verify the 
techniques and applicability of thermal mo e l to Narra g an-
sett Bay. With this in mind , t he mode l now uses t h e f o rmu-
lation conceived by Leendertse ( 3) with a central differenc-
ing scheme. The final decis ion o n whe ther adj u s t ment in 
the p r esent dispe r sion coefficient, u sing f o r instance 
Equation 2.49, will occur aft er an ev a luat i o n of t he result s . 
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II TEMPERATURE AND AIR WATER INTERFACE BOUNDARY I . 
CONDITIONS AND VERIFICATION DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
A. AIR WATER INTERFACE-SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES 
nie literature, (5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17, 25), has 
treated the heat transfer rate at air-water interface as a 
formulation of a net heat flux equation which is composed 
of specific transfer terms by distinguishihg air, water 
and air-water terms. 
Figure 3.1 shows the term by term formulation of the 
heat transfer processes which control the water tempera-
ture at the air-water interface. Figure 3.2 shows general 
temperature, pressµre and velocity profiles expected at 
the interface. 
'rhe general continuity equation for the interface is: 
where 
Q_ (m ) = ct CV 
t - time 
\ dw. j in 
cv - refers to the control volume in Figure 3.1 
( 3. 1) 
Since the volume of the control volume is assumed small 
m ~ 0 
CV 
( 3. 2) 
Equation ( 3. 1) becomes ) (see Figure 3 .1) 
0 = w - w 
w a 
( 3. 3) 
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AIR- WATER I NTERFACE "ll1 ... - --+---~ 
HSl - incident solar radiation heat transfer rate (HTR) 
HSlSR - reflected solar radi tion HTR 
HSl = HSl - HSlSR NE1' 
HA - incident atmospheric rad i ation HTR 
HASR -'- reflected atmospheric r adiation HTR 
HANET = HA - HA SR 
BR - back radiation HTR from surface 
RC - conduction h e at transfe r rate from atmosphere side of 
interface conversion 
w - evaporation mass flow r ate, atmosphere side o f interface 
a 
ww - evaporation mass flow rate, water sid e of interface 
hf - enthalpy, saturated liquid state 
h 9 - enthalpy, saturated vapor state 
FIGURE 3.1. SCHEMATIC, SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER PROCESS 





°F OR 0 c ES 
'IW 
-FT 
TA - tempera ture of air 




'IW = TS - water temperature, constant for depth of grid 
EA - air vapor pressure, funct i on r elative humidity, TA 
ES - saturated vapor pressure, f u nction o f 'TI\T 
PA-atmospheric pressure 
WA - wind velocity in MPH 
V - water velocity constant for depth of grid, assumed 
independent of wind velocity 
FIGURE 3.2. TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND VELOCITY 





( 3. 4) 
where we is the evaporation rate. 
The general steady flow energy equation for the control 
volume is: 
where 
J(A) dw -out out J(A) . dw . in in 
( 3. 5) 
q - net heat transfer rate to control volume (positive 
into cv) 
P - net shaft power to control volume (power to ex-
x 
ternal elements from cv positive) 
E - energy inside control volume 
2 
A = (h + y_ + gz) g 
h - enthalpy 
V - velocity 
g - acceleration of gravity 
z - height in gravitational field above arbitrary level 
Since mass in conserved, as shown in Equation 3.2, 
E ~ 0 
CV 
Also for conditions in Figure 3.1 
p = 0 
x 
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( 3. 6) 
( 3. 7 a) 
v = 0 ( 3. 7b) 
z = 0 ( 3. 7 c) 
Equation 3.5 with substitution of 3.6, 3.7a, 3.7b, and 
3 7 reduces to • c 
or 
q = w {h - hf) 
e g 
( 3. 8) 
( 3. 9) 
where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization evaluated at 
the surface temperature, Ts. Summing heat transfer rates 
for control volume in Figure 3.1, Equation 3.9 becomes: 
HSlNET + HANET - BH + HC + HTOT =we hfg 
where, by definition 
HE = w hf 
e g 
Equatton 3.10 becomes 
BH + HC + HTOT - HE = 0 
or 
-HTOT = HSl + HA - BH + HC - HE NET NET 
( 3 .10) 
( 3. 11) 
( 3 .13) 
( 3 .13) 
Note that HE is considered an enthalpy flux and not a heat 
transfer rate. Reviewing sign convention, we see that if 
the right hand side (RHS) of Equation 3.13 is positive, 
HTOT is negative and the heat transfer across the inter-
face is to the water below the interface. If the RHS of 
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Equation 3.13 is negative, HTOT is positive and the heat 
transfer across the interface is from the water below the 
interface. 
A common formulation found in the literature (Edinger 
and Geyer, 12) is the grouping of water independent heat 
exchange rates for solar and atmospheric radiation as shown 
HR = HSlNET + HANET ( 3 .14) 
In order to be consistent with current usage of HC and HE 
having the same signs in the heat balance, the following 
change is made: 
HC = - (-HC) ( 3. 15) 
Finally, the equation used in the model is: 
HTOT = HR - (BH + HC + HE) ( 3 .16) 
In summary, the specific formulation of some of these 
quantified heat exchange rates into functions of model 
variables that are both physically complex and interrelated 
poses a challenge. Each net heat transfer rate, as de-
scribed in the model, will be discussed with regard to 
literature formulations and current thinking. 
B. INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER RATE 
When no solar radiation data is available, a common 
approach (Harleman, 15, 24) is to formulate the solar radi-
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ation heat transfer rate as a function of a solar constant, 
solar altitude, normalized radius of earth's orbit, atmos-
pheric transmission coefficient, optical air mass and 
cloudiness. In won.derlich (19) and List (20) equations 
for calculating these values can be found. 
Fortunately for the Narragansett Bay area, Eppley 
Laboratory in Newport, Rhode Island have been taking con-
tinuous readings of net solar energy since the early 1950's. 
If no data is read in on an hourly basis the model re-
quires the total solar input for that day or HSl. One can 
determine what hourly variations, HS2, there would be for 
clear sky conditions by using the following empirical 
equations derived from actual solar radiation plots through-
out the year: 
where 
D = HSl(IDY) /(l.7+(HSl(IDY) -100.)/350.) ( 3. 17 a) 
G = 2. PI (TIMEX-6. (1. +.2 EXP(-3. (182.-ABS(DAY 
-182.)) /182.))) 
T = 24. (1.-.2 COS(2. PI DAY/365)) 
HS2 (IDY) =D SIN(G/T) 
HS1(IDY)=l7.85 HS2(IDY) 
HSl(IDY) - total solar input for day IDY 
TIMEX = initial starting time = 0 at 7 a.m. 
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DAY= IDY =Day of year, e.g., 14 July is DAY 195 
PI = 3.1416 
17.85 = 0.2*24h~urs /0.27 
ay 
o.2 =Eppley Laboratory scale factor (can also be .1) 
2 2 0.27 = conversion factor from Grm-Cal/cm to Btu/ft 
since hourly solar data is read in, the final step of 
determining the affects of cloudiness on above formulation 
was no t ursued. A s imple proce dure of t aking t o tal 
solar radiation for input day and determining hourly values 
on this bas i s and add ing or s ubtr a ct ing a ce rtain amount 
depending on the c loudines s fac tor for a n hour v e rsus 
average cloudiness factor for a day should bring resul ts 
within 10-20% o f the true value. 
C. REFLECTED SOLAR RADIATION HEAT-TRANSFER RATE 
The reflected solar radiation heat-transfer rate is 
usually calculated from the incident s olar rate and a solar 








Typical data can be found in Anderson (21). 
( 3. 18) 
R c an be 
sr 
estimated from the following empirical formula: 
R 
sr 
0( ( 3. l 9) 
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FIGURE 3.3. TYPICAL NET SOLAR RADIATI ON DATA FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY 
20 HOUR 
OF DAY 
where ~ is the solar (sun) altitude in degrees and a 1 
and bl are functions of cloudiness, CL, and given in Table 
3 .1. 
cloudiness' CL Sky al bl 
0 Clear 1.18 -0.77 
0.1-0.5 Scattered 2.20 -0.97 
0. 6-0. 9 Broken 0.95 -0.75 
1.0 Overcast 0.35 -1.45 
TABLE 3.1. REFLECTED SOLAR RADIATION CONSTANTS 
As previously mentioned, Eppley Laboratory measures 
continuous net input solar heat transfer rate, (HS2), so 
that the use of the previously outlined procedure on re-
flected solar radiation is not required. 
D. INCIDENT ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION HEAT-TRANSFER RATE 
The incident atmospheric radiation heat-transfer rate 
may be calculated from a relationship formulated by Brunt 
(Anderson ( 21) ) 




HA - Btu/ft - day 
-8 SB - Stefan-Boltzman constant, 4.15 * 10 Btu 2 0 4 ft day R 
0 TA - air temperature, F, (measured six feet above 
surface) 
EA - atmospheric vapor pressure, mmHg (measured six 
feet above surf ace) 
CB - coefficient determined by air temperature and C' 
the ratio of the measured solar radiation to the 
clear sky solar radiation 
CL is determined from the total daily solar radiation by 
integrating the solar radiation curve for a particular day 
from the pyreheliometer reading and dividing this value 
by the clear sky solar radiation. The values of TA and CL 
then determine CB as shown in Reference 12, Figure 2.5, 
page 26. The effect on HA can be seen in Reference 12, 
Figure 2.4, page 25. 
The Brunt coefficient may be estimated from the fol-
lowing equation: 
where 
3.5(96 - TA) 1 • 67 CB= .74 -
lO (4 + 3CL) 
TA - temperature of air in °F 
CL - cloudiness ratio 
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( 3. 21) 
An alternate method, not used i n t h e model for de-
termining HA, from Swinbank (22) is: 
HA (3.22) 
If less accuracy is desired assume black body radia-
tion in Equation 3.20 and let the second bracket equal 
o.87 o r emissivity constant. 
E. REFLECTED ATMOSPHERIC RADIATI ON HEAT-TRANSFER HATE 
The reflected atmospheric radiation h e a t -transfe r rate 
is usually ca l cu l a t e d f rom the inc i dent atmospheric rate 






R , define d as: 
a r 
( 3 • 2 3) 
The value of R is usually taken as 0.03 (Edinger and 
ar 
Geyer ( 12)) . The result i s: 
HA - HA 
ar 
= 0.97HA (3.24) 
F. BACK RAD IA'rION HEAT- TRANSFER RATE FROM WATER SURF'ACE 
The back radiation heat-transfer from the water sur-
face is calculated from black-body r adiation with an 
emissivity of 0.97: 




BH - Btu/ft - day 
EW - emissivity of water surface = 0.97 
-8 Btu Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 4.2 * 10 ~--=~~-2 0 4 ft day R 
SB 
'IW - °F water temperature 
G. AIR VAPOR PRESSURE, EA 
EA is empirically determined by first finding partial 
pressure, PMM as follows: 
PMM =A - B cos (PI (((TA-30.)/70.)C+D)/180.) (3.26) 
and A, B, C, and D in mmHg are found in Table 3.2 
TA (°F) A B c D 
30.00-59.99 94.5 90. 54.5 2.5 
60.00-79.99 94.5 90. 51. 14. 
80.00-89.99 94.5 90. 61. -3.0 
90. 00-100. 00 99.5 100. 59.5 o. 
TABLE 3.2. AIR VAPOR PRESSURE CONSTANTS 
EA = (PMM - (( (TA-30) /70.) 3. 5 + 1.)) (RH-10.) /90. +((TA 
-30.) /70.) 3. 5+1. ( 3. 2 7) 
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where RH is relative humidity in percent. 
H. SATURATED VAPOR PRESSURE (DUE POINT TEMPERATURE) 
The vapor pressure, ES, is found from the simple 
empirical formula 
ES= 99.0-96.0cos(3.14(((TW-30.)/50.) 33.+7.)/180.) 
(3.28) 
I. EVAPORATION HEAT-TRANSFER RATE 
The evaporation heat-transfer rate is calculated from: 
HE = f (V) (ES - EA) ( 3. 2 9) 
where 
2 HE = Btu/ft - DAY 
V - wind velocity measured at specific elevation 
above the water surface, MPH 
f(V) - wind velocity function, energy/time-area-
pressure 
ES - vapor pressure at water surface temperature, TW 
EA - vapor pressure measured at specific elevation 
above the water surface at air temperature TA 
The wind velocity function f(V) is usually expressed as 
f(V) = a 2 + b 2 V (3.30) 
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Table 3.3 presents typical values of a 2 and b 2 • 
2 
source a 2 (Btu/day-ft -mmHg) 
Lake Hefner 0 
Lake Colorado 0 
city 
Meyer 73 




TABLE 3.3. WIND VELOCITY FUNCTION PARAMETERS 
Note that Table 3.3 implies the following set of units on 
Equations 3.29 and 3.30. 
2 HE - Btu/ft - day 
V - mph 
[EA, ES - mmHg] 
It should also be noted that certain quantities in Equa.-
tions 3.29 and 3.30 are time averages and are measured at 
specified elevations above the water surface. Table 3.4 
summarizes these details. 
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v EA, ES 
Averaging Elevation Averaging Elevation 
source Period (Ft.) Period (Ft.) 
Lake Hefner 3 hours 24 3 hours 24 
Lake color ado 24 hours 24 24 hours 24 
city 
Meyer Monthly ? ? ? 
TABLE 3.4. EVAPORATION FORMULA MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 
The Lake Hefner values are more widely used because 
of the extensive investigative work that went into their 
formulation but the equation, at best, is a rough approx-
irnation of a physical process that is not well defined. 
When a calculation of the net heat transfer rate is per-
formed the result is of the order of the evaporation rate. 
Thus, long computer runs and a massive data gathering 
effort to precisely measure air and water temperature at 
several elevations in conjunction with wind speed, humid-
ity and wave height measurements are necessary to justify 
the application of the Lake Hefner values on Narragansett 
Bay. In summary, improvement on the present formula is 
very necessary and a plausible research area. 
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J. EVAPORATION MASS FLOW RATE 
The evaporation mass flow rate can be estimated from 




( 3. 31) 
w /A - evaporation mass flow rate, mass/time-area 
e 
HE - energy/time-area 
hfg - latent heat of vaporization at 'IW, energy/mass 
with hfg estimated from 
= 1087 - 0.54 'IW ( 3. 32) 
for 'IW - °F and hfg in Btu/lbm. Use of Equations 3.29 
through 3.32 with values from Table 3.3 will yield evapor-
ation mass flow rates in lb /ft2 - day. 
m 
K. CONDUCTION HEAT-TRANSFER RATE 
The conduction heat-transfer rate is approximated as 
a fraction of the evaporation heat-transfer rate through 
the Bowen ratio, B: 
-HC = HE * B 
and 
B = (TS - TA) 
C3 (ES - EA) *~ 760 
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(3.33) 
( 3. 34) 
where 
TS surface temperature (°F) = 'lW 
' t 0 TA - air tempera ure, F 
ES - saturated vapor pressure at water surface tern-
perature, TS 
EA - air vapor pressure calculated from air tempera-
ture, TA, and relative humidity, RH 
p - barametric pressure, rmnHG 
c - an experimental constant usually taken as 0.26 
3 
(0.24 for smooth water surfaces and 0.28 for 
rough water surfaces) • 
Note that a minus sign has been introduced into Equation 
3.33 due to the sign convention in Figure 3.1. If TS is 
less than TA then from Equations 3.33 and 3.34, HTOT will 
be positive and the heat transfer will be from the air to 
the water surface in agreement with the sign convention 
of Figure 3 .1. 
Combining Equations 3.29, 3.30, 3.33, and 3.34 yields 
p 
HC = -c3 f(V) (TS - TA) 760 
or for P = 760 rnrnHg we have 
HC = -c3 (a2 + b2 V) (TS - TA) 
Again, emphasis must be placed on the empirical 
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( 3. 35) 
( 3. 36) 
nature of conduction heat rate formulation with regard to 
the Bowen ratio and the wind factor. 
L. MODEL FORMULATION 
substitution of Equations 3.20, 3.25, 3.29, and 3.36 
into 3.14 and 3.16 results in the model formula 3.37, 
shown below. 
HTOT = HS2 +SB (TA+ 460) 4 (CB + .03l(EA)O.S) 
4 
- EW * SB * ('IW + 460) - (a2 + b 2 V) (ES-EA) 
( 3. 3 7) 
Since ES is a function of water temperature only, we 
assume that for the time increment used in the model there 
is no significant error introduced by using the calculated 
water temperature value from the previous time step. In 
addition, the previous water temperature values are used to 
predict current heat exchange rates as shown in Equation 
3.37. The other variables, air temperature, wind speed, 
relative humidity, solar radiation, and cloudiness are 
given, so one can now determine HTOT directly from Equation 
3.37. 
The model vertically averages (no buoyant effects) 
temperature structure so the energy equation is considered 
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linear if the net heat exchange is linear f o r the tempera-
ture range considered. The net heat exchange rate for man 
made conditions requires only the water temperature excess, 
assuming that the air and natural water tentperature remain 
unchanged as formulated in the following way: 
Forced Water 
Temperature Rise = Man Made Rise - Natural Condition 
( 3. 3 8) 
or 
FTR = HS2MM + HAMM - BHMM - HEMM - HCMM - HS2N + HAN 
{3. 3 9) 
where Mlvl index means man made condition , N i s natural 
condition, and FTR equals forced water temperature rise 
(DELTAT in model) • The following assumptions are made 
with regard to Equation 3.39 : 
1) HS2MM = HS2 . (net N solar i np ut) 
2) HAMM - f (TA, cloudiness) = HA N (incoming radiation) 
3) BHMM = BHN + BHFTR (back radiation) 
4) HEMM = HEN +HE ( ev apo rat ion) FTR 
5) HC = HCN + HC (conduction) 
· MM FTR 
Noting that we must know approximate temperature range of 
water for linearized saturated vapor pressure, ES, we now 
rewrite 3. 39 into the following form: 
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where 
(Net Heat Exchange)FTR = BHFTR + HEFTR + HCFTR (3.40) 
= EW *SB* ('IW + 460) 4 FTR 
a
2 
+ b 2v - wind evaporation function 
ES - saturated vapor pressure for water temperature 
(mmHg) 
'IWFTR - calculated forced water temperature rise from 
0 
model ( C) 
HC = 0.26(a2 + b 2V)'IW FTR 
Linearization of BHFTR is done by using the following 
binomial expansion: 
(Y + G) m 
m-3 3 
+ m (m-1) (m-2) G Y 
3! ( 3. 41) 
for 
y = 'lW 
G = 460°F 
m = 4 
Equation 3.41 becomes 
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4 ('IW + 460) (460) 4 (1 + 4 * 'IW/460 + 6 * ('IW/460) 2 
+ 4 * ('IW/460) 3 + ('IW/460) 4 (3.42) 
and neglecting the last three terms as small we have 
3 
BHFTR = EW(460) 4'IWFTR (3.43) 
The use of the forced temperature rise for a heated 
effluent is ideal because it allows predictions that are 
much less sensitive to inaccuracies in the meterological 
data being used. This method improves predictive confidence 
for intelligent "worst case" analysis by separately con-
sidering maximum temperature rise during tidal cycle 
coupled and the maximum natural rise, say, during a hot 
summer day. As an add to understanding the tidal excur-
sions of isotherms and the maximum value and location they 
attain, the forced temperature rise calculations are very 
valuable especially if one is concerned with small tempera-
ture differences of the order of 0.1°c in the far field. 
M. EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE 
If the net heat transfer rate, HTOT, to the water, as 
given in Equation 3.37 is zero the grid point water tempera-
ture is then said to be at its equilibrium temperature, TE. 
Therefore, Equation 3.37 becomes: 
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O = HS2 + SB(TA + 460) 4 (CB + .031 (EA) l/2) 
4 
- EW*SB (TE + 460) - (a2 + b 2 V) (ES - EA) 
( 3. 44) 
solving Equation 3.44 in terms of TE requires at 
worst an iterative procedure because the saturated vapor 
pressure function, ES is calculated from the equilibrium 
temperature. In actuality, the solution of Equation 3.43 
requires about six iterations in the ~omputer model for 
five place accuracy. In the next section, the heat ex-
change coefficient approach will be used to actually cal-
culate the equilibrium coefficient. 
N. EXCHANGE COEFFICIENT 
The use of Newton's law of cooling, Equation 3.45, is 
essential for making an engineering estimate of the equil-
ibrium temperature. 
where 
Q = K * DT (3.45) 
Q - heat transfer rate (HTOT in model) normal to grid 
2 
surface area (Btu/ft - day) 
2 0 K - idealized heat transfer coefficient (Btu/ft -day- F) 
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DT - temperature difference (TE - 'IW) (°F) 
S ubtracting Equation 3.44 from 3.37 it follows that BY 
HTOT = -[EW * SB((TW + 460) 4 - (TE+ 460) 4 ] 
+ (a2 + b 2V) (ES - EE) + c3 (a2 + b 2V) (TW - TE)] 
(3.46) 
where EE is saturated vapor pressure evaluated at TE. Now 
by combining 3.45 and 3. 46 and solving for K we have the 
rela tion sh ip 
K = EW *SB ((TW + 460) 4 - (TE+ 460) 4 ] 
+ (a2 + b 7V) (ES - EE) + c 3 (a2 + b 2V) ('IW-TE) /(TW-'I'E) 
( 3. 4 7). 
By using the bionomial expan sion and n e glecting second 
and higher order terms in Equation 3.41 and Equation 3.48 
the linear vapor pressure approxima tion, BETA, shown 
below 
ES - EE = BETA (TW-TE) ( 3. 48) 
where BETA is found in Table 3. 5 1 we have, from Equations 
3.46 to 3.48, 
K = 4EW * SB 460 3 + (a2 + b 2V) (C 3 + BETA) ( 3. 4 9) 
After substitution of 



















TABLE 3.5. LINEARIZED VAPOR PRESSURE CONSTANT, BETA 
(REFERENCE 12) 
The final result is: 
K = 15. 7 + (a2 + b 2V) (c 3 + BETA) ( 3. 50) 
. I 2 o where K has units of Btu ft - day F and a 2 , b 2 , V, c 3 , 
BETA are all constants. Finally, we substitute 3.37 and 
3.50 into Fourier's law, Equation 3.45, and the result is: 
TE = HTOT + TW 
K 
( 3. 51) 
Equation 3.51 now is used to calculate the equilibrium 





IV. COMPUTER MODEL SUMMARY 
A. PRELIMINARY MODEL DETAILS 
A.l. General 
The computational scheme is controlled from the 
main section of the computer program by calling subprograms 
in order with suitable comments inserted to guide user 
through model operation. Pertinent hydrodynamic inforfua-
tion for Narragansett Bay can be found in Kurt Hess's, I 
Numerical Tidal Model of Narragansett Bay (4). Following I 
the general computational procedure in the main section of 
the thermal model we encounter the following input control 
parameters: 
IPRIND - Number of 4-minute intervals after which 
temperature displays are read into storage. 
If IPRIND equals 15, it does this once an 
hour. 
HSl(IDY) - Total daily solar radiation for day-IDY 
(not used if hourly values are available) 
RDCNP - Logical variable, if true, one should specify 
temperature field. If false program defaults 
to a constant bay temperature field of ar-
bitrary specification, TBNB. 
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A.2. Computation Parameters 
DELTAT - Logical variable, if true, model will 
calculate temperature above ambient 
(forced temperature rise, FTR) where we 
now define boundary temperature to be 
nearly zero: 
TMHOPE = .00001°c 
TRIVER = .00001°c 
TSOUND = .00001°c 
- If false, the model calculates ambient 
plus forced temperature rise 
TBNB - Arbitrary temperature field specification 
UPCON - Variable that increases dispersion co-
efficient, same for x and y direction 
with a range of values from 2 to 500 
2 yd /sec. (Dived by 5.93 from Equation 2.27) 
. . d (°C) TIN - Temperature increase in con enser 
QIN - Condenser flow rate (cfs) 
SITE - Various location choices for surface or 
submerged discharge from heat source 
NPRINT(I) - Print out of velocity and tempera-
ture field, first index must be 1 
and all numbers thereafter must be 
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in increments o f 15 or 30, e.g., l 
15, 30 I 60 I 7 5 I 10 5 
A.3. Main Body of Program 
Subroutine HEATIN - Specifies sou rce term and 
indices for power plant 
s iting 
Sub routine I NVAL - Reads a nd wr i tes a l l initial 
values for p r ogram 
Subroutine OPENED - Specifies all hyd r odynamic 
and t herma l -.)Undar y cond iti o n s 
Subrout i ne UPNFHT - Cl a cµlai ·es V . a nd SEP on ccJumn -n 
(north-south) for first 
whe r e 
UP = u t +l/2 
t+l/2 SEP = n 
t+l/2 VP = v 
h a l f t i me step 
t 
u = u 
t SE = n 
t 
v = v 
so " P" me ans h i gher t i me l e v e l in nota t i on seen 
abov e 
Subrou tine VPMFHT - Calculate s VP on r ow m 
(east-west) for first 
half times t e p 
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. I 
contained within subroutine VPMFHT are the following: 
a. Subroutine WATDEP - Heat exchange values that 
are a function of water 
~emperature 
b. Subroutine WATIND - Heat exchange values that 
are independent of water 
temperature 
c. Subroutine AZ - Calculates t h e average bay 
temperature from a total · of 
six arbitrary subdivisions 
d . Subroutine PRINT - Controls al l p rint punch 
operations as well as time -
step realloca tion for 
variables 
Subroutine VPMSHT - Computes VP and SEP on column 
m s e cond hal f time step 
Subroutine UPNSHT - Computes SEP on row n second 
half tirneste 
Subroutine DISPLY - Graphical out put of thermal 
model at end of the computa-
tional run. Calls IBM sub-
routine PLOT at the end of the 
computer run 
Subroutine ANALYZE - Tidal pattern real vs. actual 
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A.4. Data 
YR - Year, e.g., 57 for 1957 
DAY - Day of Year, e.g., 194 for July 17 
THR - Hour in Day, e.g., 17 
TMIN - Minute, e.g., 48 
TMHOPE - Mt. Hope temperature condition 
TRIVER - River temperature conditions around bay 
TSOUND - Rhode Island Sound temperature condition. 
A.5. Execution Parameters 
IMODES = 2, for central and, 1 for upstream 
differencing 
IPUNCH - timestep at which model will punch out 
data 
AT - half timestep = 120 sec 
MAXST - computational length, MAXST/15 = number 
of hours real time 
B. MODEL APPLICATION FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY, HYDRODYNAMICS 
SECTION 
B.l. Introduction 
Now that the fundamentals of the computer scheme 
have been discussed, the model may be applied to the 
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specific case of Narragansett Bay. This requires the 
selection of the grid net which describes the Bay geography, 
with physical data on grid depths and bottom friction read 
· The hydrodynamic boundary conditions are given as time in. 
varying functions at Mt. Hope Bay and Rhode Island Sound. 
'rhe following sections outline the application procedure. 
B.2. Grid Net Selection 
Few, if any, guidelines exist for the selection 
of an optimum grid system for a water body, especially one 
like Narragansett Bay with its complicated geography. The 
first step taken, however, was the choice of the water 
boundaries. The area of the Bay to be modeled is bounded 
on the south by Rhode Island Sound, on the east by the 
entrance of Mt. Hope Bay, and the north at the narrowing 
of the Seekonk River. This area represents about two-
thirds of the entire Bay. The portion excluded, Mt. Hope 
Bay and the Sakonnet River, comprises another estuarine 
system, and is connected to the main part of the Bay by a 
narrow passage. 
Secondly, the computation scheme imposes a minimum of 
two grids per row or columns in the field. Thus, the 
narrowest channel must be at least two grids wide. These 
critical areas occur in the lower Bay, in the East and west 
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passages, and in the upper Bay in the Providence River 
(Figure 4.1). Therefore, a grid length of one-half nautical 
mile (1012.7 yds.) was chosen. The resulting grid net 
consists of 314 water and 11 water-boundary grids within 
the rectangular (19 by 48) field for a total of 325 grids. 
The model axis has been rotated 10.l degrees clock.wise 
from the true north-south direction for more accurate 
representation of the shore geometry. 
B.3. Model Time Step Selection 
One important property of the implicit solution 
method is its unconditional numerical stability, (values 
need only be bounded) regardless of time step. However, 
the size of the time step has an effect on the accuracy of 
the solution. 
Leendertse (1) has shown that the solution is accurate 
when Equation 4.1, shown below, is less than 5. 
AT { h )1/2 ~ 
L g max 5 ( 4. 1) 
where 
AT - time step 
L - grid length 
g - acceleration of gravity 
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MODEL 
G) BOUNDARY CO NDITION 
GRID ELEMENTS 
FIGURE 4 .1. GRID SYSTEM FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY 
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Note that the factor ~ is the max imum long-wave celerity. 
por a max imum depth of 152 feet in the bay a grid length of 
3038 feet, and a time step of 220 seconds Equation 4.1 
has a value of 4.91. The r efor e, a time step, AT, of this 
size or less insures good a ccuracy, especially s i nce the 
average depth of the Bay is only 30 feet. 
B. 4 . Ba y Depths 
Bath yme t ric v a ria t i ons a re a c cou t ed for i n t h e 
depth s pecifica tion a t each g rid square . In accordance 
wi th t he placeme n t 0 f vari ab le s wi t hin t he g :c i d , F i gure 4. 2 , 
the dep th in the corner of t h e grid a t (x + 1/2 , y + 1/2) 
c c 




DEPTH FOR GRI D 
SPECIFI ED AS 
DEPTH AT 'I'HI S 
POINT 
FIGURE 4.2. DEPTH SPECIF I CATION 
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The number entered is the actual depth at mean sea level 
at that point on the grid, and not the average depth over 
the grid square as shown in Figure 4.2. Depths may also 
be entered without harm at grid squares outside the compu-
tation field, such as those adjacent to water grids. 
General information on the bathyrnetry was obtained 
from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey chart No. 353, 
which gives depths at mean low water. It should be noted 
that while such charts are useful, certain small-scale 
features may not be evident from them. For certain critical 
locations, therefore, depth surveys would be quite useful. 
These were carried out in the West Passage at the James-
town Bridge, and at the Mt. Hope Bridge. 
B.5. Chezy Coefficient 
The effects of bottom friction are introduced 
through the Chezy coefficient 
c = 1.49 (h + •) 1/6 
Z N ., (2.20) 
The dependence of Equation 2.20 on T\ makes CZ a time-
varying function. However, since the water level, 'fl, is 
usually much smaller than the depth, h, at mean sea level, 
its influence is small (Hess, 4). Thus, values of CZ are 
computed at the start of each run (for "l = O), and are 
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not changed afterward. 
The selection of the Manning factor (N in ft 1/ 6 ) 
poses a somewhat more difficult problem, due to the lack 
of extensive studies for rivers and bays. Masch and 
Brandes (49), for example, use values between 0.018 and 
o.054, which corresponds to "rubble set in cement" and 
"natural river channels: winding, with pools and shoals", 
respectively, in a table given by Henderson (50). The 
essential concept is bottom roughness, which varies con-
siderably in an area as large as Narragansett Bay. For 
approximation, then, the Manning factor was taken as a 
linear function of m, the north-south section number: 
N(m) = Navg (1.3 - 0.6m/max) ( 4. 2) 
which varies from 1.3 Navg in the Providence River to 0.7-
Navg at the mouth of the Bay. The average value, Navg, 
was determined from comparisons of predicted and observed 
velocities, and was taken as 0.020. 
B.6. Rhode Island Sound Boundary 
The primary driving force at the mouth of Nar-
ragansett Bay is the astronomical tide, and thus is entered 
as a water level boundary condition at that location, 
grids m = 48, n = 8, 9, 11, 12, 13. The coast and Geodetic 
Survey regularly collects and analyzes tidal elevations at 
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several locations around the Bay. The primary stations 
are at Newport, Bristol, and Providence, and the data 
obtained is used to calculate the amplitude and phase 
angle of the twenty or so largest tidal constituents (51). 
A number of secondary stations have been occupied, and 
the times of high and low water relative to Newport are 
given for them in reference 51. 
The tidal forcing function may be represented by the 
sum of several sinusoidally varying terms, each with a 
specified amplitude, angular speed, and phase angle (52). 
The phase angle is taken relative to Greenwich, England; 
the amplitude is modified by a function of lunar position, 
f1\. The equation for the water level, 1\1 is 
ii 
l\(t) = H0 + ~ff\ (t) Hi\. cos (wi\t + (V 0 + u)i\ - ~ 
where 
( 4. 3) 
H - the height of the mean sea level above the datum 
0 
(mean low water) 
and for each constituent, 'f\, 
fi\.(t) - amplitude factor depending on the position 
of the moon's line of nodes 
Hi\ - amplitude of the constituent 




+ u)f\ - value of the equilibrium agrument when 
t = 0 
k- - epoch (angular phase difference from Greenwich) 
~ 
t - time (hours) from reference time 
The values of H , IL, and k_ are calculated for each 
0 ~ ~ 
tide station. The angular speed (w) , lunar node function 
~and equilibrium agrument (V
0 
+ u)'i. can be calculated 
from knowledge of astronomical motions, and are tabulated 
in reference 52. (See Hess (4) , Subroutine KURIH) . 
The tide at the lower boundary is calculated at each 
of the end grids (m = 48, n = 8, 9, 11-13) by an equation 
of ' the form 4.3. The tide at the intermediate grids is 
obtained by l i near interpolation. The amplitude and epoch 
of each constituent used at the boundary is derived from 
the analysis of tidal data taken at three previously 
mentioned stations. The tidal values will be improved by 
data obtained from the Ocean Engineering Department's, 
Whale Rock tide gauge. 
Several other types of boundary conditions are included 
in the model, and can be used in various hydrodynamic 
experiments. (See Hess (4) , Chapter II) • 
B.7. Providence River Boundaries 
The boundaries located in the northern part of 
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the Bay represents river flows and are velocity boundary 
conditions in the model. The Providence Harbor is the sum 
of several rivers, while the Pawtuxet River joins the 
providence River further down the Bay. Several smaller 
river flows into the Bay are neglected because their dis-
charge flow rates would have no noticeable affect on local 
fluid motions. 
The total volumetric flow rate from the Blackstone-
Seekonk, Moshassuck, and Woonasquatucket Rivers is entered 
at boundary grid m = 1, n = 3 and 4 to simplify the ·model 
grid system in that region. The mean annual flow rate, 
about 890 cfs including discharge from the City of Provi-
dence, is fairly small compared to tidal flowrate so that 
local velocities do not differ significantly in the area 
as a result. The daily average flowrate may either be 
obtained from surface water records (53) or estimated from 
the ratio of monthly to yearly mean discharges. 
The Pawtuxet River boundary (m = 10 and 11, n = 4) is 
handled in the same manner as the Providence Harbor boundary. 
B.8. The Mt. Hope Boundary 
The boundary at the entrance to Mt. Hope Bay 
probably is the most difficult to model accurately. The 
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local geography does not permit the use of the Bristol 
Harbor tide as a water level boundary condition, so a 
tidal velocity, based upon the volumetric flowrate, is 
used. 
The total flow under the Mt. Hope Bridge is determined 
by tidal differences, river discharges, and wind effects. 
The tidal flow results from water level variations between 
the Narragansett and Mt. Hope Bays where the Mt. Hope Bay 
is also connected to the Rhode Island Sound by the Sakonnet 
River. Also, a certain fraction of the fresh water dis-
charge into the Mt. Hope Bay, primarily from the Taunton 
River (mean annual flowrate of 660 cf s) , passes under the 
bridge. Local winds may contribute to daily variations in 
the flow, but they are neglected since no data on wind 
currents is available. 
The earliest available measurement of the flow under 
the bridge were reported by Haight (54) , who used a 7 foot 
pole and three current meters on August 7 and 8, 1930. 
Recent measurements, Binkerd (55), (August 5 and 18, 1971) 
were taken by using several poles spaced across the section 
under the bridge. The general approach of analyzing the 
data used by Haight was applied to the newer observations. 
Due to the nature of the bay geometry, Haight (54) 
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showed that the currents due to the lunar (M2 , M4 , and M6) 
constituents of the tide accounted for most of the obtained 
current. The flowrate can then be approximated by 
3 
q = :Jf. qk cos [~~~~~k (t - tauk)] 
k=l 
( 4. 4) 
where q is the flowrate, and tau the time to first flood 
after high water. The flowrate was deduced from the 1930 
data by integrating the velocity over the depth, and multi-
plying by a weighted area under the bridge (90,600 ft 2). 
The flowrates for the other observations were calculated 
by summing the products of the pole velocity and the in-
cremental area; the resultant values were adjusted for the 
tidal range and smoothed. A weighted average was then 
analyzed, by a least squares technique, using an equation 


























TABLE 4.1. LUNAR CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF FLOW 
UNDER MT. HOPE BRIDGE 
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The tidal velocity is obtained by dividing the flowrate, q, 
by the area at the boundary. 
The portion of the Taunton River discharge passing 
under the bridge is obtained from Hicks, ( 57) , who es-
timated the river outflow from the ebb flowrates through 
each Bay passage. The value used here is 72% of the annual 
mean flow or 475 cfs. 
c. MODEL APPLICATIONS FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY - THERMAL SEC'I'ION 
c.l . Boundary Co nd i t i on 
As previously mentioned in the hydrodynamic 
section, the river flow r a tes are small compared to tidal 
flow and as a consequence the river temper~.ture boundary 
. . 
conditions around the bay have no noticeable affect on 
spatial heat v a riations. Nevertheless , a constant value o f 
0 22.20 C was chosen to represent mid-surruner conditions at 
all river outfall areas. The Mt. Hope bound a ry condition 
is important because the flow under the bridge is of the 
order of 10-20% o f the tidal flow. From data av ai l a.ble at 
this time (37) a constant value of 21.75°c was chosen. Fin-
ally , at the Rhode Island Sound boundary condition, a consta nt 
value of ls.s0 c is used (31). It is quite obvious that the 
fixed Rhode Island Sound boundary condition will represent 
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the greatest source of inaccuracy in the model. A pro-
posed improvement would be to vary the boundary condition 
as a function of tidal velocity across lower east and west 
passage as shown in Equation 4.5 
where 
Rhode Island temperature 
boundary condition 
= 18 _65 + Ampl * Vel Vel 
max 
( 4. 5) 
18.65 is now the average value of the boundary condition 
0 Ampl = .15 C - half temperature tidal excursion 
Vel - tidal velocity (yds/sec) 
vel - maximum tidal velocity - taken as .125 yds/sec 
max 
Temperature excursion was determined by plotting at a typical 
North-South temperature profile shown in Figure 4.3. 
The use of Equation 4.5 would help model boundary 
condition by taking into account, in an approximate way, 
the flow of warm water back into the bay. 
C.2. Thermal Model Modes 
The model can operate under various schemes that 
are shown in Table 4.2. These were formulated to help 
isolate the various heat transfer processes involved in 
simulating both natural and man-made conditions. Mode I 
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- - I 
BOUNDARY NET HEAT POWER 
DELTAT CONDITIONS RD CNP TBNB CONDITIONS EXCHANGE PLANT MODE 
False 21°c 
AA 0 TMHOPE=2 l. 7 5 C HTOT No A 
All Bay TRIVER=22.2°c 
Ambient TSOUND=l8.5°c HTOT = O* No B 
True Not Used Sarne as AA HTOT No c 
False in Model Above HTOT = 0 No D 
Ambient False 21°c Sarne as AA HTOT Yes E 
Plus Forced All Bay Above 
Temperature HTOT = 0 Yes F 
Rise True Not Used Sarne as AA HTOT Yes G 
in Model Above HTOT = 0 H l.O Yes 
0 
Forced False .00001°c 
BB 0 TMHOPE=.00001 C HTOT Yes I 
True Temp era tu re All Bay TRIVER=.00001°c HTOT = 0 Yes J Ris~ TSOUND=.00001oc 
True Not Used Sarne as BB HTOT Yes K 
in Model Above HTOT = 0 Yes L 
* Adiabatic Surface Condition 
TABLE 4.2. THERMAL MODEL MODES 
c . 3 . Net Heat Ex change 
The v alue of HTOT, the net heat excha nge trans-
fer rate, is obtained from Equation 3.37. This is read 
into the model by the following formulation: 
2 2 2 Btu yd x 9 ft /yd 
2 x GSA x (24 hr/day) (3600 sec/hr) ft -day 
HTOT x AREA = 
9 x GSA 
Heat into box = 2 4 x 3600 
Btu 
s e c 
= Q 
where GSA - grid surface are a 
but Q = me DT p 
and 
Q - heat t r a n s fer r a te p e r u n i t t i me 
c - speci f ic heat o f wa ter at c o nstan t p r essure p 
DT = temperature change in box per unit time 
Combining 4.7 a nd 4.8 a nd solving for DT we have: 
DT -- _Q__ -
me 
9 x GSA 
24 x 3600 x 
p 
lb 
64_!!! [GSA yd 2 * 
ft 3 
2 
9 ft 3 ft 
2 ] * De pth (yd) * yd yd 
Consolidating, the result is 
DT HTOT o 
= 24 * 3600 * 64 * 3 * Depth = F/sec 
f :) r a dep t h o f 30 f eet t he f i n a l re sult 1. s 
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( 4. 6) 
( 4 . 8) 
( 4. 9) 





0 F/sec (4. 11) 
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10 * 86,400 
1. 66 * 10 
7 
8. 6 * 10
5 
1. 66 * 10 
7 = .052 OF/day 
For one year we would h ave 
T = .052 * 36 5 = 1 9°F 
(4.12) 
( 4. 13) 
( 4. 1 4) 
which is of the ord e r of the a n nu a l v ariat i on i n t he Na. r-
ragan ~ e tt Bay a e a . 
•rh e re a d in v a r i a bles requ i red fo r computing Equ ation 
3.37 are the following: 
TA - temperature of the a ir, °F (T. F . Green Airport , 
( 56)) 
RH - Relative humidity, p e rce nt (T.F . Gre e n Airport ,. 
( 56)) 
2 HS2(1) - Hourly sola r radiation parame ter (grm-ca l/cm) 
(sca le f a ctor of .2 from Epp l ey Laboratory, 
Unpublishe d) 
WA - Wind speed, miles per hour (T. F . Green Airport, 
( 56)) 
ANG - Direction that wind blows from, degrees (T.F. 
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Green Airport, {56)) 
cLDCVR - Percent of sky covered with clouds (T.F. 
Green Airport, ( 56)) 
c.4. Power Plant 
To determine power plant requirements, the cool-
ing wa ter rate per unit power 'must be known (see Figure 














A straightforward calculation is presented using the 
steady flow energy equation 
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(4.15) 




( 4 . 17) 
q - heat removed from work ing fluid after it h a s 
out 
passed t h r ough t urbi le 
W - coo ling water f l ow rate 
cw 
h - enthalpy of fluid 






where E = 
p 
qin 





and DT - temperature increase, 
cw 





( 4. 18) 
( 4. 19) 
in cooling water 
Equation 4.19 becomes, after a little rearranging 
Wcw = 1-E ~-1~~ 
p E c DT p cw 
Assuming 
E = plant efficiency = 40% 
0 
c = 1 Btu/lb F p m 
DT 
cw 
Equation 4.20 is now 
w 
cw = 1-.4/.4 * 
lb OF 
m * 3413 Btu/hr 
P Btu/hr o Kw l Btu x 20 F 
which results in 
w lb 
cw =255 97 * 10 3 m 
P • hr Mw 
1.1 cfs 
= Mw 








( 4. 21) 
(4.22) 
( 4. 2 3) 
For a plant with an 1800 megawatt capacity we would 
need approximately 2000 cfs for a rated efficiency of 40%. 
The data used in the model is summarized as follows: 





= 12 C = TIN 
( 4. 24) 
These two values represent reasonable values but 
certain engineers might prefer to use a cooling water rate 
95 
0 
based on 1500 cfs/l,000 megawatts or a DTcw = 25 F. There 
are so many possible choices of flow rates, temperature 
increases and site locations that the model is structured 
to handle these many personal preferences in user produc-
tion runs. 
Also, it should be kept in mind, that a power plant 
generally h a s an average power production rate below the 
953 maximum c utp u t rate unde r peak load condit i on s to 
furthe r complicate environmental studies. 
C. 5. Ba y Zonal i is ions 
The bay was divided into six major geographically 
similar sections each with various subsections that com-
prise the main hydrodynamic elements of the model. This 
~s ?een in Figure 4.5. The Rome Point area will affect 
primarily zone 1. 
C.6. Rome Point Area 
An enlarge d sectio n of Narra gans tt Bay map 
Figure 4.10 for the Rome Point area is seen in Figure 4. 6. 
In the pre diction p ortion of this report, isotherms wi ll 
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GENERAL_ STlJDIES OF TEMPERA'l'URE MODEL BEHAVIOR v. 
EFFECT OF TH E DIFFERE NCES 
As mentioned in Chapter I I and Appendix D the differ-
encing schemes will affect the computed v alues. The· central 
differenc i ng scheme is preferred because it does not alter 
the natural dispersion coefficient in t he model and is in-
sensitiv e t o tr.e db?ergent flow patterns. It should be 
kept in mind that for the dispersion coefficient value of 
2 s.o yd /sec used by Sapulding (16) and considered rea l -
istic there i s a ti:-c:.nsient re ::.;po::rse ir. the model of several 
days and with a heat source causes wild computational be-
havior t h a i: p ropa<;!ates ne a r ai.sch arge. 
B. VERIF I CATION ?ROCEDURE 
The most logical first step is to have a uniform tern-
perature for the Bay and its exits and entrances with no 
heat exchange across the air-water interface. This was 
done and the results of this are shown graphically in 
Figure 5.1. A value of the dispersion constant, UPCON, was 
chosen as 500 for rapid mixing and co:wergence to the 
steady sta t e bay temperature. '!'his procedure required two 
hours of computer time. 












COEFFICIENT - 350 YD
2
/SEC 
'(]PCON = 500 
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FIGURE 5.1. ENERGY BALANCE ·?'OR BAY, UNIFORM TEMPERATURE CASE 
in almost four days but the maximum rate of decrease is of 
the order of 0.05 percent for the four day period. This 
is quite acceptable when compared to the findings of 
Leendertse (2) and establishes the primary verification of 
the model. 
c. STARTING TRANSIENT 
When the computations during first few hours of simu-
lation are made, it is assumed that the model will tend 
toward equilibrium from some arbitrary initial temperature 
field. The transient response for the forced temperature 
rise apparently follows two and possibly three phases for 
the shallow water region selected for a possible power 



















FIGURE 5.2. PHASES OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE FOR FORCED 
TEMPERATURE RISE AND TIDAL AVERAGES 
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phase I is primarily the rapid increase in the temperature 
to within 80-90 percent of the steady state value. Steady 
state means that the apparent temperature average from 
tidal cycle to tidal cycle is at most a gradual but regular 
change. Phase II will consist of the alignment of the 
temperature peaks and dips with some sort of tidal regu-
larity. Finally, Phase III, not always distinct from II, 
will represent the level at which we have established some 
steady state value for the forced temperature rise. 
Further investigation is necessary to determine how steady 
state values vary over an average monthly variation of tidal 
cycles. The steady state is emphasized as the apparent 
average of the temperature oscillation that may itself have 
a much larger period of oscillation. Each grid has its 
own transient response characteristics so reference here is 
made only to grid m = 35, n = 5. Figure 5.3 gives general 
guidelines for reaching steady state forced temperature 
rise as a function of dispersion coefficient. 
Once a general understanding of the temperature trans-
ient response is obtained it is a simple matter of adding 
it onto the ambient condition provided one stays within the 
bounds of the linearization assumptions explained in Chapter 
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2 175 YD /SEC 
350 YD 2/SEC 
5 6 7 8 TIDAL CYCLES 
FIGURE 5.3. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE STEADY STATE TIDALY 
AVERAGED VALUES OF FORCED TEMPERATURE RISE AS A 
FUNCTION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR GRID m = 35, n = 5 
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In summary, the transient response is of the order of 
5-10 tidal cycles for the lower range of dispersion co-
efficient; requiring careful preliminary investigation 
before making any evaluations of forced temperature rise . 
o. DISPERSION COEFFICIENT 
In the following discussion, the Rome Point location 
m = 36, n = 5 was chosen because its shallow depth and 
local interest make it a good example. As is seen from 
Figure 5.3, a diffusion coefficient of the order of 5-20 
yd2/sec in the vicinity of grid m = 36, n = 5, will force 
thePmodel into computational difficult~ that i~ a forced 
temperature rise greater than DT of condenser. Figure 
cw 
5.3 shows the general temperature increases for the various 
dispersion coefficients that may be used as a guide for 
determining the average tidal temperature increases in the 
outfall area. 
The dispersion coefficient enhancing technique, elab-
orated in Chapter II, Section D, and Appendix D, would 
enable .one to use a value of 5-20 yd2 /sec in the model and 
would be as close to the real conditions as possible. At 
this stage in the development of the model, it was decided 
2 
to use the value of 50 yd /sec throughout the bay as a 
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FIGURE 5.4. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION pF MINIMUM 
VALUE OF DISPERSION COEFFICIENT FOR ROME POINT, 
rn = 36, n = 5 
first estimate in determining the general isotherm pattern 
around the discharge. With a grid size of about 1000 yards 
and the model interest in the far field it is felt that the 
results for a dispersion coefficient of the order of 50 
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yd2/sec (UPCON = 100) would be satisfactory. 
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vr. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED RESULTS AND HISTORICAL DATA 
A· BACKGROUND 
Given the necessary meterological data, solar inputs, 
and boundary conditions it is feasible to predict the bay 
temperature field through thermal model calculations. In 
any model verification procedure, the comparison between 
measured and computed values is difficult because of the 
small area encompassed by measurements versus the larger 
1/2 by 1/2 nautical mile area of the model grids. Since 
model averages v ertical water temperature column, surface 
to bottom temperature measurements continuously taken on 
area wide basis, are required to achieve more realistic 
verification criterion. Being realistic, the reference 
period July, 1957 was chosen to give insight on where the 
model and measurements are most divergent because of the 
dissimilar nature of the model and the historical measure-
ments. 
This does not mean that the model has little value, 
which it does have for large scale simulation, but rather 
that measurements should be taken on a length and time 
scale comparable to the model. The summer of 1957 was 
chosen for comparison because it contains the heaviest 
concentration of temperature data taken in Narragansett Bay. 
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MODEL SIMULATION CONDITIONS 
The following conditions were adopted for comparison 
procedure (see next page). 
c. NARRAGANSETT BAY DATA 
C.l. Narragansett Marine Lab Pier 
The data obtained from Hicks (37) and Day (38) 
is plotted in Figure 6.1 along with the computer results. 
In addition, the lower boundary condition. derived from the 
average of July measurements at Brenton's Reef (31) was 
changed arbitrarily from 18.5 to 19.S0 c and this result is 
also shown in Figure 6.1. 
It is quite clear that the model grid predictions are 
0 0 between 1.0 C and 2 C too low. 
C.2. Newport, Rhode Island 
The Newport Data (41) as presented in Table 6 .1 






















Monthly Average Morning 20 .1°c 20. o0 c 
TABLE 6.1. NEWPORT TEMPERATURE DATA, (41) GRID 
LOCATION n = 15, m = 40 
C.3. Bay Data 
• 
Hicks (37) undertook Cruise III between July 15 
to July 19, 1957 with a total of 19 sta tions around the 
bay. In most cases at least four depth measurements were 
taken at each station and the average of these was used 
as a comparison with the model as shown in Table 6.2. 
The agreement is good for stations where the tempera-
ture in the water column is rather uniform. For the Rhode 
Island Sound station, where the bottom temperatures go as 
0 0 low as 15.3 C, 3.2 C cooler than any temperature in the 
bay thermal field, the average of measured values are 
0 
about 0.5 c too low. 
C.4. Meterological Data 
The air temperature measurements taken at T.F. 
Green Airport (56) can be seen in Figure'6.2 and they show 


























TMHOPE (Temperature Mt. Hope Bay) 
TRIVER (Temperature of Rivers) 
TSOUND (Temperature of R.I. Sound) 
TBNB (Temperature Field) 
IMODES (1-Upstream; 2-Central 
Differencing) 
0 RDCNP (Temperature Read In, C) 
UPCON (Dispersion Coefficient 
Constant) 
QIN (Source Flow Rate CFS, i.e. 
Power Plant) 
TIN (Cooling Water Temperature 
Increase) 
SITE (Power Plant Output and Input) 
Plotting Time 
Program No. 












500 x Elder' s 
Value/5. 93 
0.0 
100 (Flow Out: 
n=5, m=36. 





EXPERIMENTAL RUN 1 (NATURAL CONDITIONS FOR MODEL-
MEASUREMENT COMPARISON WITH NO POWER PLANT EFFECTS) 
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QATE TIME STATION GRID MEASUREMENT MODEL 
July 15 Morning 5 ( 3 / 21) 23.00 22.9 
July 15 0855 10 (9,28) 21.40 21. 8 
July 15 0810 13 ( 8, 33) 20.60 21. 7 
July 16 0850 14 (13,38) 18.5 20.2 
July 16 1058 15 (8, 41) 18.75 18.50 
July 16 1012 16 (8, 48) 17. 90 18.50 
July 16 0950 17 ( 12 I 48) 17 .10 18.50 
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0 
average was 1.0 c above normal, wind speeds were in the 
10-12 M. P.H. normal range and relative humidity was about 
67 percent or within normal range for this measurement 
period. 
Solar input, as recorded at the Eppley Laboratory, 
Newport, Rhode Island can be seen in Figure 6.3 • 
. . 
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of 1920 2 Btu/ft -day. 
With the discrepancies in the predicted versus actual 
values of water temperature, it is certainly not clear 
that this form of verification is realistic or profitable. 
With regard to Masch et al (57), where compar i sor.s between 
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-·--. i 
detailed prototype, physical, and computer predictions were 
in error by 10 to 25 percent, the thermal model variances, 
of this magnitude, do not seem disappointing at all. 
Let's begin with the discrepancies that occur at the 
Narragansett Marine Lab Pier. A referr.al to Figure' 6.4 
will clearly show general geographical area and the. model 



















FIGURE 6.4. NARRAGANSETT MARINE LAB PIER, 
GENERAL LOCATION AND DEPTHS 
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The model can include grid (7,43) with a depth of 
7.2 yards which would be a much better representation for 
the Narragansett Marine Lab than the originally chosen 
grid (8,43), with a depth of 15.6 yards. The temperatures 
in grid (7,42), directly north of a more desirable grid 
0 (7,43), averaged 0.5 C above those in grid (8,43). Since 
the proposed box would also be a corner box , the dispersion 
coefficient will strongly influence western diffusion of 
cooler Rhode Island Sound water during flow up the bay. 
This verification run has a high value of dispersion to 
insure a well mixed bay. Unfortunately, this inflated 
value increases the effect of the cool Rhode Island Sound 
flow past Narragansett Marine Lab Pier area. 
In addition, the fixed boundary temperature for Rhode 
Island Sound is an approximation that complicates the pre-
diction. It is felt that extensiv e development of the 
model with regard to a variable boundary condition for 
one tenth the dispersion coefficient used is necessary to 
improve comparison. 
Although not certain, Dr. Hicks, by letter, has ex-
pressed a belief that the water temperature data at Marine 
Lab (38) was taken by a Bristol Recorder from a source at 
an unspecified depth below the surface and possibly flushed 
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through a holding tank with a capacity of several hundred 
gallons. It is interesting to note that the temperature 
data obtained by Hicks (37) shows that temperature differ-
ences at Narragansett Marine Lab Pier between top and 
bottom water for the period February 1952 to January 1958 
0 
averages 0.2 C. Referring back to Day (38) we also ob-
serve that temperature variations of a 4°c during the day 
at Narragansett Marine Lab Pier appear to be larger than 
common sense tidal flushing estimates. In Figure 6.5, it 
is seen for July 9 and 13 that with low solar input, tern-
perature maximum decreases about o.s0 c while minimum tern-
perature is unaffected. It appears that with this low 
solar input, we should be able to estimate depth of the 
water column if the solar energy is considered evenly 
distributed. We have, 
Solar Input 2 = 2000 Btu/ft (half da0 
where DT 0 = .5 c 
= Mass * C * DT p 
1000 Btu =-;....;..;..~~~~~ = Depth x Unit Area x 
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...... ,?t"> 
Depth = 20 ft ( 6. 4) 
with a measured depth of about 20 feet, we conclude that 
the water temperature variations do follow the above 
simplistic formulation. Also note in Figure 6.5 the un-
explainable 2°c temperature increase of minimum temperature 
on July 17. 
0 This sudden increase of 2 C, in mean water 
temperature at the Narragansett Marine Lab Pier contributes 
substantially to the disagreement between the model and 
measurements because it increases the average water tern-
0 perature by 1.5 C. This sudden change in water temperature 
shows the variability of taking measurements in shallow, 
inshore water. 
This lengthy discussion on the Narragansett Marine 
Lab Pier temperature measurements can only be resolved by 
first conducting an extensive detailed area survey around 
the pier in conjunction with accurate Rhode Island Sound 
temperature boundary condition measurements. As will be 
true for all temperature measurements to be discussed, we 
would have to establish a meterological station closer to 
the bay, preferrably on the Narragansett Marine Lab Pier 
to more accurately represent the input conditions. 
For the Newport Data (41) agreement was good while 
for Hicks (37) the data agreed if the vertical structure 
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was homogenous. It should be noted that if the 15-16°c 
bottom water temperatures for Rhode Island Sound stations 
were not included in vertical average the agreement between 
predicted and actual values would be closer. 
E. CONCLUSION 
This attempt at thermal model verification with field 
measurements while enlightening for general temperature 
variation shows quite clearly how formidable a task it is 
to have grid locations agree with temperature measurements 
to a ±s percent. Since the desired type of measurements 
for improved verification work would entail about 10 con-
tinuously operating data stations which are beyond the scope 
of department capability no further verification attempts 
were initiated. Dr. Eidinger (5) discusses the seemingly 
impossible task of the model verification with field 
measurement~ an undertaking that no one has yet done success-
fully. 
The lack of detailed model spatial agreement with 
measured temperature data should not detract from the 
information the model does predict of a more general 
nature. 
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VII. THERMAL MODEL PREDICTIONS 
A. POWER PLANT LOCATION 
The thermal model can place a heat source simulating 
an electri c generating plant in any of the 314 non-boundary 
grids. The selection of the Rome Point area was made be-
cause the area is of local interest and the relative shallow 
water depth of 10 feet provides a good indication of the 
computational effectiveness of the model for a specific 
value of the d i spers i on coefficient. From a utility view-
point, the surface discharge in the Rome Point grid, n = 5, 
m = 36, i s inexpens i ve to construct and the land boundary 
at n = 6, m = 36 affords reentrainment protection from 
the intake grid located at n = 6, m = 37 or southeast of 
the intake. 
The general geometry at the Rome Point site can be 
seen in Figure 7.1. The shaded area covers the most 
likely intake and discharge locations. 
B. INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 
The following experimental sections will contain 
various results that clearly show the effectiveness of 
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a particular heat source. The natural or non-power plant 
predictions show the thermal patterns that can be measured 
in the bay. The natural plus power plant predictions are 
an indication of the thermal pattern that would occur with 
a power plant in operation for the specified data. 
The above ambient or natural condition that occurs if 
the effect of the power plant is isolated results in 
valuable plant siting information. To clearly demonstrate 
the effect of the power plant on the bay the natural tem-
perature state is subtracted from the temperature state in-
cluding the power plant. This shows quite clearly the 
effects of the power plant a1one. This technique was form-
ulated into a 'forced temperature rise above ambient' con-
dition, where one sees only the effect of the power plant 
on the natural temperature state predicted by the model. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 1 (THE NATURAL CONDITIONS IN NARRAGAN-
SETT BAY AS PREDICTED BY THE THERMAL MODEL) 
This first experimental run contains a listing of all 
variables in the program that must be defined. For ex-
perimental run l, these are used to determine the natural 
temperature condition that occurs from July 14 to July 18, 
1957 with no heat source included. In an effort to simplify 
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the discussion of the following experimental runs only 
the variables that are different from run 1 are listed. 
TABLE 7.1. PROGRAM VARIABLES 
VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
1 YEAR 57. 
2 DAY 195. 
3 THR (HOUR) 17. 
4 TMIN (MINUTE) 48. 
5 TMHOPE (Temperature for the Mt. 21.75°c 
Hope Bay Boundary Condition, 
(B.C.)) 
6 TRIVER (Temperature for the 22.2°c 
River B.C.) 
7 TSOUND (Temperature for the Rhode 18.50°c 
Island Sound B.C.) 
8 TBNB (Temperature Field in the 21. o0 c 
Bay) 
9 !MODES (1-Upstream; 2-Central 2 
Differencing) 




NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER 
11 UPCON (Dispersion Coefficient 
constant Times Elder's Value) 
12 QIN (Source Flow Rate, cfs) 
13 TIN (Cooling Water Temperature 
Increase Through Plant) 
14 SITE (Power Plant Output and 
Input Grids Specified) 
15 DELTAT (Logical Variable. If 
true the model calculates 
forced temperature rise, if 
false it calculates natural 
condition with or without 
power plant· 
16 Plotting Time 
17 Program Number 





0 12.0 c 
100 (Flow Out: 
n=5, m=36. 






The temperature fields, as shown in Figure 7.2 
and Figure 7.3, represent a typical display pattern. The 
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position reveal important thermal characteristics of the 
bay. spatial temperature variations after 68 hours of 
simulated time are minor between grids, with the highest 
values in the shallowest grids. Isotherm values agree 
spatially with general summer profiles one would expect 
for the July time period (Hicks, 58) . 
In addition, the temperature variations in the bay 
are strongly influenced by tidal flushing and meteorolog-
ical conditions. Plotting selected temperature values 
versus time clearly shows the expected oscillatory be-
havior. The predicted change in temperature over time 
ratio for selected grids would aid the environmentalist in 
determining power plant impact. 
D. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 2 (THE NATURAL CONDITIONS IN THE BAY 
WITH A POWER PLANT AS THE HEAT SOURCE) 
The heat source is included by specifying a flowrate 
for the variable number 12. As previously mentioned, only 
the control parameters that are changed from Table 7.1 will 
be listed. 
VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
12 'QIN (Source Flow Rate cfs) 2000 
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VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
17 Program Number 11770 
18 Date of Run 1/25/73 
D.l. comments 
A typical model predicted heat source distribu-
tion in the natural environment can be seen in Figure 7.4. 
If one subtracts the natural conditions shown in Figure 
7.3 from the power plant condition in Figure 7.4 one then 
obtains Figure 7.5 which shows the forced temperature rise 
resulting from the heat source in the model. 
E. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 3 (THIS PREDICTS ONLY THE TEMPERATURE 
INCREASE DUE TO HEAT LOAD FROM A POWER PLANT OR FORCED 
TEMPERATURE RISE) 
This run calculates only temperature excess above 
natural conditions by the variable changes listed below. 
If the formulation is correct, the thermal field prediction 
for run 3 should equal the difference in thermal fields 
between runs 2 and 1. 
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VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
5 TMHOPE (Temperature Mt. Hope Bay) o.oo
0 c 
6 TRIVER (Temper a tu re of all o.oo
0 c 
Rivers) 
7 TSOUND (Temperature for the o.oo 0 c 
Rhode Island Sound) 
8 TBNB (Temperature Field in the o.oo0 c 
Bay) 
12 QIN (Source Flow Rate, cfs) 2000 
15 DELTAT (Logical Variable. If True 
true the model calculates 
forced temperature rise, if 
false it calculates natural 
conditions with or without 
power plant) 
E. 1. Comments 
Figure 7.6 shows the result of the forced temper-
ature rise without the natural conditions included. These 
values are nearly identical to Figure 7. 5 and serve to prove 
the correctness of the forced temperature rise formulation 
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The same procedure indicated for runs 1 through 3 was 
carried out for a forced temperature rise in the power 
0 plant outfall box of 6.5 C and again all the predictions 
for the forced temperature rise were equal to the difference 
between the natural plus heat source and natural conditions. 
F. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 4 (FORCED TEMPERATURE RISE) 
same as run 3 with the following exceptions: 
VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
16 Plotting Interval 128-140 Hours 
F.l. Introductory Comments 
In this section, a detailed graphical presenta-
tion of seven predicted thermal fields is made. The purpose 
of this is to determine the tidal variations of the heat 
distribution in comparison with the tidally averaged field 
for all seven predictions. 
The tidally averaged plot was obtained by adding the 
values at 130, 132, 134, 136, and 138 hours to one half 
the values at 128 and 140 hours and dividing by six. 
This weighting procedure was chosen because it allowed the 
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desired velocity profile, shown in Figure 7.15, to be in-
corporated in the tidal average. 
F.2. Graphical Presentation 
The following series of figures (7.7 through 
7.14) show the tidal influences on the thermal pattern for 
. 0 
1.0, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2 C. This is done by dividing 
all values in Figures 7.6 through 7.13 by 1000. The general 
area of Rome Point, as defined for these figures, encom-
passes 53 grids or about 17% of the total model area for 
Narragansett Bay. 
F.3. Interpretation of the Graphical Output 
The general tidal pattern during this interval 
can be seen in Figure 7.14. comparison with Figure 7.15 of 
Hess (4) shows the peculiar but similar flow conditions 
for the west passage. In Table 7.1 one can see the per-
tinent physical variations that occur in the thermal field. 
Note that the approximate net non-tidal transport obtained 
from averaging representative velocity grids is of the 
order of +0.02 ft/sec (o.6 cm/sec) where "+" means up the 
bay. For a length scale of 3.5 nautical miles it would 
take a heated particle from Rome Point roughly two weeks 
to pass out of the Rome Point area if we assumed a net 
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FIGURE 7.8. RUN 4, THERMAL FIELD AT 130 HOURS 
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FIGURE 7.11. RUN 4, THERMAL FIELD AT 136 HOURS 
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FIGURE 7.12. RUN 4, THERMAL FIELD AT 138 HOURS 
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FIGURE 7.13. RUN 4, THERMAL FIELD AT 140 HOURS 
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TABLE 7. 2. RUN 4, GENERAL TIDAL AND THERMAL RESULTS FOR RUN 4 
Average Average 
Grids Grids North South 
Length of Ft/Sec Within Within Grid Boundary Boundary 
Simulation Tidal 1°c o.s0 c ( 9, 36) at Row 31 at Row 42 
(Hours) Velocity Isotherm Isotherm Oc oc oc 
128 -0.065 7 14 0.344 0.286 0.129 
130 +l.12 8 17 0.353 0.243 0.179 
132 +0.36 9 19 0.327 0.201 0.289 
t--' 134 -0. 55 8 19 0.430 0.199 0.284 
.p. 
V1 
136 -0. 31 7 17 0.437 0.220 0.231 
138 -0.44 7 17 0.421 0.234 0.186 
140 -0.24 8 17 0.375 ·o.264 0.141 
Tidal 
Average +0.02 8 17 0.445 0.23 0.220 
128-140 
Grid Area= 1/4 (nautical mile) 2 
average transport north of 0.02 ft/sec. In Rose (10) 
Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c, pages 13-15, one can see that net 
transport is variable and of the order of ±o.14 ft/sec 
(4 cm/sec) depending on wind direction and magnitude. A 
net transport of 4 cm/sec would reduce particle residence 
time in Rome Point area to one or two days. 
Evaluation of Table 7.2 leads to the following con-
clusions: 
1. 1°c isotherm encompasses an area of 2 square 
nautical miles (S.N.M.) . 
2. o.s0 c isotherm encompasses an area of 4.25 S.N.M. 
3. Average temperature for entire Rome Point area 
(13.25 S.N.M.) 0 is 0.6 C above natural condition. 
4. The average value of the upper and lower Rome 
0 Point area boundaries is 0.23 C. 
5. Tidal variations cause minor variations in loca-
0 tions of isotherms (See Figure 7.16) below 1.0 c. 
G. LONG TERM VARIATIONS IN SURFACE DISCHARGE BOX FOR A 
HIGH DISPERSION COEFFICIENT 
The complexity of the flow pattern around the Rome 
Point area causes very interesting tidal variations in heat 
content for box n = 5, m = 36. Referring to Figure 7.17 
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one can appreciate the value of computer modeling especially 
when with large variations in temperature of the grid due 
to sudden high velocity conditions at the 78 hour mark. 
H. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 5 {FORCED TEMPERATURE RISE WITH 50% 
INCREASE IN FLOWRATE) 









QIN {Source Flow Rate, cfs) 
Plotting Interval {Hours) 
Program Number 







The thermal pattern for grid n = 5, m = 36, run 
4, is compared with run 5 {Figure 7.18) to see what effect 
there will be in temperature field for a 50 percent in-
crease in flowrate,from 2000 to 3000 cfs, for the same 
temperature increase through the condenser. 
One can see from Figure 7.18 that the estimated 
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0 
steady state value is +9.0 C or an 80 percent increase in 
forced temperature rise for grid n = 5, m = 36. Sur-
rounding grid locations show a similar increase in heat 
content to balance the warmer input grid. 
I. EXPERIMENTAL RUN 6, (FORCED TEMPERATURE RISE UPCON 
EQUALS 50) 
Run 6 is the same as run 1 with the following excep-
tions: 
VARIABLE 
NUMBER CONTROL PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
11 UPCON (Dispersion Coefficient 50 
Constant Times Elders' Value) 
16 Plotting Interval (Hours) 36 
17 Program Number 33374 
18 Date of Run 6/5/73 
I.l. Discussion 
The dispersion coefficient constant (control 
parameter) was lowered by 50 percent to see what effect 
this would have on the temperature field. The results 
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, 
magnitude as run 5. 
J. INTERPRETATION OF AVERAGE AND WORST BAY CONDITIONS ON 
THE SITING OF THE POWER PLANT 
Average conditions for the bay might be summarized 
as some number of the following occurring: 
1. Natural water temperature variations during year. 
2. Expected marine population densities can be found 
by sampling. 
3. Normal weather conditions. 
4. Average water quality levels. 
5. Average activity by fisheries and pleasure in-
terests. 
6. No major or unexpected fish kills. 
Worst bay conditions would follow some of the follow-
ing criteria occurring: 
1. Extreme or biologically harmful temperatures in 
bay. 
2. Unusual marine populations and unexpected migra-
tions. 
3. Very unusual weather patterns, storms, heat or 
cold spells, etc. 
4. Very poor water quality levels. 
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s. Unusual activity of bay users. 
6. Unexpected major fish kills. 
K. GENERAL COMMENTS 
In the presentation of the computational results this 
report has stressed the forced temperature rise method 
because it would be applicable for any period of the year. 
The warm water temperatures during mid summer coupled with 
peak power production by utility would create the highest 
temperatures in the outfall area. Whether the highest 
temperature and the worst temperature are synononous re-
mains a judgment for the biologist who must evaluate the 
thermal af feots of the power plant on marine life through-
out the year. The point here is to determine the need, if 
any, for temperature limitations that would be imposed on 
power plant operations for various air and water temperature 
values. Once the operating specifications have been de-
termined, the environmental engineer can utilize his op-
tions to meet these criteria. 
available are: 
1. Reduce plant output. 
Some engineering options 
2. Increase flow rate through the plant. 
3. Increase dilution in the discharge channel. 
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4. Change the outfall location by moving discharge 
into deeper water. 
5. Dissipating heat near power plant through cooling 
towers or ponds. 
Except for l, these techniques do not reduce or "dissolve" 
the heat load on the bay environment but rather soften the 
impact by increasing the total area affected. 
The upper temperature limit in the discharge grid 
would be the total temperature increase of condenser flow 
water for the entire grid. This value is somewhat fictic-
ious, because with dilution in the normal tidal environment 
this value is not attainable. As a "worst case" it would 
be used in conjunction with the forced temperature rise 
analysis for any part of the year. With the 1800 megawatt 
sample plant at maximum output, the tidally averaged value 
for the discharge grid is approx imately half the condenser 
temperature rise. This prediction was made with a value 





The thermal model can predict the general spatial 
temperature distribution in Narragansett Bay for either 
natural or man made conditions. When isotherms are 
sketched in by interpolation between grid temperatures, the 
effect of tidal flushing and heat sources are quite evident. 
The isotherms drawn for the forced temperature rise above 
ambient case serve as a valuable guide for environmental 
impact statements, because they dramatically display the 
effect of the heated effluent from a power plant. The 
heat content in a grid is vertically averaged but the Rome 
Point area is shallow enough to assume a high degree of 
vertical mixing for good model simulation. This mixing is 
further added by the variable current direction and magni-
tude during most of the tidal cycle. 
Another challenging area comes from thermal field 
prediction or the attempt of the model to simulate bay 
boundary conditions in the form of a boundary value prob-
lem for temperature field calculation. The results obtained 
for the period of simulation, July 14-18, 1957, were of the 
same order of accuracy as those obtained by MASCH (57) . 
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Long computer simulation runs of the order of a month 
would be required to pursue this verification procedure 
for the empirical heat exchange formulas and the variable 
boundary conditions. Verification improvements could be 
made by adjusting the empirical heat exchange formulas 
and the necessary variable boundary conditions. 
When the Rome Point discharge grid temperature is 
plotted against time, one can observe the characteristic 
peaks and valleys of tidal flushing but the variations 
within a tidal cycle are most irregular. The sudden 
changes in temperature of the discharge grid, as seen in 
Figure 7.17, are important for physical impact studies. 
Knowing the general isothermal patterns around the dis-
charge grid, the oceanographer now can make biological 
observations and recommendations. 
The basic model can predict the spatial distribution 
of any dissolved constituent. For instance, the salinity 
distribution in the bay would be very valuable for bio-
logical models now being developed. 
In general summary, the thermal model produces valuable 
temperature distribution information for both natural and 
man made conditions. The ability to predict thermal plume 
patterns for various input and output sites is of great 
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value to both the ecologist and the .electric utility. 
B. SPECIFIC 
The verification of the model indicates no gross or 
unreasonable values are produced when the approximations 
used to formulate the model are evaluated. This model has 
been used to predict Jamaica Bay flushing characteristics 
and verification accuracy is comparable. 
To limit this study, only one specific site at m = 36, 
n = 5 was chosen. This site enabled a verification of 
the forced temperature rise criterion. It is felt that 
this technique produces the most usable output for thermal 
impact studies. 
In Chapter VII, the tidally averaged thermal field 
shown in Figure 7.14 clearly shows the scale of the 
spreading of the heat. The O.s0 c isotherm encompasses 
about ei~ht to nine square nautical miles of bay. The 
tidally varying patterns appear to have surprising simil-
arity beyond the 0.5°c isotherm mark. As discussed in 
earlier chapters, the higher the diffusion coefficient the 
less variation in heat content from box to box especially 
near the outfall area. In conclusion, the ground work has 
been laid for extensive development. Various physical 
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testing must be undertaken to pinpoint near field disper-
sion. This must of course be done in conuunction with 





This thesis has established the value of the thermal 
model to make realistic spatial temperature distribution 
predictions. Before att~mpting to develop a better model 
that would more closely represent the three dimensional 
structure of Narragansett Bay, one should make salinity 
predictions. This would establish the ability of the 
difference scheme to predict the concentration of salinity 
without the use of the semi-empirical heat balance that 
occurs at the air-water interface. 
As a prelude to a more sophisticated model, one should 
perform dye dispersion studies in conjunction with model 
predictions. These studies would indicate the importance 
of vertical structure on overall bay mixing. Finally, one 
could develop a two-dimensional width averaged vertically 
layered model. This would then reveal the importance of 
the vertical bay structure, especially in the deeper water 
grids. 
It should be noted that Hess (59) is developing a 
three dimensional tidally averaged model for Narragansett 
Bay that shows considerable promise for understanding non-
reacting constituent distribution of salt. 
Research should be planned to bridge the gap between 
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the non-reacting concentration models to determine the 
differences pred i cted by vertical averaging, width averag-
ing and time averaging on, for example, spatial distribu-




The physical limitations on the amount of computer 
core and time available on the present operating computer 
required a reworking of the computer model into more 
manageable segments. This reworking enabled one to use 
a special storage unit, called a disk pack, to facilitate 
handling. In addition, the introduction of H level Fortran 
during the development stage offered a reduction of at 
least 50 percent in execution time, if the current batch 
processing mode was upgraded. That is to say, the program 
in its entirety exceeded the core requirement for Fortran 
H, optimization level 2, for the long runs, making seg-
mentation and disk pack utilization a necessity. 
B. TERMINOLOGY 
To understand the workings of the disc pack a review 
of the technical language (I.B.M., (1) and Clayton, (3)) 
is presented. 
Data Sets: A data set is a named, organized, logical 
collection of records. Generally, this 
consists of the main control segment, 
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subroutines, and the input data for 
starting model. A disk pack is used for 
the storage of data set records. 
sequential: Means an organized data set that is 
arranged in a logical, physical order 
of computational need. This is done to 
facilitate debugging by the user. 
Direct: Each record in the model has independent 
address. 
Partitioned: Combination of the sequential and direct 
organization. The grouping of these 
records is sequentially arranged into 
collections called "members". 
OCEPAK: Name of the disk pack used for all computa-
tion. 
Library: Sum of all the sets of partitioned data 
sets available in the disk pack that facil-
itate job execution. 
OCESMODS: Name of all the partitioned data sets con-
taining many members which are the source 
input. 
OCECOMP: Name of all partitioned data sets containing 
compiled modules from OCESMODS. 
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OCEDATAS: Name of all the partitioned data sets that 
contain initialization and data informa-
tion required for execution of the program. 
You do not compile this information. It 
is just read by the model. 
C. DISK PACK USE 
The job control language (JCL) for the library crea-
tion (IBM, la, lb) is as follows: 
//LIBRARY JOB 
MSGLEVEL=l 






II DISP=(NEW,CATLG) ,VOL=SER=OCEPAK 
II UNIT=2314,SPACE=(CYL, (15,5,2¢)) I 
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8¢,BLKSIZE=344¢) 
//ADDSTEP EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=OCESMODS,DISP=OLD,UNIT 
=2314,VOL=SER=OCEPAK 
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=OCESMODS,DISP=OLD,UNIT 
=2314,VOL=SER=OCEPAK 












The following data cards for execution appear after 





















One repeats the above procedure for the remaining modules: 
APRINT, AHEATN, AOPBD, AUPNFH, AVPMFH, AVPMSH, AUPNSH, 
AWTDEP, AWTIND, AAZ, AKURIH, ADIVE, AFIND, ADEPTH, ACHEZY, 
AANLZE, ACHECK, APLOT and ADISPLY. 'l"his makes a total of 
21 model modules. 
To enter data for initilization of the model a par-
titioned data set, called OCEDATAS was created and filled 
in the same manner as OCESMODS with the following specific 
changes: 
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on line A-3, OCESMODS to OCEDATAS 
A-5, SPACE=(CYL, (15,5,2¢)) 
A-9, OCESMODS to OCEDATAS 
A-10, OCESMODS to OCEDATAS 
OCEDATAS module names are: ADATAl, ADATA2, ADATA3, 
ADATA4, AD191, AD192, AD193, for a total of seven. 
(A-16) 
To change or update the library the following is done: 
on line A-7, ADDSTEP to CHNGSTEP 
A-12, ADD replaced by CHANGE 
A-13, Fortran statement(s) on IBM 
card(s) with module line 
number is columns 73 to 80, 
for the specified change in 
module. It is important to 
list the line numbers in 
ascending order. 
(A-17) 
For obvious ease in handling changes it is desirable to 
stay in the CHNSTEP mode once modules have been added to 
the library. For any data change or update one should do 
the following: 
on line A-9, OCESMODS to OCEDATAS 
A~lO, OCESMODS to OCEDATAS 




AS an example, a typical deck layout for updating the 












LIBRARY JOB ( ....• 




II SYS IN DD * 
.1 CHANGE AMAIN 





I ISYSUTl, OCEDATAS 
llSYSUT2, OCEDATAS 
II SYS IN DD * 
.1 CHANGE ADATAl 
7 3,0,0,046,0,0,0 
,0,0,0469,0,0 
COL: l~,0,01,0 2,0,0,02Jtf 
etc. 
JCL FOR REMAINING PROGRAM 
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7 3,0,0,0,077,0,0 
After creation of the input partitioned data sets, the 
next step is to create a third partitioned data set called 
OCECOMP. This is done by making the following changes: 
on line A-3, OCESMODS to OCECOMP 
A-5, SPACE= (CYL, (2 I 2 I 2)) (A-19) 
A-6, final line 
The primary function of this data set is to store all the 
compiled modules after they have been updated. Once a 
program has been compiled it need not be recompiled unless 
a change is made in the structure of the module. This 
results in a great saving in compilation time for each 
run. The necessary JCL is: 
II EXEC FORTHOL,PARM.FORT-'OPT=2',PARM.LKED 












Repeat set A-23 for as many modules as needed in OCESMODS 
that have just been updated for a max imum of 21 compila-
tions. Note here that AMAIN is the uncompiled module in 
OCESMODS while MAIN is the same module compiled and stored 
in OCECOMP. 
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Now that after all the modules are compiled they must 
be included in the object (functional) library through the 
LINK Editor as follows: 
llLKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(MAP,LET,LIST,OVLY,XREF) 
(A-24) 








llSYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 





llSYSLMOD DD DSN=&GOSET(MAIN) ,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP (A-35) 
= (I PASS) I (A-30) 
11 SPACE= ( 3,¢72 I ( 3,¢ I 1¢ I 1)) (A-31) 
llSYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUTl,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE 
=(1,¢24, (2,¢¢,2¢)) ,SEP=SYSLMOD (A-32) 
llLKED.OBJLIB DD DSN=OCECOMP,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER 
=OCEPAK,UNIT-2314 
llLKED.SYSIN DD * 
(A-33) 
(A-34) 
Since the core restriction of 256 K is imposed on 
the fastest turn-around class it is necessary to follow 
up with the overlay feature (IBM, (2)) that is specified 
in A-24. The modules in the program must be organized 
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into usable groups that minimize the core demand for any 
one executing group. See Figure A-1, Overlay Flow Chart, 
for details. Directly after A-34 are the instructions. 























The final JCL required for reading in the initializ-





















PART 1, MAIN INPUT 
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SPACE=(TRK, (1,0,1,0)) (A-53) 
(A-54) 
(A-55) 
where A-55 represents the physical end of the job deck. 
D. DISK PACK UTILITIES 
When using a disk pack it is necessary, on occasion, 
to compress (IBM, (le)) or eliminate the old modules that 
have accumulated on the disk pack. The following deck 
should be submitted about once a week exactly as shown. 
//COMPRESS JOB 
MSGLEVEL=l 
(IN,01,0,0,256,,05,1,0) I 'USERNAME' I 
(A-56) 
II EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY (A-57) 
//SYSPRINT DD SY SO UT= A (A-58) 
//INOUTl DD DSN=OCESMODS,DISP=OLD (A-59) 
//INOUT2 DD DSN=OCECOMP,DISP=OLD (A-60) 
//INOUT3 DD DSN=QCEDATAS,DISP=OLD (A-61) 
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llSYSIN DD * (A-62) 
II (A-63) 
I* (A-64) 
From time to time it is convenient to have a total 
print and punch (IBM, (ld)) of the disk pack. The pro-
grams that will perform this function are described below. 
llP'IWOH JOB (IN01¢¢, 128,¢1, 1¢, 35¢¢) I 'USERNAME' I 
MSGLEVEL=l (A-65) 
II EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH (A-66) 
llSYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A (A-67) 
llSYSUTl DD DSN=OCESMODS,DISP={OLD,KEEP) ,VOL 
=SER=OCEPAK,UNIT=2314 (A-68) 
llSYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=A[G~ves Printed Output B Gives Punched Output-Choose One] 
llSYSIN DD * 
COL: 7 
PRINT [Choose One -PUNCH] 
(A-69) 
TYPORG=PO,MAXFLDS=l (A-70) 
TITLE ITEM= (I PRINT AND PUNCH ALL 
MEMBERS I I 1¢) (A-71) 




Note that one can obtain either punched or printed output 
(but not both) by picking the "A PRINT", or "B PUNCH" 
options. 
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APPENDIX B 
HYDRODYNAMIC FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
A. HYDRODYNAMIC HODEL 
The three basic equations, 2-32 through 2-35, may be. expressed 
in finite difference form, using the notation outlin ed in Equations 
2-36 through 2-44. The results are: 
A.l First Half Timestep 
X - Momentum: 
ut + 1/2 ut + ~ DT f zyt - ~ DT ut + 1120* ut 
DL x 
- ~ DT ut + 1/2 zyt o* ut - ~ DT g ox nt + 1/2 
DL y DL 
- ~ DT R~x) - ~ T F~xr l/?. 
at X + ~ DL, Y . 
c c 
Conservation of Mass: 
t + 1/2 
n 






VT + 1/2 t * t =t + 1/2 * t t + 1/2 V - ~ DT o V U - ~ DT o V V 
DL x DL y 
at X , Y + ~ DL. 
c c 
t 
- ~ DT F(y) 
A.2 Second Half Timestep 
X - Momentum: 
(B. 3) 
ut + 1 = ut + 1/2 + ~ DT f vt + 1/2 _ ~pr ut + 1/20* ut + 1/2 
DL x 
- DT Rt + 1 t + 1/2 
- F 
DL x y 
at x + !2 DL, y 
c c 
Conservation of Mass: 
nt + 1 T\t + 1/2 _ DT 0 [(h)' + nx)t + 1. /21 Ut + 1/2 
DL x 
at X , Y . 
c c 
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t - 1 
v 
(B . 4) 
(B. 5) 
Y - Momentum: 
Vt + 1 = Vt+ 1/2 _ ~ DT f Ut + 1/2 _ ~ .'.!'_ Ut + 1/2 0* Vt + 1/2 
DL L x . 
at X Y + ~ L 
c' c 
where the bottom stress term, R, is defined as : 
Rt + 1/2 
y 
R t + 1 
x 
= 
g Vt + 1/2 
!.: 
[cut+ 112)2 + cvt) 2 J -
(hx + ny)t + 11 2 (cy)2 
gut+ 1 [cut + 112) 2 + <vt ~ i) 2] 
(i? + nx) t + 112 (ex) 2 
~ 
Rt+ 1/2 g Vt+ 1/2 [<TI~ + 112)2 + ~ Y t + 112)2 J 
y 
(hx + ny)t + 1/2 (uy)2 
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~ 





and the surface stress terms, f, are defined as 
where 
Ft + 1/2 
x 
Ft + 1/2 
x = 
The conservation of mass equations, B.2 and · .6, contain the 
non-linear:ihes (r() t + 1/2 and (rjY) t + 1, respe c tively, which are 
at the s ame time level as n on the left-hand sid0 of the equations. 
(B. 11) 
(B.12) 
(E .• 13) 
(H.14) 
In the solution, these terms are taken at the lm,-·'! r time level in the 
first approximation and at the same time level i - succeeding iterations. 
The hydraulic portion of model does contain iter .-: t i ve procedure but is not 
used because the improvement in accuracy was neg : ~gib le. 
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APPENDIX C 
METHOr OF SOLUTro·..r 
The implicit method of solution for n and u i~ the first half of 
the time step is first presented. The solution of n and v in the 
second is analogous. Star ting with equations B.2 a nd B.l (in Appendix B), 
and writing out the finite-difference approximatior .. s , we have 




2 DL g 
= A 
.1 
and A , B are the remaining terms in equations C. 2 and C.1, 
m m 
respectively. Both n and u are at the t + 1/2 t i::::le level (except 





Suppose th e first comuutational grid is at m = 2, and the last is 
m = J. Th en the values of n occur with subscripts m = 2, 3, ... J, 
while u values have subscripts of m = 1~ , 2~, .. ~ . J+ ~ (see Figure C.1). 
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Solving eq. C.l for n at m = 2, gives 
m 
* where u 1~ is the velocity at the boundary. 
* 
r2L U21 
' 2 ~ 
For the case of a land 
boundary, u 1~ is zero. Equation C.5 may be rewritten as 
= 
where P2 r2~ 
* and Tl 2 A2 + rl~ ul~ 
Equation C.2 at m 2 is 
= 




B2~ + r2 u2_ 











The next water level , n3 , is (from eq . C.1 at m = 3) 
(C. 13) 
and substituting the expression for u2~ from eq. C. l Oa, 
n3 = A3 + r2~ (-R2 n3 + S2) - r3~ u3~ 
or Tl3 -1:>3 u3~ + n3 (C. 14) 
where P3 = r 31 (C.15) 
' 2 
1 + r2~ H 2 
and 
u3 A3 + r 2~ c: ......... (C. 16) L. 
1 + r2~ R2 
The velocity u3~ is obtained from eq. C.2 at m 3 : 
u3~ B3~ + r3 n3 - r4 n4 ( c. 17) 
Or u3~ -R3 n4 + s3 (C . 18) 
where R3 r4 (C.19) 
1 + r3 P3 
= (C . 20) 
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This procedure (calculation of p , Q , R , and S ) is repeated. for 
m m m m 
all m up tom= J, where, for a land boundary at J + ~. 
= 
(C.21) 
* and n. is easily computed since uJ + ~ is zero. 
J 
Suppose, however, that instead of land boundar i.es, the fi!'"st (m = 1) 
and last (m = J + 1) are water boundaries, with ei t:::her velocity or water 









* For a first gird velocity, u 1~ , eq. B.5 will suf li"' ice. For the case of 
* a last grid water level value, nJ + 1, eq. C.2 le~ds to 
There are three methods of specifying the 12 st grid (m = J + 1) 
* velocity. The first is to specify the value uJ ,,.. 1 + ~· and 
~ 
+ ~J + 1 * nJ + 1 = - PJ + 1 uJ + 1 + ~ 




* Secondly, it is possible to calculate uJ + ~, from uJ + 1 + ~ 
using a flowrate conservation law . Finally , the velocity at J + ~ 
could be specified and eq. C.21 used directly. This last method is 
the most efficient, and is the one used in the pres ~mt model calculations. 
In general, the coefficients can be written as: 
1> "" m 
1 + r l R m - m - 1 
u A + r 
rn + ~ s m m m 
1 + r R 
m - !s m -
r . 
R m = 
m 1 + p r 1 m - I!l 
Sm =- Bm + ~ + rm urn 







(C . 30) 
Starting at the lower boundary (m = 1) , R and S are calculated, 
rn m 
(from C.23 and C.24 for a water levc:l. bounda'..·y; 1\ : = s1 - (j for a 1?..'!ld 
* boundary; R1 • 0, s1 = u1 + ~ for a velocity bour..dary) . Then at the 
computational l~vds (m 2 to m = J) A , P , u , B , R , and S are 
m m m m m m 
calculated in that order for each m. At m = J, uJ + ~ assumes its 
appropriate value (zero f or a land boundary; the s pecified value for a 
velocity boundary; or computed from eq . C.25 for a water level boundary). 
The rem8ining values of n and u are then obtained from the recursive 
relations 
= (C. 31) 
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u • - R n + S m-~ mm m-1 (C.32) 
for m decreasing from m J to m = 2. 
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r----------------- -----.> Y, N 
X,M 
FIGURE C-1: SPATIAL ARRA~GEMENT OF VARIABLF. ~~ ON GRIDS 
ies 
APPENDIX D 
Y.iASS TRANSPORT MODEL 
A. GENERAL 
The solution of Eqs. (B.l) and (B.2) yields the x component of 
the water velocity and the water levels at the time level n + ~ . 
These values, along with t e y component of the wa t er velocity at 
time level n, are then used in Eq. (B.3) to solve f or the constitueat 
concentration at time level n + ~. For the consti t uent, three unknown 
values are found at adjacent grid points in Eq. (B.3), and numerical 
procedures similar to those in the flow computation can be used to 
solve for these unknowns. This procedure is described in detail 
belbw. 
B. EXPANSION OF THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
In- the ftrst operation at the time level goir.s from t to t: + !-2 Dt, 
the~ constituents are computed in both directions. This information is 
used- in the computation of the concentration for the second half time 
step. The _finite-difference equation for the cons tituent, Eq. (B.3), 
can - then be expanded in the form: 
[ c;tfl--2 
' j_,k 
t · ~ cj :,k 
" t : 
-- [n - j~l, 
'h h h h + 4 tfl-1) 
" j 1 k 1 + - . 1 k+1 + ·+1 k 1 + ·+1 k+1 n. k -~L -~ J-~. ~ J ~. -~ J ~. ~ J, 
(hj l hj-~ k+k h ·+; + h + 4n. kj ] _..!.._ k-~ + + k-~ k+~ -~. 
' - 2 J ~. jfl~. J, 2Dt 
k + 
t · 
+ -ht 1 + h. 1 k+~) t+~ (Ctfl~ i + ct-P-2 ) nj, k-~ uj-k k k; k .,-~. J-~ • .. , j-1, j, k 
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t t 
+ h .+1 + h ) (nj, k + n ·+1 k J ' J ~ ' k-~ j+1l, k+12 
rt 
t 
k + h. ~ k-~ + hj+1~. k-~) 
- _nj' k-1 + n. J ' 
,_ 
_, ' 
t t + h .. + h.+1 k+1'2) 
- (nj' k + nj , k+l J-~, k+~ J ~' 
[ t+1'2 t~ k 1 + hj 1 k+~) + !lj-1, k +-11j k+h.1 ' J-~, -~ -~, 
t+12 t+~ 
+ h.+1 + h ·+l k+~) - (n. k + nj+l, k k-~ J ' J ~' J ~ ' 
+- [(n~ , k-1 t + h. + hj+l k-~) + -n. k-~ J ' k J-~, ~' 
t+~ 
uj+1 k ~' 
t 
V, k-;:.;i J' 
t 
v j' k+~ 
t+~ D 
D 




(Ct+~ + t~ k)] (__!___) c.+1 j, k J ' 4Dx 
(Ct 
k-1 + c: k) j' J ' 
(Ct 
j' k+l + 
ct 
j' k) ] (4~0 
(ct+1~ - t+1-2 j k C, 1 k) k ' J- ' 
(Ct+~ - Ct+1'2 )] [ 
k j+l, k j' k 
2 ( ~x)2 J 
(D. l) 
cc: - c: 
y j,, k - 12 J ' k J' k-1) 
t t 
k+l + hj-~· k+1'2 + hj+1'2, k+1'2) Dt (Ct t kl] [ 1 J - (rrj . + nj, k+l c. 
·' . K y. k+1'2 j ' J' . ' J' 
. 2 (Dx) 2 
+- (h ·+~ k+~ + -hj+~, kl+ h. l k+1'2 + hj-~, k-~ + 4nj, k) s: k 0 J _ ' -~ J -~, J 2 
4 
where ct~ j, k is the concentration of constituent at the grid point j, k 
for-· time level t + ~. The dispersion coefficients D , D and the source 
x y 
of. constituent S can be both space- and time-vary :!.ng functions in this 
formulation . Point sources of constituents, such a s occur at a power 
p·lant outfall, can be included. These procedures used for this part of 
the computation are described in Leendertse(Z). 




cj+l, k (D . 2) 
nius , rewriting Eq. (D.l) after multiplying through by tan= t / 2 
yields 
t+~ b ct+1-1 + ct+~ = 
aj C k +- J. · k c. 1 k j-1 , J, J j+ ' (D . 3) 
whe.re : 
( t t h +h ) aj = - nj-1 , k + nj, k + j-~, k-~ j-~, k+~ u~-~. k ( tan ) 
4 Dx 
t+k t+k it·+1"' ( . ., + . ., + h + h ) D"" " 
- nj-1, k nj , k j-~. k-~ j-~. k+1-1 :.-: j 1 -~. k (D. 4) 
t+~ t+!~ 
k + h •-tJ, + h.+1 k+~) ~+~ D; J (:atix) +- Cnj, k + - n·+1 k-~ n J ' J ~. J '2 , j+~, k (D . 5) 
b j =- ~ {hj_l + ··h k+~ + hj+~, + h.+1 1<.+~) t+~ k·-~ k-~ + n . k 
. ~ . j-~. J ~. J' 
t · + t . k+~) t+1-1 (4t;~) - - <n k -n k + h. 1 k-~ + hj-!~ , e . 1 k j-1, j ' J-'2, J -~, 
+-( t : t - + h.+1 k-~ + hj+~ . k+~) t+~ ( 4 t;:) + - nj+l, { n. k k j +~ , k J, J ~ . 
t+~ t+!~ + h k+~) t+~~ [ 2 ::)2] (D.6) +- <ny1, .k + -n. k + hj 1 JD J ' - '2 ' k-~ j-~. x j 1 k -~. 




k [!i; (hj-~. + h + h +h + t k] Dj .,. cj, k-~ j-~. k+~ j+1-1, k-~ j+1-1, k+1-i Tlj, 
+Kn~. k-1 + t k + h. 1 kl +h . . 1 k-~) t <c7 k-1 + ct k) n. v j, k-~ J , J-~. -~ J"t"'2, J , j , 
t t h h ) t (Ct 
- (nj, k + nj, k+l + j-~. k+~ + j+~. k+1-1 vj, k+~ j s 
(D. 7) 
(c t. ct ) 
- k-1 J, k j, 
rnt + nt + h + h k+1. ,
2
) Dt (c7 c: )~tan \ 
'''J, k j, k+l j-~. k+~ j+~. ,~ yJ, k+1 k -I k+1-1 J, J, (Dx) 2/ 
_r!t; (hj+l k.t + h.+1 k 1. + h. 1 k.t + hj 1 kl)+ n: k] s: k l ~. ~ J ~. -~ J-~. ~ -~. -~ ], J, . 
For each row k, Eq. (D.7) can be written as: 
(D.8) 
where the subscripts k and superscript t + ~ are dr opped for convenience. 
Equation (D.8) can be solved for the concentration of constituent at 
each grid point along row k by a process of elimination of unknowns. 
To illustrate the method, a closed left-hand bound 2ry is assumed at 
some value of j = J-1, k = K, as shown in Figure D-1. 
+ + 
0 L\ 
+ t k==K 
0 
+ + + 
j - J J+l J+2 
FIGURE D-1: LEFT CLOSED BOUND A~.! 
, on 
For this case, both the advective and dispersive transport of constituent 
through the cross section between grid points J-1 and J is zero. Thus 
a = O, and Eq. (D.8) can be written as: 
j 
(D.9) 
For the next point, j = J+l, along row k = K, Eq. (D.8) is written as: 
Solving Eq. (D.9) for CJ yields 
where 
Substituting Eq. (D.9) for CJ into Eq. (D.10) gives 
Solving for CJ+l yields 
where 
= -
b J+l + aJ+l EJ+l 
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DJ+l - aJ+l QJ+l 







In general, the following recursion formulas a r e valid : 
p· = Ej+l cj+l + Qj+l j 
where 
Ej+l = - ej 
bj + aj Ej 
Qj+l Dj 
- a. ~ J 
bj + a. E J j 
It is assumed that the right-hand bounda~y at j 
also a closed boundary, as shown in Figure D-2 . 
j 
+ 












FIGURE D-2 : RIGHT CLOSED BOUNDARY 
M, k 
(D.16) 
( D. 17) 
(D.18) 
K is 
The advective and diffusive transport of constitue :lt through the cross 
section between j = M and j M + 1 is zero for t l: i s case, and therefore 
~ 2' 0. Equation (D. 8) for j M then becomes 
( D. 19) 
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and solving for CM-l yields 
M-1 
= - bM . 
-c + ~ M (D. 20) 
Writing the general recursion formula given by Eq. (D.17) for j M-1 
leads to 
~-1 E. p + Q M M M 
Using Eq. (D.21) in Eq. (D.22) gives 
and solving for CM yields 
= DM - - ~QM 




The recursion factors E and Q are calculated in ascending order, 
starting with EJ+l and QJ+l' given by Eq. (D.13). Equations (D.17) and 
(D.18) are used to calculate the remaining recurs i on factors to j = M, 
noting that EM+l =: O since~ = -0. The concentrations are then computed 
in descending crder, starting with j = M, using Eq . (D.16). 
If ins·tead of a closed boundary at either end of the computational 
field, the geography of the region to be modeled r equires an open 
boundary, then the above procedure must be modifie d slightly. As in 
the example given for the flow model, it is assumed that part of the left-
• 
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hand boundary, j = 1, of the computational field con tains an open 
boundary , as shown in Figure D-3 . For this case, E2 is set equal to 
zero and Q2 is set equal t o the concentra tion of cons t ituent i at the 
open boundary, c1 . This concentration is a given input variable and is 
usually a function of time. The methods used to obtain c1 for the 








Concentration of constituent 
0 0 at open b oundary 
( functio n of time ) 
* 
~ ~ j - 1 2 3 
FIGURE D-3: LEFT OPEN BOUNDARY 
The rest of the r e cursion factors and concentra tions are then 
calculated in the same way as f or a closed boundary . 
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APPENDIX E 
DIFFERENCING SCHEMES AND THEIR EFFECTS 
consider the one-dimensional convective-dispersion 
equation 
<Jc + Q_ (UC) = Q_ (D <Jc) = 0 
(J t dX dX XdX (E-1) 
For the case of constant velocity and dispersion coefficient, 





2 [C - 2C + C ] - [ C ( 1-A) + (A-B) C L mp m mm L mp m 
-C ( 1 - B) ] 
mm 
(E-2) 
where L is the grid length, A and B are parameters with 
possible values of 0, 1/2, or l, mm = m-1 and mp = m+l. 
Let us suppose a constant depth and width channel 
with unit concentration at grid M, and zero elsewhere in 
Figure E. l. 
m-1 m m+l 
- u 
x 




using a central spatial derivative in the convective term 
(A = B = 1/2) , the rate of change of concentration, DC/Dt, 
may be computed as follows: 
D DC 
m 
at M Dt = 
x u 
2 [ C - 2C + C ] - [ C - C ] mp m mm 2 L mp mm 
L 



























1/2 1/2 2 2L 2 2 L L L 2L 
D 2D D 
1 0 x x u x u 2 + 2 L 2 L L L L 
D 2D D 
0 1 x u x u x 2 L 2 L 2 L L L 
TABLE E.l. DIFFERENCING SCHEMES ON SPATIAL 
CONCENTRATION GRID 
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The results for grids M, MM, and MP are given in the table. 
If 
25 
the dispersion coefficient, D , is small (less than 
x 
yd2), this scheme results in a negative concentration 
at the grid immediately upstream from the grid with unit 
concentration. 
To overcome this, the upstream differencing technique 
may be used to advantage. That is, instead of using a 
central difference in the spacial term, a backward difference 
is used (with velocity in (+) - x direction) , which is 












The results for M, MM, and MP are shown in Table E.l. The 
upstream concentration is now positive. However, this 
scheme results in an increase in effective dispersion. 
This may be seen by making the substitution for A = l, 
B = 0 into Equation E-1. 
Consider the consequences of using a mixture of the 
two schemes. By adding the rates of increase of concentra-




(A = 1, B = O) , the sum is zero, indicating that mass is 
conserved. However; if a central derivative is used at 




The sum for the three grids is then 
(E-7) 
- 1/2 ~ (E-8) 
indicating that mass is lost. Thus a mixture of the two 
schemes is to be avoided. For the velocity conditions 
below 
Case u greater than 0; A = l, B = 0 
A (E-9) 
v greater than 0; A = 1, B = 0 
Case u less than O; A = 0, B = 1 
B (E-10) 
v less than O; A = 0, B 1 
the upstream differencing would be 
dC 1 [2C - 2C m-1] (E-11) Case A = dX 2L m 
dC 1 [2C l 2C (E-12) Case B = - m] dX 2L m+ 
where L = is lengt~ of grid 
The second term in Equation E-4, Q_ (UC) lS now dX 






















FIGURE E.2. ONE DIMENSIONAL CONCENTRATION SCHEME 
and we have 
u 
x 
u~~ = u[{l +A) cm+l -2(A-B) cm - (1 - B) cm_ 1J ~L 
(E-13) 
for centered derivative A = 1/2 and B = 1/2, we have 
(E-14) 
A. UPSTREAM DIFFERENCING IN A CONSISTENT DIVERGENT FLOW 
PATTERN 
It was discovered that for the grid point N = 10, 
M = 32 the upstream differencing scheme is unstable. This 
is shown by first referring to Figure E.3., and noting the 
general divergent flow condition that exists especially 
with regard to their velocity component. 
Since we have Case A, Equation E.l is supposed to be 
applicable which it normally would be if the component was 
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9 10 11 





FIGURE E.3. DIVERGENT FLOW AROUND THE NORTH TIP OF 
CONANICUT ISLAND, JAMESTOWN, RHODE ISLAND 
not plus (easterly} over 90% of the time. The result is 
that the c 1 term is forced to change sign by the dif-m-
2lc ferencing scheme, which means that the 2l x term is larger 
than it should be, which in turn increases the net 
advective transport out of the box, giving the response 
shown in Figure E.4. 
Considering the divergent flow and artificial diffusion 
enhancing properties of the upstream differencing scheme, 
it was decided to make initial prediction runs using the 
central differencing scheme. 
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oc VERY STEADY 
TEMPERATURE DECAY 
0 12 2 4 TIME (HOURS) 
FIGURE E.4. DIVERGENT. FLOW INSTABILITY 
B. CONSERVATION OF MASS 
An attempt was 'made to check on the mass-conserving 
properties of several approximations to the convective-




which have been used in mathematical models. The approx-
imations involve the use of various differencing schemes 
on the convective term, and modifications of the <lisper-
sion coefficient, D , if applicable. 
x 
In finite-difference form, the above equation may be 
written as 
0 + c 
- C m U + + 
___ m __ t--~ + 2L [2(1 - A) C mp+ 2(A - B) Cm 
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+ 




L2 [C mp 
(E-16) 
where U, the velocity in the (+) x-direction, and the dis-
persion coefficient, D, are taken as constant over. x (as 
they are in the uniform channel) . 
'rhe terms C represent the concentrations at the center 
of each grid, with the superscript (+) denoting the upper 
time level, and the (0) the lower time level. The sub-
scripts denote the grid number in the x-direction, with 
MP = M+l, MM = M-1. The above finite-difference equation 
is written for grid M. 
The dispersion coefficient, (refer to Figure E.4) , 
D, is calculated from the velocity, u, the depth, H, and 
the Chezy coefficient, c I 
z 
in the ge~eral form 
cc 
u- = ex - u [ ( 1 - A) C + (A - B) C mp m 
- ( 1 
mmm mm m mp mpp 
m-2 m-1 m m+l m+2 
c I o 
m 




for c I m 0.0, ana E = u/L 
c = c = 0 = c = c 
mp mm mpp mmm 
case I upstream: all M A = l, B = 0 
m = m DC = - E(C - c · ) = EC m m mm m (E-17) 
m = mp DC = - E(C - c ) = + EC mp mp m m (E-18) 
m = mm DC = - E(C - c ) = 0 mm mmm mm ( E-19) 
case II no upstream A = B = 1/2 
mm DC = - (E/2) (C - c ) = - EC /2 
mm m mmm m 
(E-20) 
m DC = - (E/2) (C - c ) = 0 
m mp mm (E-21) 
mp DC = - (E/2) (Cropp c ) = + EC /2 mp m m ( E-2 2) 
case III upstream at mm only 
mm DC = - E (C - c ) = 0 
mm mm mmm 
(E-23) 
m DC = - (E/2) (Crop - c ) = 0 m mm (E-24) 
mp DC = - (E/2) (Cropp -mp c ) = m + EC /2 m (E-2 5) 
For Cases I and II mass is conserved if schemes are 
consistent, that is either upstream of central differencing 
is used e x clusively in computational procedure. In Case 
III, one of many that might be tried, mass is not conserved 
when one applies the upstream scheme at grid mm only and 
central differencing in grids m and mp. It is a matter of 
judgment whether this loss, especially in the area of a 
source, will result in significantly less accuracy. 
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Appendix F 
Sample Program For Thermal 
Model Segments 
203 
/ /l lllRAR Y JOFI I I NO lOO, 060 .. l 5, 5001, 'JOW. Alf ANO' ,HSGLEVEL• l, C:l ASS.sf 
//(h,GSTEP EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE 
//SYSPRINl OD SYSUUT • A 
//SY SLTl DO OSN~aces11oos,OISP=OLD,UNIT•2Jl~.voL•SER•OC:EPAK 
//SYSUT2 D~ OSN=OCESMODS,OISP=OLO,UNIT=2ll~.voL•SERzO(EPAK 
/IS VS IN DO • 
I EFlJ6 1 ALLOC. FOR LI BR All Y C:HN GSIEI' 
lf fl37 1 b3l ALL OCA TEll :11 SYSPRINT 
IEF l~7 1 24l ALLOCATED fO SYSUTl 
l fF2 J71 l 4l ALL OCA TFO rn SYSUT2 
IE F2 J71 60l ~l. l.OCATED li1 SYSIN 
I EF 2d 5 I sv ~ I 31 56 . I J03 l3l.RF ooo. u BRAR v. R0000055 DELETED 
1 Ff'~5 1 VOL SER Nt lS= 
IEF 2J~ I OCESMO DS KEPT 
I EF285 1 VOL SER hOS= OCEPAK. 
lf F2d51 ~CESMOOS KEPT 
1Efl85 1 VOL SER NO S= OCEPAK. 
1Ef 295 1 SYS7jl 5 o.T003 l3 2 .R~OO O.LIBRARY.R0000056 DELETED 
IEF 2d5 1 VOL SER NU S= 
RI OO ll SlEP EXECUTIO~ TIM~ .22 MINS. 
II F.XfC F!l~ T HC L,l'ARM . FOR l=' (J PT=2 1 ,PARM.LKED•'lET,LIST,NC:AL,XREf' 
XXCEFAULT PROC LI Bl= SSP ,LI BZ=OPLOT 
XXF ORT EX FC PGM=IE~AAOJ,REG10h=228K 
xxsvspq [NT no SYSOUT=A 
xa s vsP U~ C H on sv sou r ·~ 
KXSYSL IN OD DS«AME•f.LOAnSET,UNIT=SYsso,DISP=l140D,PASSI, 







xx SP AC E= l l b~a .150, 1011.oct>• IRECFH•FB,SLKSllE•l&BO,LRECL•80I 00000600 
//F OR! . SVSIN DD USN=OCESMUf1SIAMAINI ,OISP•SHR 
IUZJtl ALUJC. FDR LI BRARY FOR T 
IE~2HI 631 ALLOCAlf-ll ro SYSPRTNT 
IEF2371 6bJ ALL OCA JED TD SYSPUNCH 
IEF2J71 240 ALLOCAT ED TO SYSLI N 
lff2371 24 1 ALL JCA TED TO SY~IN 
IEF 2~5 1 SYS7ll 56 .T JJJ l32. RFJ OO.LIBRARY.ROOJ0057 DEL ET EU 
I EF2 35 1 VOL SER NOS= 
I EF2d5 1 SYS7~156.TOOJIJ2.RFOOO.LIBRARY.LOAOSET PASSED 
IFF 285 1 Vill SfR NOS= cno101. 
IEF 2~5 1 LICES'lllOS KEPT 
I EF2J51 VOL SE R NOS= OCEPAK. 
URIJJll ST EP EXECUTION TI HE .18 Hlr.S. 
XXL KEC EXEC PGM • I E•L, REG IUN=q6K ,PARH•IMAP,LET,LISTltCOND•l4,lToFORTI 
XX~YSL I L~ DO OS''iAME•S YSl.FO RTLIC,fllSP=SHR 
XX OJ OSNA'IE=UMl.£ll81.LIB,DISP•SHR 
IFF 653 1 su~S TIT~fl ON JCL - DSNAM[•URl.SSPLIB.DISP•SHR 
xx no OS~AME =UR l. L Ll ~2 .LI R .DISP=SrlR 
1£f651 1 SU'lS TlfUll tl'l JCL - oS f'<A l'E=UR l.OPl t.: TllB,DISP=SHR 
XXSYSPRINI DO SYSOUT•A 






X/~YSLMOU no os~~~E=&G O SE TIMAINl.UNIT=SYSDA.~ISP•loPASSI, •D0001200 
IEFt.531 SU~STIT1.JTI0~1 JCL - OSNAM f =£GOSETIMAINI ,uNIT•SYSDA,DISP•C,PASSI, 
XX SPAC E•l3012,f 30.IO,lll 
XXSYSLI N no DS~AHE•&LOAOSET,DISP=IOLD.D E LETEI 
1Efb 53 1 SUdS TITLTI UH JCL - DS"A~F=£LCAOStT,OISP•IOLD,DElETEI 
OOJOllOO 
00001400 
0 fl'l Ofl;M 'I~ '~ Y S 111 0000 l 50\1 
X~ S Y SL ll 01 flS ~ A'IE•£S YS U ll, UN IT •S Y SOA ,S PACE= llJ24,12J0,20lloSEP=SYSLHUD OJJOlbOO 
I Efl 51 1 SU tlST I ILTI CN JCL - llS"IAl'[=l:SYSUTI ,UNI l=SYSOA,SPACE•I 102401200,.ZOl I, SEP•SYSLHOO 
lff U6 1 ALL C . fll ~ LI Jl<ARY l l<Fll 
1Ef 237l IJJ ALU1CAIFU TO SYSLIB 
I Ff237 I 244 ALLOCA TCO TO 
204 
IEF2371 244 ULOCHEO TO 
IEFZHI 631 ~LLQC.ATEO TU SYSPRINT 
IEFZHI 241 AlUJC/\ T::J TO SYSU100 
lff2J71 240 ALL OCATED TD SYSLIN 
I EFZ3 II I 33 ALL UC AHO TO SYSUTI 
lfF2851 SY\l.FO Rlllfl KEPT 
IEF2 B ~l VOL srn NOS= MFTRES. 
IFF2 d5 1 uql,SSPLI KEPT 
IEFZ e 51 vnL SER· WfJS= MFTLBl. 
lf f28 ~1 URl. lJ PLOlLlil KEPT 
I FF.2651 VOL SER •• OS= MFTLIH. 
1rrzij5f SYS731 5 ~.TCOJ1JZ.RFOOO.LIBRARY.ROOOOOS9 DELETED 
l~Fld51 V~ L SEq ~O S= 
IHZ G ~I OC. EC:JMP KEPT 
IEF2 &51 VOL SER ~ O S= OCEPAK, 
IEFZ P. 51 SY S 7Jl5~.1~031J2,RFOOO.LIBRARV,LOAOSET DELETED 
IE f 2 ~ ~d V!!L '.; i: R ·~ fl S = C JR I 01. 
IEF7 8 51 SYS7Jl56.T0031J2,RFOO~.LIBRARY.SYSUT1 DELETED 
IEF2 851 VOL S;:R NO S: CEDISK. 
UR lOJ ll SJED EXECUTI ON TIME .04 Ml~S. 
//C Hll CS TFP F.~EC PGM ~ IEBUPDTE 
//SY SPMINT no SYSOUT-A 
11 SY SL T 1 DD DS'l =OC.E iJ A TA ·S,D I SP=OLO tUNI T =231", Vlll•S ER•OCEPAK 
/1 5YSU Tl uO O S ~ : U( FO ATll~,OISP:OLO,UNIT•2314,VOL•SER•UCEPAK 
//~Y '.; ~ QU YP D~ SYSOUT•A 
//SYS IN 0 0 • 
JEF23 c l ALLOC. FOR ll~RA~Y CHNGSTEP 
lfFZ371 b31 ALL GCHED TO SYSPR.INT 
1Ef2371 241 ALL OCATED TO SY$UTI 
l~F2J11 241 ALL OCATED TO SYSUT2 
f< F2371 b)l hlLOCITFO ln SYSUOUMP 
1Ef 2 371 b02 All OCATiO Til SYSIN 
lf~2 8 51 SYS73l5 6 ,T003132.RFOOO.Ll0RIRY.R0000060 DELETED 
lff.2 Col VOL SE R NOS• 
l ff t ?o l OC ED ATAS KEPT 
IEF26~1 VOL SER NOS• OCEPAK. 
I Ef Z~ ~I OC HI A TA S KEPT 
IEFZ 3 51 VOL Sf~ NOS= OC[PAK, 
IEF2 8 51 ~YS73156,T003132.RFOOO.LIBRARY,RODOD062 DELETED 
IEFZ~~l VJ L SER NOS• 
U• I CO ll STEP EXECUTION TIME .19 Ml~S. 
l/l ~ E C E• EC P ~~·IE•L,PA~~=l~AP,LET,LIST,OVLY,XREFJ 
l/ S ;~Lla ro O ~N·SYSl.FO~TLIB,DISP=SHR 
II no DS~-U~l.SSPLl0,DISP=SHR 
II Del GS'l=UR I . OPLOTLlll, [l l SP=SllR 
l/SYSPRI NT OD svs ou T=A 
//SY5LIN DJ DONA ~ E=SYSIN 
//SYil~ ~r DD DSN=,GOSETIMAINJ,UNIT•SYSDAtOISP•l,PASSI, 
II SPACE =IJC72,( 30,10,111 
11 s YS L• Tl no OS ~ = i SY SUll 'UN IT= SY so A, SPACf .. 1102~' 12 00' 201 , , SEP~ SYSL MOO 
I IL ~ E 0 , CJ BJL I B UD US'I• CC EC OMP, 0 I SP= SHR, VOL•SER aOCE PAK, UN IT •211 ~ 
lll,EL. SYSIN OD • 
IE< 2~~ 1 ALLOC, FOR LI BR4~Y LK f D 
1Ef 2 371 13J AlL ~(AlfJ TO SYSLlfl 
IFF2311 24't ,\LL OC.AIEO TO 
lfF.2371 244 AlL OC~TE O TO 
1Ef2~71 631 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
IE Fl? 11 603 ALLOC.A TEO TO SYSLI N 
lffll71 2~2 ALL OC~TED TO SYSLMOD 
ICF2J71 130 ~LLOC~TEO TO SYSUTI 
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lf Fi'J 71 ? 41 AILfJfATFfJ fll n~ JLIO 
IE ~ J. 85 1 SV ~ t . fllHU ~ l(~f'I 
I EFl. ~ 5 1 V' ' l S~K 1JD ~ = MF r q Es . 
I L i li; :.. f l h l . "..J'...il ' l l U Kf· i•f 
1 Efl 85 1 VGl Sf R ~n s- MF IL Hl. 
IE FZcl 51 UR l. G" L O ILI S l(EPT 
I EF285 1 ~O L SER NO- = ~F IL O !. 
I FF'U 5 1 .• _ SY> 1JI5 £: .T 00 3 I 3 l . RF O'J O. ll llR AR Y. ROi.l i.l •Hlld DELFI E D 
lf f 2 a '>I . ~ Ol SE~ 1< 1JS = 
1 Ff2 85 • SYS71 1 5t .T C0 3 1 32 . RFOOO .LlijRl\ RY.P00000&4 OEL ETEO 
1 Hl ~ 5F Vfl l SF.R NUS = 
I EF295 1 SY S l 3 156.T00 3132. RF OOO.LIBRARY.GOSET PA SSED 
I EF 2 8 51 V.l L S ~P. NOS = CHHPhK. 
I E F Z8 ~1 SYS731 5 &. TOOJ1 32 . RFOOO.ll8RARY.SYSUT1 DELETED 
I F. F 2 3 51 VOL SER NO S= MF T ~E S. 
I E F2 ~ ~1 OC ECJ HP KEPT 
l f f 7 85 1 VUL SE R " OS• OC[P h K. 
UPIO O ll S I EP E XECU TI O"l TJrAf. .H MINS. 
ll GJ EXEC PG~= •.l KE O . S YSL HOO 
l / FT C6F30 1 0 0 S YS n UT= A 
// F I C7FC0 1 DD S YS1 UT=8 
l/ F T05f00 1 OD O SN=~C ED~ Tll S IADITA 2 1oDISl' • SHRoVCL• SER • OCEPAK,UNIT • 23 14, 
II LAl!E L • l,,,I N I 
I I DO [) 5 ~1· nc ED A r As I AOAl 11 l I. Ill SP • S~tR 'VOL c Slofl • OCE PA'(, UN Ir •l 314, 
II L AB EL = l,,,SNI • 
II IJ i> L> S:l =OCEOA f/I S l l\fJ AT t. 41,IJISP• SHR,VOL • SEll = OCEPAK,UNIT • 231'1, 
fl L Ae EL = I,, .I N I 
I I !J i) t: >tl =UC E>JI\ I~ ~ I ~ IJll T 4't I, !II SP• SHR, lfOL • S ER • UCE PAK ,UN IT• Zll 'llt 
II l h B EL ~ I,. .I N I 
ll G'J . FT 1 :o r o o 1 OD DS N• f. ALF, 11 1 Sl" I NE WrD ELETEI ,UNlf• SYSOA, 
II 5 ;. ~ cr, 1 T!\i< .I lll ol Qll 
II 
lfF2H I 
I EF237 1 
I E'2?7 1 
lf F Z H I 
IE F B 71 
I E ~ 2 37l 
I E F 23 71 
1Ef 2 Hl 
IEF 237 1 
' IEF 2 8 ~1 
IEF 2S5 1 
IE F Z 6 ~ 1 
I fr-2 8 5 1 
1Cfc' ~ 5 1 
I H2 8~ 1 
1 n:a s1 
lEU nS I 
lf f 235 1 
l ~ f 2 85 1 
I EF2 8 5 1 
IH2 c ~I 
I EF 2851 
1 Ef2e 51 
I E FZ BSI 
I HZa5 1 
U • I ~ <l \ I · 
t ... (. ~ '.d. 
' -; t ? lo •> I 
AlL OC . FOR LIBRAR Y 
2 42 AL LOO rED I ll 
0 1 All lJCh ! Ell IQ 
tb l AL L OCATl:D TO 
2 4 l ALL J CA T(O TD 
241 ALL l1C 4 TFfJ TO 
2 41 Al.L OC AT EIJ TO 
241 AL L OCl l t O TO 
GU 
Pv "" •.rm 
F TQ<, F OOl 
FT 0 7F OOJ 
F r o s F OCl 
130 AL LDCA T F. ~ TO fll3FOOI 
SY> 731 5 6 . T 003 l 32 . k F 0 00. LI BRA R 'f .GOSE T 
VOL SFR NO S = CrlHPAK . 
S Y S 7 3 1 5 t . 1003 1 32 . ~ F O OO .LIBRA R Y. R00000&5 
v n L SER NO S= . 
SY s n l 5c . r 0~3 13 2 . ;{ F o o o. LI i3 P hRt. ROOOOO&b 
V'.J L SER NOS= 
OC EO ATA S 
VOL SER NO S• Ut; EP AK. 
OC EIJA TA S 
VOL Sf k NOS• OC E PllK. 
U C. ~ fl A TA S 
VOL SER NOS= OCEl'llK . 
OCEDA TA S 
VOL SEP NUS • UC E ~A K . 
SYS71t ~.T 0 03 l J l. RFOOO.llBRAR Y,ALF 
VI L St ?. N ..! S ~ r~ F l ri'= J . 
';l fV f Y. tr#1.1T t lJ"~ II wr # 4 9 • .? 6 ~ I NS. 










IJ ~ LE IED 
SYSIN 





















UIMrN~ IU114 AIU4 U l, li l't U J, tJ l't U l.Rl4Ul,~l4 !ll• I (4 Hl,l'l '•Ult 
lKU ~IV ;( f(2lt,"lttl2ll,'lµ~pn12 oll 1. o "VGl8 0 I, AttOLDl~61,NTllOI, 
2NS 11 JI I ~s 1l 0 1 • s s I l J 1. l I F I 0 l 151. N r p I LO Io l I HI 0 l 751. l IGI 01 751 




C:OMM ON S E ( ?. 1, 46 l, HP ( 21, 4 8 I, V ( ll, 4 8 I 1 VP ( 211 48 J 1 UI 2 l ,4 81 1UP12114 Bl 1 OllO O llo()() 
l Cl l l ,4 Sl ,N B'll 8 5I,~ 6!) ( 11 ,J ,H OBO l 4 I ,N :J ttO( 4hHI 2114811 ()0001500 
Z Wl 20 J,fllZJJ,l(201, E l2JJ,HPl20l1E~ll O J,H~(2011E~IZCl1 00001&00 
3 ARt.IZ OJ,Al\GPl201.AH GilllOJ,ARGLUl201,HLl2011ElllOl1 0U OU 1700 
~ llAlul7~1,ll S lul75l1llCIOl751,UAVGIZl14811VAVGIZl1481,llfl01751t 00001740 
5 ACOSMflbl,ASINMTl6loCNl2lo48l,CNPIZlr4811 000 01900 
6 IFIELDlllo48loH\ll015J,HSZI0151oll0101751rAAIOl751o8BI01751 OOU02000 
LOG I CAL REl\ iH N, UOS AL, ROCNP 1 D.EL TAT 
DATA YR 10>\Y,THR,TMIN /57.t195.,17.,~ll./ 
DATA MSWMC,NSOURC /I, I/ 
D~TA AL14~ 1 SALRIS 1 TMHOPE,TRIVER,TSOU"ID/l0lZ.7.l0.73,lZ.51Zl.75, 
122.2,18.50/ 
DATA HINV1SEINV0PloCM~NN,wx,wv,coRAG,CRHO 10 •• o.,J.l~l59Z7, 
1.01510.,0.,.0025,.001141 
SET EXECUTION PARAMETERS 
IMUOES • l UPSTREAM DllFERfNCING 
!MOUES • 2 CENTRAL DIFFERENCING 
IMODE S•l 
IPU NCH:540 
AT = 120. 
EXTRAJ =AT 
IPRI NO WILL 
IPRI NO=LS 
I LD•I 
SPECIFY TIME THAT VARIABLES ARE OISPLAYEO 
SU MM I NG ~UDES REQUIRED FOR DISPLAYS 
SU MZIG=O.O 
SU"lllO < l.O 
SU IHIF=O.O 
SUMlltl =J.O 
SU 1-1 AA:O.O 
SUMBB =O .O 
MAXST=540 
NW=MAXS T tl 
IOY =l 
HS l I I DY I .a ZOOO • 
ROCNP•.FALSE. 





OJ 002 200 










































NCW Ml\Sl l R IEt!UPOTE LUG PAGE 0002 
1 rmoE l z 1 
c 
C SET COMl'UI AT ION PAllAMETFRS 
c 
c . 
C IF DELTH IS TRUE MUOEl Will tALCUALTE lEMPERATURE ABOVE AMBIENT 



















fR ,'1 1\=2 I .J 
If I DEL T4 T I GO T 0 28 1J 
GO TO 2d75 
lt! NB=O.OJOOl 
T MtlOPE =. 0000 i 
TRIVE~ = . <)l)tJOI 
TS OU NO= • 000 •JI 
CO NTI NUE 
DlffUSI O'I CONSTANT IS UPC.ON 
FOR UPCON • '.>OJ THE QKDER OF MAGNITUDE UF HIGHEST DIFFUSION COEF 
IS AaOUT 350 YOSU/SEC 
UPCGN =0 50. 
POWfK PLANT 
TIN =O.O YOU Will HAVE HYDRO-DYNAMICS OF POWER PLAT SITE BUT 
~U THE RMAL LOAO ON BAY 
IF EFFECTS OF POWEK PLANT ARE DESIRED SET TIN EQUAL TO 12. 
TIN=l2. 
QI N=_lOOO. 
SITE SELECTION. SEE HEATIN FOK DETAILS ON LOCATIONS 
SITE=IOO. 
LNL : 0 
AKHO =l"I. • l .'J40• 11.00•0. oooeu• SALR Is- o. OOOlOIJ•TSOUND I 




MOOD I 11=\J1010"2 
:-1U 801 2 1=480d09l 


































000 085 00 
OOC 08o00 
OO OOtl 7 \lO 
000 08 800 


























SYSIN NfW MA S TF R IFRUPOTF lO<. PA r. f OOOl 
ZUij(J li'•l• O 
. IP = I 
CI= AT t AG/ 4L 
CZ =All Al 
C.J =A T/4. 
C.4 =U. •Al •AG 
C~ ·z .•.u. •AL 
t 27 IS l·UI\ CUFI TO CUYOS CONVERSION om 2 IS FOR. DISPLAYING 
C ACTUAL tRDSSECTICNAL FLOW IN FUR RIVER 
C6=2.•CORAG•CRHO•l1.687/3.l*•Z•AJ 
C7=40.0J•SURTIAGI 
CB = I. I Al 
C'l=l./ lAL .. ll 
CI O = O. 
Cll =C7 
Cl2 = o. . .. 
Cl3 = 1. /AI 
Cl4=1./ l4.•ALI 
DO 6 M= I , 1111 AX 
OU b N=l, 'IMAX 
SEl t>.,l'l=J.O 
SEP ( N,MI =o .o 
CNlf\,'11= 0 .0 
CNP(N,Ml=ll.<) 
UAV G l N,'11=0.0 
VAV C. l N,Ml =O.O 
VPl N,Ml=J.O 
U~l t>., Ml =O ,J 
VI N,Hl=O. 
U(N,Ml =O. 
CI r., Ml=O. 
H!rl, Ml=O.O 
6 FINl =FF 
8 CONTINUE 
RA =O .O _ 
CA LL KUR I IH MUST, AT, NT ERM, FC.HECK, YR, DAY, THR, JlllN, TSI 
CA LL · UIVEl NMA(,MMA(I 
CALL FI ND I M I NIJ, IU NO, MMAX, NM AX, lllNOO, N INOO, tlSEC TI 
C.ALL DEPT IHNMAX,MHAXI 
CALL CH fl YINHAX,MHAX,CMANNI 
CAL l CttECK l NHAX, MMAXI 
DO 26 l = l, 5 





DO 62 II= l, MH.U 
DAVC.l Hl•O .O 
OEP•O,O 
DO o l N= l, N!1Al( 















000 l 2500 
OOO l26iJO 
0001Z700 
0 00 l2800 







































SYSIN NF.II MASH~ 
c 
ll/\V I, t 1•4t - 'lAV f;I <1 t t ti I N t ,_.I 
DEP=Ut P+I. 
61 CO NTU4Uf 
OAV G l ~ l = J.• D4Vr.IHl/OEP 
bi CONTINUE 
l\U"=I 
DEP=O . O 
DEPSQ =u.J 
GRIDNl=O.J 
1 IFll\UM .EO.'ll ND I GO TO 3 
NS~CH=N~D I NJ Ml/lOOJOJO 
N =t.BJ I N<JMI/ 10000 -NSRCH•lOO 
MF =NRO l ~J Ml/lOO-NSRCH•l0000-~•100 
l • N~DINUMl-NSRCH•lOOO~OO-N•llJOO<>-HF•lOO 
l\N•N- l 
K=MF 
NGRID • L-K+I 
GR I ON2=NGR10 
GRI DN l •G ~IU~l+GRION2 
C US EU ONLY IF NO SE VALUES ARE READ IN 
c 
00 Z M=I< , L 
DEP=DEP•HIN,MI 
UFPS Q• UFPSQ +S QRTIHINrHll 
DI Ml =M 
DI Ml =O I Ml-1. 
C.N I", "'I = r ~·rn 
CN P I N, !, I = f 8 '~B 
S ~PIN tH ~s EI NV • I l .-DIHlflr6. l+H INV 
2 SEI N1Ml= SEINV•ll.-OIMl/~6.J+HINV 
l\UI' ' l\'.JM+ I 
c;o r n 1 
3 Cll Nll NUE 
C"l ,,,ll • TRNB 
U IP IJ .1 I = .-01\R 
CN I 4, I I = l llNll 
CNPl4.ll = rt!Ntl 
CN 119,l)l =TR r~o 
CNPI 19 123l =rnN B 
CN 119r24l =TtlN 8 
C"lPI l9, Z4l =TBN8 
CN l ll8 146l =TUN8 
CNP IJB r4 6 l =TLIN8 
CN I09,4 9 l=T~ NB 
CNP I09 ,48l= Tll'l ll 
CN lllr4dl =T8"18 
CNPI ll r43 l=T8N8 
CN 112,481=TDN8 
CNP 112 r48 l=T8N8 
CN ll3r4dl=TllND 
CNPC ll r"8 l•T8N8 




00\l l6 SOO 
OOUl <>90 0 








000 1 BOO 
0 00179 00 
00018000 
01)0 18 100 
00018200 
0001 1:1 ) 00 
00018400 
00018 51) 0 
0001 6600 






01) 0 19300 
0 00 1941)0 
OJOl95 00 
00 0196 00 
0UOl97 00 
0 00 1980 0 
00 0 19900 
000200J O 
000201 :1 0 
0002 0 200 

















SYSlri NEii MASf ER I Fii UPO Tf lOG PAGE 000 5 
llf I' . ' .. nr Pl 1;P I IHI I OUll l I/ llO 
OEP SQ•Ut PSO/G~I UNl 000218 00 
OEPS Q= l,•lDEP S Q•~ZI 0002 1900 
NA = l 00022000 
5 IFl~A.f 0 .~1 ~00 1 GO TO 31 00022 100 
M=M 09 Dl NAl/lOJ000 000 22200 
NBO r =M0 3D I NA l/1000 -M•lOO 00022300 
NTOP =M OBU l NAl/10 -M•lOOOO -NSOT•lOO 00 022400 
00 32 N=N ~OT,NfOP 00 022 500 
OIMl•M 00022600 
DI Hl•OIMl-l. 00022700 
SEPl N,M l ~ SEINV•ll.-OIMl/46.ltHl~V 00022800 
32 SE l ~ rMI • SEINV•Cl,-OfMl/46.l+HINV 000229 00 
NA=NA+I 0002 30 00 
GO TO 5 00023100 
31 NA=l 00023200 
33 IFC~A.EQ,Nl~DOI GO TO 34 000 2330 0 
N•NOOlllNAl/100000 000234 00 
~LE F =NO~OCNAl/1000 -N•lOO 00023500 
MRI G =NO~D I N AlllO -N•lOOOO -MLEF•lOO 0002 3600 
00 35 M=M LF.F,MRIG 00023700 
Ol ~ l = M 000238 00 
Ol~l=OIMl-1. 00023900 
SEPCN,Ml=SEIN~•Cl.-OIMl/46,l+HINV 00 02 4000 
J5 SE(N,MI • SEINV•ll.- DIMl/46.l•HINV 00024100 
r..A =N A+l 00024 200 
GO TO 33 0~024300 
34 CO NT I MJE 0002440 0 
C••···································································••00024)00 
c 00024600 
CALL INVAL(MMAX,NMAXoGRI ONl rOEPrOlPSQ,REAOIN,ROCNP,DAVGI OJ0 24 700 
c • 000248 00 
CALL HEATINlNS,MS,SS,TINrNZrSITErNINPUTrQINI 0002485 0 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••ooo249 00 
c ooo zsooo 
c 
WMITEl6r20501 NSl51rHSl51 
2050 FOR~ATlllr5 X ,'NSl51 ~ 'rl4 
40 IST EP:2 




CUL PRPH I IST EP rNS J, NPRINT ,K,NHAXrMHAXr JP,AT rHTOT ,HA,RH, 






Ks2 •NS T-1 









OOO Z5tJO ll 
0002 5700 

















SET OPEN ~UUN O S 
CALL OPE NBO INST11H OC ES 1EXTRAl,KWRIT 1K, KR T1 1MOOE11 Tl 1l2 1T4 1T5 1 
I NT E R'1 1C5, TR IV ER, T '4HUP(, l SOU'l0 1PI1 THR, fCH ECK ,11T1 TS 1AL,QI NI 
lh.lU l bbUU 
0 002 b700 
000 7b 600 
000 2b90 0 
00021 000 
00 02 1100 
000 £7 200 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooo2 1300 
c 000 27400 
C CO MPUTE UP ANO SEP ON ROW N I FIRS! HALF TI MESTEPI 000 27500 
c 00027b00 
CALL UPNF HTIWX1 WYtC61Cl1C21C4 1 AT1AG1NIN01F,Nll OC 027700 
c 0 002 18 00 
C•••··································································••O OOl fqoo c 00 028 000 
C COMPUTE VP ON COLUMN H (FIR ST HALF TI MESTEPI OO C2 8100 
c 00 026 200 
CAL l VPMF HT IC l 1 Cb ,w X, WY, C41 AT, DO S Al 1 I MOOE S1 NSOURC, H SOURC ,Cl l, 0 002 8100 
1c10,c1,cd,C9,Cl41Cl1 M I N0 1F1Nl1N S T1NP~INT ,JP,T8N8,KRT,NMAX,HHAKt 0 0028 400 
2 IOY ,Pl ,DAY, TH R,T'4 IN1HTUT, ltA, ~H. H~1HC, SAVE,NS,Ms,ss, 00028 500 
3QI N 1 TIN,NZ 1 ~W 1 UPC ON 1 YJRl,0£LTAT1NINPUT1ZIGI 0 00 2 6b00 
c 00 02 8 700 C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
000288 00 
0007. 89 00 
OC02 900 0 
0 0 029100 
0 0029200 c 
CALL PRINTllSIEP,NST 1NPRINT,K,NHAX1HMAX1IP1AT,HTOT,HA,8H, 
I HE, HC , SAV E,IPUNCHI 
C••········ ······ ~ ···················································•••OOOL9 JOO 
c 0002 94 00 
CALL UPENBD I NS T1IHOOES 1 EXTRAl1KWR IT1KoKRT1IHOOEl,Tl,T2 1T4,T5, 00 0295 00 
l N TE RM 1 C51T R IV E~ 1T MHOPE 1 TSOJ N01Pl,THR1fCHECK,AT,TS1AL,QINI OOU2Q60 0 
c 0 0029700 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooozqsoo 
c 0 002990 0 
NX T: Jl D • 0002Q9 10 
l f l NX T. r ~ .0 1 ~o TC 2020 0002Q92 0 
20l 0 I F l ~S T.LT. 'l JI GO TO 2040 0 002 99 30 
GU TO 20 20 0002Q94 0 
2040 WR IT t 16 , Lv h ll ' NX T, CNI 51 JI> I, CNP I 51 3!>),0 IN, TIN oNSI 11, HS I 11 ,NZ, 00029950 
l NI NPUT1SSlll1 ZIAI NX T),ZI BI NX Tl1llCINXT1, ll EINXT11ZIOINXT1, 00 02 9955 
2 AA( NX Tl,B BI NXTl1SITE 1NSl5J,M S l5), NST 0002Q9 58 
. 2 030 FORM ATl 51( 1 ' NST : '• 14 1 1 CNI S1lbl = '• E12.41 ' CNPl5,3bl • '• 00029960 
1E1 2 • .,, 'QI~ • ', U 2.4, ' TI N • '• E12.4t ' NS• •,14, ' MS • '• 0 00299 1>5 
214,/, s x,• NZ • ••••• ' ININPUT . •,14, 'SSlll . '• e12.1t, OC029 970 
l'llAINSTI = •,e1z ...... ZIOINSTl. •,e12.4,'ZICINST ~ •.e12.4,1,5x, 0002 9975 
•'ZIEINSTI • '• El~··· • ZIOINSTI c '1El2.41 'AAINSTI • •,E12..... 00029Q80 
5'BBINSTI • •,e12 .... 1,5x,• SITE . •,e12 .... ., .. 151 • ...... 00029985 
b 1MSl51 • •,14,'NST • '• lltl 00029987 
2020 CONTINUE 00029990 
00030000 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooo30100 

















0 00 30700 
CUL VPl'SHT 1wx.wv,c1>,c1.cl,C4,ATtAG,MINO,F,Nll 000)0800 
C 0.JOJ0900 








CALL UPNSHTIC2.c1>,wx.wY,C4,AT.OOSALtlMOOES,NSOIJRC.MSOURC,Cl3. 00031200 
lClo.c1.ce,c9,c14.c1.NINOoftNl.NST,NPRINTolP,TBN8,KRT,NMAX,MMAX, 000 31300 
2 IOY,Pl,OAY,NS,MS,SS,QIN,TIN,NZoTtfl,TMIN,HTOT,NW,UPCON,vARlo 00031400 
J NINPUTI OOOJl 500 
SUMl=O, 
GRIOl l ~ 0,0 
SUM=O,O 
NUM=I 
11 IFINUM,EQ. tUNOI GO TO 36 
NSRCH=MlO l NJM l/ 1000000 
BAY AREA 
N =MlDl N<J.'ll/ 10000 -NSRCH•IOO 
MF =N~ D l~UMl/100-NSRCH•lOOUO-N•IOO 
L =1-BD l Nl.1 '11-NSRCt!t 10000()0-N•lOOOO-MF•lOO 
NN= N-1 
~G ll l O = L-'1F•I 
Glll DN2=NGR ID 
GRl ~ Tl = GRIDTl•GRION2 












ll 00327 00 
OO OJ2BOO 
00032900 





OSJ OJ3500 ~M= "4-1 
SUMI WT =CNPlN.Ml•l,25*1HINoMl•HINNoMl•HINoMMl+HINN,MMl+SEPIN,Hlll00033600 
1•3. 0 
SUM =SIJ M•SUMhH 
su:H= SU Hl•CNPtN, HI 
22 CON ! I NIJ E 
NUH•NUl .. l 
GU TO 11 
36 SU HZI C• SU Ml/GRlllll + SUHZIG 
CONS TAN StUJULO EQUAL tAl .. 21•9•DENS•9/5 
CONS r A= 1.00 
SU M ZI O=CONS TA•SUM+SU~ZIO 
IFl~ OD ll'<Sf ,IPRINUl.Eu.01 GO TD •5 
GO TO 4 l 
45 IPIUNZ =IPRIND 

































NCW MA SIL~ llBUPUIE LOG PAGE 0008 
SUMl l O•O . O O OOJ~~O O 
~l llJtH l 'IU ~ U\JUl~bllU 
SUM =O . 00035700 
SU :-4 1=0 ,0 0 001 5800 
NU M3 1 00035900 
GRl r. 13=0,J - 00 03 b UO O 
~TPlll• Nij0(91 0 003 6100 
NTPl21= NROllll 0 00 36200 
NTPl31= Nrl Dll41 00036300 
NT~l4) • NBD ll~I 00036400 
NTPl 5 1= NR0 1111 0003b5 00 
NTPl b l • NOD l191 0003b60 0 
c 00036100 
C POW EM PLANJ AREA 00 03680 0 
t 0 003b~ll0 
lOO IF( NUM ,E Q. 0 11 GO TO 310 000 37 000 
312 N SRCH~ ~IP(!llUMl/1000000 0 0031100 
N=!llTPl~l~l/lOOO O-NSMC ... 100 00037200 
MF=~TPl~U~ l/1 00-NSRCH•lOOOO-N•lOO 0 003 73 00 
l •~IP I !llll'l l -N5 RCH• lOUOOOO-..- 1(1000-MF• lOO 0 00374 00 
IFIMF ,LT.3 2 1 MF•JZ 00037500 
IFIL. GT.4£1 L=42 OU03 7b 00 
NN =N- 1 00037700 
NNG D• L-MF•l 0 00 37 80 0 
GKl4 =NNGO 00037 900 
GR I DTl •GR IOT3+GRT4 0 0038000 
00 330 ~ ·MF ,L 0 0038 100 
M'l=~-l OOOJ82 00 
SUMI PT •CNP IN,Hl•l.2S•IHIN,Hl+HINN,Hl+HINoHHl+HINN,HHl+SEPIN,HlllO OOJ8300 
l •3. () 00038 1+00 
SUMl•SUMl+CNPIN,HI • 00038~00 
330 SU~ = SU~+s u ~TPT 00038600 
60 SIJML I F " C:U .~S TA• S UH+sUMllF • 0 0038700 
SU MZ I H=SU'1l/GRIOT3 • SUHZIH • 0 0038eoo 
IFl l' ll ll P JS l,IPo((NOl.EQ.01 GO TO 65 00 0 38900 
GO Tll 70 ' OOUJ'l\l\JO 
65 I PR I NZ= IPRI ND 000 39 100 
IFI C~LTA fl GO TO 67 OO OHZ OO 
tPRINl•IPRI Nl•IO••Z 0 003930 0 
b1 llFllLOl =SUHllF/IPRINl Ou 039400 
llHllLDl =SUMllH/IPRINZ 0 0039500 
SUMllF =O .O 00039600 
SUMllH =O .O 00039700 
70 CONT INUE 00039800 
NU M=NUM+ l OOOJ99·oo 
GO TO 300 0004000 0 
310 CONTINUE 00040100 
c 000•0200 
C VELOCITY CO~PONENETS IN OUTFALL AREA 000•0300 
c ooo•o•oo 








IEBl!lbl MEMBER NAME !AMAIN 
~ 






INS •NSl~l l 
I MS:MS INZI 
315 
CllA'~G E , r o "lS 121 ANO 36 
SU'hUP I I '45, I MS I +SUM 
SUMl•VPI INS, P4Sl+SUM1 
CONTINUE 
ANl =NZ 
SUM • SUM/ ANl 
SU Ml •SUM l/ A'll 
SUMAA=SUM + SUMAA 
SUM BB=S UMl tSUM Ull 
I F I I' 0 IJ I N'iT , I PR IN 0 I • ~C , 0 I 
GO TU 8il 
75 AAllL U l = SU~~A/IPRINO 
BBi ILOl =SUl4d8 / IPRINO 
3Ul'AA •O. O 
SU MllB=ll .O 
IFl~OO INST, IPRl"'IDI ,EQ.01 
NXT =ILO-l 
BOCO"lll NUE 
TO 1'15111 WHEN YOU RUN POWER PLANT 
c;o TO 75 
IL Q.s ILO+l 
WRllElb,lJ7J) lllJl~IXTlrllGINXTJ,llFUlXlltllHINXTI 
2070 FOR~ATl//, 5 X,'ZIDINXTJ • '• E12.4, 'llGINXTI • •,El2.4, 
l'ZIFINXTI = •, Ell.4, 'llHINSTI • •,Ell.41 
AVEP.AGE VEL CC ITY 11'<1 WES T PASSAGE 
ZI E 11 LOI = IUPI 9,47I+UP19, 4 711 /2, 
CALI OISPLYINSTtMAXST,TBNBtllF,llG,ZIH,IPRINDI 
IFINST.LT.MAXSTI GD TO 40 
110 CALL PR llH I ISTEP,NST,NPRINT,l(,NMAX,MMAXt IP,Af,HTOT,HA,BH, 





































c . ' 00044100 
c - 00044200 
c 00044300 





501 CONTINUE 00044900 
CALL ANLYLEl"AXSTtNTERM,AT,NST,ZIFt 00045000 
RETURN 00045100 
ENO 00045200 






.I CHANuE NAHE•AV~HFH,ll~f•All 
NCW MASJ[lt l ~llUPUll lll~ PA!.i~ OOlO 
SU!\ ROUTIN E l/PMF HT cc2. ((J,.o .... Y,(4,Af, O!JSAL, IM CJ O~S.NSOURC, 00001000 
lHS~URC ,Cll,Clu,c1,c s ,c9 , c 14,CltMI NO ,f, N l.N S T, NP~ I N T.IP,TONB,KRT, 00001100 
2 NMAX, MM AX, lflY, PI , DAY, H •R , 11" l 'l , >il 0 T, H~, RH, HE, HC, SA \IE, NS, HS, SS, 000 01l00 
3QC N, Tl 'l t Nl , N~ ,UPC ON,V AR I, Clf l TAT, N INP UT, l l GI 00001100 
COMMUN SE 12 l, 48 I, SE P I 2 l t 48 I , I/ I 2 l, 4 81, \IP I 2 l, 4 ~ I , UI 21 ,481 t UP 12 l ,lt81 , 00001 400 
l Cl 2 l t 4Bl , N iHl l 85 1,M HO I R ~l ,M 080 litl, NOBO l 41tHI 21 oltSl o 0000 15 00 
2 Wl2uloUl2Jl,ll20l,EllOl,~tPl20l,fPl20loHBl201,Elll201, 000 01 600 
3 AR N l2 0 lo4~GPllOl,ARG81lOloA~GlBl20l,HLl20ltEll201, 0000 1700 
4llAI O l7 5 J,Zl 8 101751,llCCOl1~1, UAl/Gl2l,48l,l/AVGl2lt481,llEIOl751,0000l 800 
5 AC OSMfl61,ASINMTl61,CNl21,it8ltCNPl21t4BI, 00001900 
6 I F IELOl2l,481,HS ll0151,HS210151,llOIOl751,AllOl751tBBIOl751 00002000 
DIM ENS ION Al790l,Bl481,Pl48),Ql481,Rl48l,Sl481,Fl481o 00002 100 
lKU/lo V~T llllo NH l2lltNPRINfl2001oDAl/Gl801t AH0l01481, Ou002 20 0 
2MSllOl,NSllOl,SSllOltZIGlll 00002300 
EXTRAl = l.O 00 002 400 
1'•JM =l 000 07.500 
NZ• l 0000260 0 
LOGICAL OUSAL,OELTAT 000 02 700 
201 lFINUM .E Q,MINDI GO TO 202 00002800 
c • • • ••••••• •• ••••••••••• 0 0002900 
1615 CONTINUE 00003UOO 
c ••• • •• • ••••••••••••• 00003100 
c 
"4SF<Cfl =MBD I N\JMl/ 1000000 0000320 0 
M =MB DINUMl/10000 -MSRCH•IOO 00003300 
NF = M~O IN\JHl/100 -"4SRCH•lOOOO -M•lOO 00003400 
L •MRD l'IUMI -MSRCHt 1000000-M• lOOOO-NF•lOO 00003500 
lll =L+l 000Ul60 0 
ll =L- 1 00003700 
NFF=~f- 1 00003 80 0 
l"M ~= ~+l 00003900 
MM=M-1 • 00004000 
IA• l"SRC>t/10 0000 4100 
11\= ~SR C H-IO•l.A ' 0000420 0 
2903 CONTINU E 0000430 0 
1ll 
DO 220 N•~F,L OO \l044v0 
NN =N-l ~ 00 00450 0 
r..; ~,r~=M +l , 00 004600 
• 00004700 
AL F AC ~ . 5 
BET Ar.= . 5 
GA :H1AC= . 5 
DELTA C=.5 
IFCN.EQ. NF I GO TO 206 
IFIN.fQ.LI GO ro 210 
CONTINUE 
6ETA=0.5 
JEMP4 ~ c2•111.-BETAl•IVINNN,Ml-V(N,Mll•BETl•IV(N,Ml-vlNN,Mll I 
fEHPl • VCN,Ml••2+11(UPIN,Hl+UPINNN,Ml+UPIN,MHl+UPINNN,MMll••21/ 
116. I 
TEMP2• IS EP l 'io Ml +SEP INNN, HI •·H(N,HH I +HIN, Ml I UCIN,MJ+ 



















SYSIN NFW MASTfR lf!lUPO TE LUG PAGE OOll 
fl,'11 ' l J. • l.,~ • w.c. •• t. / CS l t f ~t~l t ~1 I I Nl'-4N ."4 l•ttlN,MM)•ltl N,Mt) 
TEM P J = l.•C4• $~K TITEMPll/I F.M Pl•T E MP4•TEMP12 
TEMPJ=I./ rEl'PJ 
DELTA=J .5 
TEM PIJ= V ( '>j, ·~MM l 
lFITE ~P l v.fJ . O .l T E ~PlO = VCN,MMI 
TH1Pl I =V I N, 1'!14 1 ~ 
IFIT ~MP ll. E Q ,U,J TEl'Pll• VCN,MMMI 
H 'I Pl= I AT •F C N It C 1.-0El T Al •CZ• C TEMP 10-V( N,H l ltDEl TA•C2• 
llVl~11'l-TE MP llll•.2~ 
204 VPI N ,Ml=l~MPJ• 
ICVIN,Ml-IEMPl•IUPIN,Hl+UPINNN,Ml•UPINtMMl•UPINNN,MMll 
2- Cl•ISECN~N1Ml-SEIN1Hlll 
C CO"IPUTE CNP ON RUii M CSECONU HALF T IHESTEP I 
Zl2 CUNT IMJE 
IF I nos All GO '0 2 ll 
GU TC 22J 
213 CO"l Tl "lUF 
IFCI Mfl Dt:S. . EQ,lJ GO TO 7()96 
GO TO 70•18 





IFI UIN 1Ml.GT.O,Ol tlETAC•O,O 
l FlVI N,l'I .GT ,0,01 GMIHAC• 1,0 
Gll ro 7011 
c NEXT TI ME 1 Will CHANGF. Al,A2,8lt8Z ro. l. 
7098 Al =l, 
AZ=I, 
c 81 = nz 2 1.02 
4lFAC =,5 
BlTAC•,5 
f,A ~tMlif. • • 5 
OEL TAC= ,5 
RI 2 0, 
02 = o. 
7099 CONT I NU E 
IFI N .Ew. ~S CNZi.oR.M.EQ.HSINZll GO TO 510 
GO 'IQ 5lJ 
510 CONTINUE 
IF I I'. E 0 . MS I NZ II GO Tfl 51 2 
Go rn 51; 
512 CON Tl NU~ 
lF( N ~N.EQ,NS INll,ANO.VI N,Ml.GT.0,01 GAHHAC•l,O 
IFl~N . EQ ,NSINll,ANO.VIN,Hl.LT.0,01 OELTAC•l.O 
lFC~.EQ.NSINlll GO TO SI~ 
GO TO 520 
51~ IFIUIN1Hl,Gf ,O,Ol S~TAC•O.O 
IFIUIN,Hl.LT,0.01 AlFAC•O.O 























0 000790 0 
000·0900 0 
0 0008 100 
00 008ZUO 
00 00830 0 
00008400 
0 0008500 
0000 860 0 
00 0 0870 0 
00 00890 0 






00 00'1 ~ 00 
OJ ll ll 'loll ll 
0'1001100 




00 0 10100 
OO OIOlOO 
0.:1 0 10100 

















I r I V I N , MI • LT • 0. ll I G 1114 "I AL• 11. 0 
GO TO 52J 
515 lflMM. E O.MSINZl.~NO.UIN,Ml.LT.O.OI "ETAt• l.O 
IFl"I M"l.EO.MS lNll .ANll.UlN,111 , ,; r .O.OI .\L FAC • 1.0 
520 CO NTI NUE 
210 com t N1J E 
TEMPl= I. 2 5• lfl rn, MI Hil N~; , MI t H( N1M"I I tit( NN 1 "1'411 tSf Pl N, Ml l•C l) 
TEMP2= I. 2 5 • l •H N, l'-1 •H N'l,M ltfl! N, ~1"1 I ttH r;N,"1'111 •SEi N1 Ml I •Cl 3 
TEMP3•.5•lflfNN1Hl+HIN N,MMl•SEIN,Ml+5ElNN,Mll 
TEMP•=.5•1Hl N1MltH(",MMl+S EIN1Ml+SflNNN,Mll 
TFMP5 = .S•IHlN1MMl+~lNN,MMl+StlN,Ml•StlN1MMll 
f E ... P6 = .5• lHl N, Ml •HI ._ .~,MI •SE l••1M I •SE IN ,MM'l I I 
fEMPA=.~•lltfNN, ro •I-INN, MMI •5rPlN1Ml•SF.Ptr~"l,MI I 
TEMP R=.5•1 H I N 1 Ml+~IN 1 M'41+SEPINNN1Ml+SfPIN1Mll 
DYN~= C:7 •At1S IVI' IN, MI I• Tf MPl\/ I. 5• IC rn ,MI +Cl NNN1 Ml 11+C10 
llY NN M=C 7 •MS Iv p 11-w. "11 l•T EMP-'/ I.!>• cc; IN." I •Cl Nl'<l1MI I' •ClO 
OXN~=C7•A ~SIUlN,Mll•IEMPb/(.!>•ICIN,Ml+Cl~1MMMlll+ClO 
OXN~M=t HA 0'.; IU IN, MM I I •HMP5/I ,!i• ICI N1M I +CC N,MMl I I •ClO 
DYN~ = D1N l1 •UPC ON 
OYN~M•JYN~M•UPC ON 
llXN~ = OX l\~•· Ul' C: ON 
DX N ~~= OXN MM •UPCON 
TEMP2 0 = TEMPJ•AZ •VPl~N,"ll•C8 
TE"IP2l=T~MP~• DY~ NM•C9 
Tf: M P< 2 = T EM P~•A 2 +VPl~1Ml•C8 
TE~PI J•I E MP ~ •nY~M·cq 
T f. MP24 = 1 £M P5•~l•UIN,MMl•CS 
Tf: MP25 • T E ~P 5 • 0XNM M•C9 
TE~P 2 6 • 1 E ~P ~ •A1•u1~.~1•cs 
TEMP2 7•T E~P b•O XNM~C9 
TEMPJ O= SEPINNN1MI 
IFIT r MP3ll.E~.O.l TEMP30• Z.•SEPl~,Ml-SfPINN,HI 
TEHP3l : SEPINN,MI 
IFllEMPJl,fQ,O.I TEMP31=7.•SFPIN1Ml-SEPINNN1MI 
TEMP3Z • SEI N1MMMI ~ 
IFllEMP32.EO.O.I TE~Pl2•2.•SFIN,Ml-SEIN,MHI 
TEMP33=SEIN,~MI 
IFllEHPl3.EO.O.I TE~PJJ= Z.•SEIN,Ml-SEIN1MMMI 
Pl Nl•-1 II .-llELTACl•TEMP20+TEMPlll 
01 NI =TE MP l +GA~M ACtf f MP22 +TEMP 21-0EL TAC• TE HPZOHE MP2 l 
l -BZ•C1'•1VPI N1',~I +vPll.,MI I• ITEMP3C>-TEMP3ll 
RINl•ll.-~AMMACl•TE~P22-TEMPll 





























































llttU~U l t lU~ PA~E 001, 
t·ll W fi ,!\ ' , II II 
I •15 =NS I NI NPlJ f I 
I '1~ = "1 ~ I f,( NPlH I 
II t l1 '> trl £ l.t 1J .N.llNU,MSIN£l, f l.l.MI GO TO SlS 
GO HJ 5 3<) 
525 SI NI = SINl-SSINll•ITIN + tNPllNS1IHStl 
N PLUS=HP ~I N lllPI -29 
IFl ~s r.E O . N PLUS I GO TC 190) 
l f t NS T.tJ.11 GO TO 1903 
GO r o L'lv 4 
1903 1su~= o.o 
SOXMl =O ,O 
SOY ~M~ u.O 
SOX"-M M= Q, O 
SOY~")'=O,O 
1904 SOX~M= SOX NM •DXNM 
SUV ~M =S UY NM •DY NM 
soxr-.MM =SOX NM M•OXNMM 
SOY t-. N'I = S DY NNM• DY NNM 
ISUM = I S U~tl 
1907 l f lt~s r , (Q .NPRINf llPll GO JO 190'1 
IFI NSf.E Q.MXSrt GO TO 1909 
GO ro 19ilA 
1'109 SOYt1>1= SOYNM/ ISUM 
SO X ~ MM= S OX NMM/ISUM 
SDY"- NM • SOY NNM/ ISUM 
SDX "' M = SDX NM/ISUM 
"' N'> ~ NS I Nll 
MM5=MS I Nll 
WRll Elb171 2 11 NNS,MMS1SOXNM1SDYNM1SOKNMM1SOYNNM 
7121 FORf' AllSX, •11v. OlfflJSION C:OEf 1s•,JX1 1DKNMl'ol21'•'•121'1 
lEI Z. 41 l X1 ' DYNM. '1El2.41JX1 10XNNM. •,e1z.4,3x, 1DYNMM. 
2El2. 4 1 
1908 CU ••T I N\J E 
530 c rrn r 1 Nll f 
If I N. FQ . INS .ANU,l'l.EQ. IMSt GO TO 526 
GO lU ~2 1 
5Zb SI N) : Sllll •SSINll•CNPI INS, IMSI 
Nl =N U l 
527 C: OIH I NU f 
c C: HEAT fXC:HAN GE C:ALUCLATIONS 
c: 
EXTRA! : EXTRAl + I. 
IFI EXTRAl.EQ.~~.I CO TO 1730 
GO TO 1732 
1730 SAVt : SINI 
1732 IFIEXl RAL.EQ.2.1 GO TO 3035 
GO TO 150ij 
3035 CONTINUE 
C: MORE TEMP C:ALC:UAl T IONS VHUU 
IFINST.EQ,NPRlNTllPlt GO TO 1500 
IXA • NPRINTllPt - 15 
-' 
' 
a I I 
I I 
0 0020000 

































0002 33 00 
00023400 
oo,lln5 uO 
000 23b 00 
00 02 3100 
00023 800 



















NFW MAS H A I UIUP0 11 lOC. PAGl llOllt 
If I N~ l.t\l.UAI GU 10 l!>OO OOUl~lOO 
GO TO 1508 00025200 
1500 IF CNST ,t'.J, ll GO TO 15C2 00025300 
GO TO l~Jb 00025400 
1502 fW ijAY=TUN R ~' 00025500 
TEQ =TON8 . 00025b00 
TE Q=l. B•TEO +32. 00025100 
l50b CONTINUE ~ 00025800 
CALL ~ATl~OllOY,AT,Pl 1 0AY,TO~R,TA,WA,wB,WC,WFACT,RH, 00025900 
lCLDCV~,ANG , EXTRAl,TIME, BC,HA,EA,PMM,NST,EXTRAZ,THR,TMINI 0002b000 
1515 Tw=ICNPlll,lll+ CNPl9,271+CNP(b,2bl+CNPl8,37l+CNPl13,371l/5, 0002bl00 
CALL WATDEPITRNB,TA,TW,EA,&H,ES,EXTRAJ,SUMONE,HE,HC,S, 00026200 
lHTOT,fXT RA4,N,NST,IOY,WA,wn,wc,wFACT,HAoANG,TE"P5.TEMP6,0ELTATI 00026JOO 
1~08 CUN llN~ E 00026~00 
C CALL AllZONEl1ZONE2olCNE3,lONE~,lONEStLONE6,fN8AYtNIUX,MMAXtNST, 00026500 
C lKRTl 00021>1>00 
TltRAY = l.O 000261>50 
we. AttSIWA•COSIANG/57.111 00026100 
IFITFO.LE.70.l GO T-0 25 00026800 
GO TU JO 00026 9 00 
25 BETA • ,5553 000210JO 
CBEIA = -20.15 00021100 
GO Ill 40 0002 7Z 00 
30 BETA = .1114 00027300 
CKlTA = -33.bO 0002 1400 
itO CUNT l"' '.IE 00027500 
SUM CN E = 7J •• f.3•11WC••Z+we••21••.51•WFACT 00027600 
X= 1) .7 + I0.26+HETAl•SUMONE 00027700 
EE = FS 00027800 
TA =l.S•TA + 32, 00027900 
Tl1 =TWtl. 8 + 32. 00028 000 
SlG Nl ~ EE- tA • 00 0281 00 
IFISIGNl.Lt.O.I SIG~l=O.O 000 282 00 H~ = Lt: :Jl,•ll EQ/460.+l.l••lt • SUMONE•ISIGNll +.2b•SUMONE•ITEQ~TAl 00 02 8300 
TH I = ( >i ~- l8 u l. l / X+I (X-1 s. 71 /XI• I .260fA/I o.2b+HETA'. IEA-CBE TAI I 00028 4JO 
l( ,2t>• ~~ fAll 00028500 
HTEQ = -llS.7. l.Zb•BETAl•ISUMONEll•CTlt-TEOI - .o5•1TN••2~TEQ••210002 8 o00 
TA=ITA - 32.1•5./9, • 00028700 
Th=ITW-J2.1•5./9, . ' 00026800 
IHOE z HlEOllblt.•2".•3b00.•3.I 00028'100 
HTQ F•HfOE•5.0/9,0 0002?000 
IFINST.E~.NPRINTllPll GO TO 1533 00029500 
lflNSf.EQ,IXAI GO TG 1513 00029505 
GO TO 1511 000291>00 
1533 CONTINUE 00029100 
IFIEXTRAl.NE.2.l GU TO 1511 00029750 
1536 CONTINUE 000297b0 
C HTUT = HTOT•l.l 00029800 
WRITElb,15351 BCoPMM,EAoWC, SUMONEt X, ES,HTOT,HAoBHoHEoHCtTN 00029900 
c 00029950 
1535 FOR~ATlltX,• CALCUALTED VALUES•,3x,•ec. •,F6.2,3X, 'PMM. •,F6.2, 00030000 







NFW MASlfR llhUPUll LUG PAGl 001~ 
Zb.l, 1 ES • ' t ~b.2,1.1x,•HEAT EX 
JE9.3,2Jlo'BH. •,f9.3, ;u, 'HE. 
4''" = •, F.9 .JI 
1511 CONT ltV E 
Vfll '12Xr 'HTOT • ',E9.3,2X,'HA • 











HEA T INPIJf 




SINl•S(NI - HTPRBX 
CO'll J NU E 
IFl uGS ALI GQ TO 1131 
GO TD 214 
C GN rJ ~UF 
AINfFl =C~P INFF,MI 
IFl~S R CH. EQ ,OI AINFFl•O, 
Bl NH l =O , 
00 2 3l N= NF, l 
NN= N- 1 
Fl=Q(NJ-P(Nlt6(NNI 
A( N J = (-5(~1-PINl•AINNll/Fl 
R( Nl =ll(Nl/F I 
CONTI NUE 
CNP(l,Ml=AILl-RILl•CNPllll1MI 
NX'= l- NF 
00 233 J =l, NX 








GO Tll 214 
CO NT I NUE 
IFIJ B,fQ, Ol 
IFlll!,E0.21 
IF l IO. El;. II 
Gil TO 209 
T EMPl=O, 
TEMPI 2 VPIL,MI 
GO TO 205 
TEMPIO=VIL,MMHI 
IFIVIN,Ml.Gr.u.Ol GA~MAC•l.O 
I F ITFMPl .:J .E~.O.l TE~PlO= VIL,MM) 
lE'4Pll 2 VllrMMI 
JFITEMPll.E Q,O,I TEMPll = VIL,MHMI 
lll • l• l 






























































SY S H• 
IE88l61 MEMBER NAME (AVPHFH 
---
-
Nrw •u ~ 1 rH l f ll llPOlF I nr. PAr.E 0016 
c 
fE MP l = l.•C4• SQK TITEHPll/TEHP2•TEHP4+T EHPl2 
TE'IPJ =l.ll E" P3 
DEL TA =() . <; 
T EM r l =. z 5• I H H Pl.I• 11.-0EL T Al•C2• I TF.'4P 10-VI L ,1'11 l•DEL u•c2• 
llVIL, Ml-f EMP llll 
TE MP I =TE'I P3 •1VIL,Ml-TEHPl•IUP(L,Hl+UPlltMHll 
1-Cl • ISE ILLL,Hl-SEIL,'IJll 
209 VP(L, M l=TF ~P l 
GO TO £12 
20b CO NTI NUE 
I Fll A.FO . a l TFM Pl • O. 
IF II A. t J. ll T E11P l • VPINFF,MI 
lfl I A.E Q, ll r;o TO 207 
GO TO 2 J d 
207 ~F F=M -1 
IF IVI N, f" l .U . O. OI Oil TAC= 1. 0 
TE HP IO= VI NFF ,MMHI 
I FI I EMP l J . EJ . O. I TEl'PIO• VINFF,HMI 
9]b TE 'IP ll =VI NFF , l'M I 
IFIT EMP ll, E~ . O .I ! Ef"Pll • VINFF,'I HHI 
918 SE TA =I. 
T E M P4•C2 •11.- 0~ T~l•IVIN F ,Hl-VI NF F ,Hll 
Tff"Pl = Vl~FF , M l•• 2 •111UP1Nf,Ml+UPINF,HHIJ••2l/16.I 
T EHPZ= ISEPI NFF ,Hl•SEPl~F,Hl+HINFF,MJ+H(Nff,HHJI• 
llCI N~, H l•CI NFF,HIJ••Z 
Tf HP3 • I. t C4•S CR I IT EMP 111 TEMPl •TEHP't 
TE ~P3= 1./TE'1P3 
DELTA =J.5 ~ t 
TEMPI =. 25• I AT •FI NI+ I I .-DEL U I •CZ• I TEMP 10-VI NFF eHI J . 
l •D ELfA*C2•1VINFF,Hl-JEMPllll • " 
TEM PI =T F. MP3•1Vll\FF,Hl-TEHPl•IUPCNFeHl+UPCNFeHHll 
I -Cl•ISECNF,HJ-SEINFF,HJll 
209 VPl~F FeMl • TEMPl 
Gu ro zu 
2 l't l\UM= NU M+l 
GO TO 20 l 
202 CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
I FOUND IN hM DIRECTORY. TTR IS NOW ALTERED. 
---- - -
0 0 0 35400 
000355 0 0 
0001 560 0 
0 1)0 35 7 00 
0003 5800 
OOOJ > q oo 
0 0 0 31.0J O 
0 003b l00 
0 00lb 9 0 0 
0 00 37 00 0 
0 003710 0 
l.l ul.l H l vO 
0 0037 J OO 
0 0 0 3 7400 




0 0037 900 
0 0 0 380 00 
OOC3 8 100 
Ol.l CJ8200 
000 38 300 
0 00 384 00 
00019500 
OOO JSbvO 
0 001 8 700 
0 1)0 3880 0 
000 389 0 0 
0 0039 0 0 0 
000 391 0 0 
0003 92 0 0 











.I ClfAlfGE NAM~ •AUPNSlt.ll !>l•All 
' 
-, 
NEW 14A SfFR t rHuPn lF LOG PAGF 0017 
SU 8HCU TINE UP•is11r 1c 2, (6,WX,WY,(4,AT,OOSAL.IMOD~S.NSOURC,MSOURC. OOCOI OOO 
1c1 3 ,c1 0 , c 1.c s,cq,c 14,(l, N I N0 ,F,N!, NS f, N P R I N !,fP,r BNB . ~R Tt 000011 00 
2 P, ~A X , MMM , I OY , PI , CAY , \ S, HS , SS, QIN, TI~, NL, THR , TH IN, f1TO T, NW, 00 COi 2 00 
)UP(C.N ,VA ,~ l,~I N PUTI 00 0013(1 0 
CU~:< CN SE I l l t 46 I, SEP I 21 , 4 BI, VI 21 o 481, VP I l 1, 48 I , UI l I ,-,, Bl , UP 121 e48 I , OJO 01400 
l CI l. I • '•8 I , NJ ll l 85 1 o l'l tl fl l A5 I , MOBO I 4 I , NOBO l 41tlH2 l ,4 81, 0000 1500 
Z Wl2 J l,f Zl lJ l,ll lO l,El2Jl, HPl20J,EPl 2C lt HB ll Olo Ell l201e 000016 00 
3 AllNl lJ l, A~.;P l20i,A RGfl l 20 1tAR GL ll l2 0 1,HlllOJ, E Ll20le 000ll17()0 
4 llAIOl75J,ll ~ I01751,llCIOl751t UAVGl2l,481,VAVGl2lt48ltllEIOl75J,OOOOl800 
5 AC OSMf lbJ,ASINMTl61tCNl2l,48leCNPl2lt48le OJ001900 
b lfl ELDl2l,48 1, HSllOl;J,HS210151tllOI0175leAAI0175J,8BIOll51 00002000 
DIMENSIO~ Al790J,Bl48ltPl48J,Ql48ltRl48J,Sl48leFl48le 000 02100 
lKU NVRTl2llt NH l2lloNPRINTIZOOl,OAVGl80le AH0l01481e 00 0022 ()0 
2NSll Ol, MSll()l,SSllOI 000 023 00 
LOGICAL DOSAL 00002 1000 
EXTRAl=l.O 00 002500 
NUM =l 00002b0ll 
Nl•l OU002 700 
340 ! f l NU:-1 .EQ.NI ND I GO TO 402 00 002800 
1021 ~SRCH•NnD tNYMl/1000000 00002900 
N =NRO INUM l/10000 -NSRC~IOO 00 00 3000 
HF =NBfl lN~M l/100-NSRCH•lOOOO-N•IOO 000 03 100 
L =~BD INU~l-NSRCH•lOOQOOO-N•l0000-14F•lOO 00003 200 
IA =NSP.CH/ 10 0001)3300 
IB =~SRC H-lO•IA 00003400 
NN=~-l 00003500 
~NN=N•l OJ00 3b00 
LL • L-l 000 03 700 
LLL =l+l 00 003800 
l'FF ·~F-1 , Ou003 900 
IHI 420 M~:~F,l • -· 00004000 
~MM =M+ l 00() 04 100 
c 
MM=~- l - i 000042 00 
' 00 004 300 
OFLTAC= . 5 . .,, , 000u4400 
GAMMAC= . 5 ' 0000450 0 
BEfAC=.5 000046 00 
ALFAC • .5 00 004700 
IF l~.EQ . M FI GO TO 40b Ou004AOO 
IFCM. EO .LI GO TO 410 00 004900 . 
411 CONTI NUE OOOU5u00 
ALP HA=0. 5 00005 100 
TEMP4 =CZ• 111. -ALPHA I• IU IN, HMM 1-U IN, 14 I )+Al. PHO IUI N, Hl-UI Ne 1414111 00005200 
TEMPI =UIN,Ml••2+111VIN,Ml+VIN,HHMl+VINN,Ml+VINNt14M1411••21/l6.I 00005300 
TEM P2= 1SEPIN,Ml•SEPIN,MMMl+HIN,Ml+HINNtMll•ICINeMl+CIN,Ml41411••2 oooc;400 
Tf.M Pl2=Cb•WY••2/ISEPIN,Ml+SEPIN,MHMl+HINtl41+HINN,1411 00005500 
TEMP3=1.+C4•SQRTIJEMPll/TfMP2+TEMP~+fEMP12 00005600 
TE MP3=1.ITE MPJ 00005700 
GAMl'A=0.5 00005800 
TEMPIO•UINNN,HI 00005900 






~Y51>1 lffW '4~~f FR IE8UPOTE LOG PAGE 0018 
978 TEMPll=U(NN,MI 
IFITtMrll. EJ,O.I TE~Pll= UCNNN,MI 
980 TEMP l =Af•FINl-ll.-GAMMAl•C2•1TEMPl0-UIN,Mll 
l-GA~MA•Cl•I U I N,Ml-TE'4Plll 
fEMPl=.l5•f f MPl 
404 UP(N,Ml =f EH PJ• 
l IUIN,Ml+IEMPl•IVPIN,Hl+VPIN1MMMl+VPINN1Ml+VPCNN,MMMll 
2- Cl•ISEINt~MMl-StlN,MJll 
C CO MPUTE CNP O~ RO~ N I FIRST HALF TIMESTEP I 
412 CO NT INUE 
If 1 r. ns~u ca TO 413 
GO I 0 1, 2J 
413 CO Nf INLIE 
IFI IH ODES .EQ.ll GO TO 7196 
GOf071 9S 
7l!i6 ALFAC =O ,J 
etr AC• 1.0 
GA ·1~AC=O . O 
DELTAC =l. '.l 
IFI UIN,MJ.GT.0,01 ALFAC•l,O 
IFI U l~, M l.GT.0.01 BETAC•O.O 
IFIVI N,M ).!;f.0.01 GAMMAC•l.O 
IFIVI N,Ml.GT.O.Ol DELTAC-0.0 
CO TO 7199 
71'18 Al = l.O 
A2 =1.0 
C CHA~GE D Bl AND 02 
ALF~C=.5 
BHAC=.5 
G A'l~· •\C = . 5 
DELI AC = .5 
RI = O. 
B2 = 0 . 
. 7199 CUNT I NUE 
IFIN. EQ.NS INZl.OR,M.EQ.MSINZll GO JO 510 
GO TO 520 
510 CO Nf I NU E 
lrl1>.,E Q.%1Nlll GO TO 512 
GU Tl1 515 
512 CUN 1 INUE 
IFl~ NN.EQ .NSINZl.ANO.VCN,HloGT.0,01 GAMMAC• l,O 
IF I ~ N . EQ , NS INZI, ANO.V CN,M I.LT ,0,01 DEL TAC•loO 
IFl~.EQ,NSINZll GO TO 514 
GO f 0 52J 
514 IFIUIN,141.GT.O.OI BETAC•O.O 
IFIUIN,Ml.LT.U.OI AlFAC•O.o 
IFIVl~tMl.tf.O.Ol OEtTAC•O,O 
IFIVIN,Ml.tT.O.OI GAHMAC• O,O 
GU TO 52J 
515 IFIMH.EQ,HSINZl.ANO.UCN,Ml.tT.0.01 BETAC•l.O 
IFIMMM.EQ.HSINZJ.ANC.UIN,Ml.GT.o.oi •lFAC•l.O 























ooo oa 100 
0000820(.l 




OJOO tlb 00 
00001!700 
0000 88 00 
000 08 900 
00ll09 00 0 
oo ooq100 
, OOC09200 
' Oll0ll9l5 0 
011 009 300 
00009 400 
" t. 00009 500 
OO OO'lb\JO 
00 0'19 700 
























430 CUNT INUF 
ff l4Pl • I . 2~ •( H ( N , ,.. , .HIN'4,Ml•t<IN,M'4J tt41'4N,'4'41 I • 'f r1Nol1l l•ClJ 
I F MP 7 • I • ;/ , •I 11 I ti ,"'' t ' ' I NN , 111t14 I No MM I+ ti I t.N , M•H I t-51. IN, HI IO(; l3 
fl 111' 3 • J. ~ • I 11( N, 11 MI+ t-l NN , MM I + S [ I N ,~ I +Sf IN, .. MI I 
TEMP't• ,5• Ctil N, HI tt t l l\ N, MI +Sf IN, HI +Sf I N ,H MfiJ I 
TEMPS=• S •lit INN , HI t H l-''1 1~ , 1'4 M I+ SE If~, M I+ SE I llh, MI I 
TE MP&• .S•l141 NrMl+HIN,MMl+StlN 0 Ml+SEI NN N,MJI 
T EMPA • J .5•1 H ( N ,HMl+~I NN ,MMI+ SEPIN.~l+SEPIN,MHll 
TEM PH•.5• 1HI N, Ml+Hll\N,Ml+S£PIN,MI +SEPl~,HM Hll 
OXN ~= C7•ft U SIUPIN,Mll•TEHPB/l.5•1CINoHl+CIN,HHMlll+Cl0 
OX NMM•C7•46SIUPIN,HMll•TEHPA/1.5•1CINoHl+CIN,MHlll+ClO 
OY NM=C 7•A BS IVIN,Hll•TEMP6/l.5•1CINoHl+CINNNtHlll+Cl0 
OY NNM•C 7•A rlS IVINN,Hll•TEHP5/(.5•1CINoHl~INNoHlll+ClO 
OXl\M • OXl\M•UPCON 
~X ~ MM• O~~ MM•UPCO~ 
OYN~• O Yl\ ~ •UPCON 
OYNl\H =O YNNM•urcoN 
TE .. P2 0• Tf MPl•Al•UPINoMMl•C8 
T ~HPLl•TEMP4•DXNM~•C9 
TE M l'/2 •TEMP4•Al•UPl~,Hl•C8 
I E MP23 • T EMP~ • OXNM• C 9 
I F.MPl 4=TEM P5•A2•VINl\,Hl•C8 
TEMF25•1 EMP5 • DYNNM •C? 
TEMP 2b•IE .. P6 •A2 •VIN,~l• C 8 
T E~ P2 7 •TEMP&• OYNM•(9 
I EMP30=SEP I N, MMM I 
! F l TE M PJJ .E u .~.l TFMP30•Z.•SEPIN,Hl-SEPIN,MHI 
TF MP31•S EPIN 9 MMI 
IFIT EMP 31.EQ.O.I TEMP31•2.•SEPI N,Ml-SEPINoMHHI 
TEMP32=SE I NNN ,MI 
I F IT E~P3l . f.Q . O .I T E ~P32•2.•SEIN,~l-SflNN,HI 
TEM PJ3=SE I NN ,MI 
I F ITEMP3 3 . EQ. O.I T E~P33•2.•SEIN,Hl-SEINNN,HI 
PI M l • -111.- BE TACJ•T EM PZO+TE~PZll 
QI M l = TE~ P l +AlfftC•T~MP22 +TE~P 23- BE TAC•TEHP20 +TEMP21 -Bl•Cl~• 
I IUPCN,M ~ l+UPIN,Hll•ITEMP30-T EH P311 
RIHl=ll, - ALFACl•TEMP22-T EH P23 
SIMI • -CNIN~ 9 Hl•lll.-UELTACl•TEHP24+TEMP251 
l+CNIN,Hl•l-T E HP2+GAM~AC•TEHP26-0ELTAC•TEHP2~ +TEMP27+TEHP25 
2 -~2•Cl4•1VCN,Hl+VI NN,Hll•ITEHP32-TEMP3311 
3+CNINNN,HJ•lll.-GAHHACl•TEHP26-TEHP27 I 
NOTE DISCOVERED ON 31 JULY 72 THAT LINE 0953/3 HAO CNIN,MMHI 
INSTEAD OF CNINNN N,Ml 
INS=NSININPUTI 
IHS =MSININPUTI 
IFl~SINlloEO.N.ANO.M.EQ.HSINZll GO TO 525 




0 00 11 : 00 






























































~l~ ~I'll = ~1'11-\SINll•lllN • C.Nl' l INS,IMSll 
~30 CONT INIJE 
lf-!f,.[,;;.tNS.AND.H.EQ.IMSI GO TO 526 
GO ro 521 
52b 51..,1 = SIMJ+SSINZl•CNPI INS, IMSI 
Nl=~l+l 
527 C U~Hl"IUE 
TW=ICNPlll,171+ CNPl9,271+CNPlbr2bl +CNPC8,37l+CNPl1J,J711/5. 
HTPRRX=HTOT•ICNINrMl+.000001/NSTl/ITW+.00010/NSTI 
HTP RBX= HTOT 
SIMl=SIMI - HTPR8X 
420 co·H INU E 
IFI DUS ALI GO TO 1115 
GO ID 414 
1115 CON TI NUE 
AIMFFl =CNPIN,MFFI 
IF INSt<Cti.EQ.01 AIMFFl• O. 
BIMFFI =O. 
DO 432 M=folFrl 
"1 M=H- 1 
fl: ~ IMl-PIMl•OIMMI 
A 11'11 =- IS I Ml +PIH I UlllM H/f l 
8 IMJ =R IMl/Fl 





CNPCN,Ll • Alll-Blll•CNPCN,llll 
IFI NS RCH.EQ.Ol CNPCN,Ll•AILI 
~X=L-Mr ~ 
DO 4)3 J=l.~X . 
M=L-J 
l<P= ~+ 1 C NP(l~ ,Ml •A C .~1-BIMi•CNPIN,HPI ~ t. 
CO NT I NUE • 
GO TO 414 
CON T I "lllf 
IFll B.EQ.21 TEMPl=UPINrll 
IFI tu.ECJ.Jl HMPl"O• 
IFI IB. EQ. II GO TO 405 
GU TO 409 
TE MP l O= U I NNN , l I 
lflUCN,Ml. Gr.0.01 ALFAC=l.O 
IFI lrHPlO.F.Q.O.l TEMPlO= UINN,L I 
TEMPll=UINN,Ll 
INStR TE D FOLLGWING lWC CAR DS 24 AUG 
IFITEHPll.EO. J .l JEMPll =UIN NN ,LI 
ALFA=O. 
TE MP4=C2•ALPHA•IUCN,Ll-UIN,Llll 
JEMPl•UINrll .. 2+ Cl IVIN.LI tVINNrl I l .. 21116.I 
TEHP2•1SEPtN,Ll•SEPINrlllltHIN,Ll+HINNtlll•tCIN,Ll+CIN,Lllll••2 




























0001 6!> 00 
OC 018 700 
00018800 
00018 900 





000 19'.>0 0 
00lll% JI) 
000 19700 




















IE~8161 MEHRER NAME IAUPNSH 
~ 
NE~ HAHfK rcnuPOTE LOG PAGE 0021 
llMl'.l • l./l~'IPJ 
GA~MA=v .; 
Tf~Vl=. 25 •lAT•FlNl-ll.-GAHHAl•t2•1TEMP10-UINtlll-GAHHA~Z• 




GU TO HZ 
406 lfl IA.EQ.11 GO ro 407 
lfl IA.EQ.21 TEMPl=UPtN,lffFI 
IFllA.EU. OI TEMP& r. O. 
GO TO 408 
407 /WFF=l'F-1 
C If I U I N, MI • LT • 0 • 0 I P. H AC• lo 0 
TtMPIO =U lNN~,MFFI 
IFIT EMP IJ.EO.O.I TEMP IO• UINN,MFfl 
1006 TEMl•l l=UI NN ,MFFI 
IFITfMPll.t~.O.I TEHPll• UINNN,MFFI 
1008 ALP~A=I. 
TPll '4=C2•1l.-AlPHAl•IUl"'Mf1-U(N,HFFI I 
TCHPl = Ul~,HFFl••ZtlllVIN,MfltVINN,Hfll••21/l6ol 
TEMP2= IS EP I N.Pff f I tS EP Ill, MF I •HIN, Mff HHI NN,MFF I l•ICI N, MF I .Cl N~~F I 
11 .. 2 
Tfl'Pl2 =SE PIN,~FfltSfPIN,HFl+HIN,MFFltHINN,Mffl 
I E ~' l'l2=Cb•w ·t••2/l EMP12 · ~ t 
TE MP3=1.tC4•SQRTITEHPll/TEHP2+TEHP4 •TEHP12 . 
l f~Pl= l.ITEMP3 . -~ 
GAMl'A =0 .5 
T EMI' l =. 25 • I U Of I Nl-11.-GAHHAI •C2• I fEHP 10-UI N,HFF 11-GAHHA•CZ• 
llUIN,HFFl-TEHPllll 
TfM~l • TEMPl•IUtN,HFFl•TEHPl•IYPIN,HFl•VPINN,HFll 
1-Cl •I SE I N,HFl-SE IN, HFFI 11 
408 UPlh1~Ffl•TEHPl 
GO TO 411 
414 P.UM=t.UM+l 

















































.I ClfANGE NAHE•AWTDEP,LISJ•ALL 
.I NlJ.'46ER INCR=lOO,NEWl=lOOO 




SUR MOUTl~ E WAfO EPIJeNB,TA,TW,EA,BH1ES1EXfMA31SUMONE.HE,HC,s. OOOOlOOO 
lHf OT1 EXTRA• 1N,NST, ICY1WA1WB1WC1WFACJ,HA1A NG,TfHP5,TEHPb,OELTAll 00001100 CO~MON SE IZlo43 11SEPIZl1481,Vl2114811VPIZl,481,Ul2lt481,UPl2lt481,00001200 
1Cl2l14 8 11 NKO l 8511P HC l8511MOROI 41,NOKDI 4),Hl21,481~ · 00001300 
2 ~12 J J,F 2 l2011ll 2 01,fl2011HPC201,EPl20l ;HBl201,EBl20lt 00001400 
3 AR~IZJl1AR GPIZOl1ARG B l2011ARr.t.8C201,HLl201,ELl20lt 00001500 




LDC.I CAL DEL TAT 
TEMP CALCUAlf IONS 
WB = Wl~D FROM Y DIRECTION 
we = WI NJ FROM x OCRECJION 
WC • ABSINA•COSIANG/Sl.111 
WO~ A8 SIWA•SINIANG/SJ.lll 
EXJMA4= O.O 


















































IFIDELTAJI GO TO 100 
GO TO 20 0 
rw "' l.8Hjj 
RH = .97•~.2E-8•4.0•t•~9.7••3l•TW 
SETA c .bl 
SU'1 GNE= l t .4•1U 
HE = SUHONE•8ETA•TW 
IFI HE .LT.O.JI HE•O.O 
HC=. 26 •S •J MO NE*TW 
HA = O.O 
ES =O.O 
HSZllDYI x o.O 
TW:TW•5.0/9 .O 
GO TO 30 <) 
A•457.'I 
TW= l. ll H •HlZ. 





HC • .Z6•SUHO NE•lfW-TAI 
HE=SUMONE•IES-EAI 
SIGN x ES-EA 
IFISIGN.LT.J.01 HE•O. 
TW•ITW-32.1•5.0/9,0 
CONT l NUE 
HTOT • HSZI IOYI + HA - BH - HE -HC 
HTOT • HTOT/16•.•24.•3600.•J.) 
















































"' "" ... 
... 
... . 
... z > 
-« 
"' . ~ 0 
































,/ CltA,~Gt 0jAMl.•A"lll'llJ,l1Sl•All 
./ Nl.1'4BER INCR • lOO,NEMl~lOOO 
NU• MSHk l l UUP O I E lUG PAGE 00l4 
~. U!l~l ll JI l'I ~ ~M lN Ul I CY,Al,Pl,DAY,TC\N fl , TA,wA,,. ll ,WC, WF ACT,RH, 0 000 1000 
lCL DL VM ,A ~~ . F1 1 ~ 111,11M E , ec,HA , EA ,PMM, NST . E~ TRAl ,IHR,lMINI 00001100 
C O~MCN S E I Zl, 48 1,S EP lll,4 8 1,Vl2l,481,VP l21,4 d l,UIZl,48l,UPl2l,481,0 000 l 200 
lCUI , 4 d l , tW JI S ~I ,1~ ~Ul8~l ,l'I C1ll 01 4),NORD I 41,rtl 21,481, 0) 00 13 00 
2 Wl 2J l,Fll2v),ll2 0 ),((l 0 ),Hf'l2Jl,(Pl20l,HBl '20 1,Elll20), 000 0 1400 
3 ARNl 2 0 l ,ARGf'l20 1, AR ~ll l Z Ol, ARGUll 20J,Hll201 ,ELl201, OJ0015.JO 
4 Zl11101151,lrnlol751.llCIOl751. UAVCl21 .... 8J,VAVGl2l,481,lJEIOl751,000llll>OU 
5 AC USM llb),ASI N1'1Tlbl,CNl2l,4S),CNPl2lt48), 00 001700 
b IFI ELU l 2 1,4 8 1, HS 110151,HS210151,ZIOI01751,AAI01751,BBI01751 0 000 1800 
725 REAUl5,t.JJ) TA,RH,HSlllJ,WA,ANG,ClOCVR 0 0 0 0 1 ~'10 
b OO FOR~A ll bF5 .ll OCOOZOOO · 
C GMM - CAL/CM•• z • .z SCALE FACTOR DIVIDED BY .27 CONVERSION FACTOR 0 00 02 100 
C HSZIJll • HS211 1•.745 00002200 
C CCNV FRT TO BTU/ Fl••2 - OAY 00002300 
C HSZlll • HSll 11•24. 00002400 
C FINALLY WE HAVE HS21ll • HS21ll•l7.85 00002500 
HS21ll • liS2 111•17,85 000 02b00 
WHITElb,1>501 TA,RH,HSZllltWAtANG,,lOCYR 00002700 
650 FOKMATI lX, ' Mf:TEllULOGlCAl DATA RFAD IN IWATINDI •,2x,•u • • • FOOO CZ8'l0 
lb.2 .2x. 'RH = •,r6.z,2x, 'HSI 11 • •,Fe.2,2x ...... •,F&.2,2x, 'ANG • OC002'100 
2 •, f~ • .2 ,U, 'CLOCVR • • ,F&.21 000 03000 
WA = MA•l.15Z 00003100 
MA ~ WA•l.1 5 2 00003200 
WFACT • l.O 00003300 
KTIK = 0 00003400 
EATR~7.= O.O 00003500 
100 CON T HIUF 0 000 3b00 
I DY=l 0 0003700 
~~ 1;~0: ~ ~~00 . • , gggg~:gg 
C R tMOV~ IF NO SOLAR INPUT GO TO 5100 - 00004 0 00 
1540 KllK = Kll K • l 00004100 
C !NIT !Al T (l'E s 7 OCl.CCK ~ t: 00004200 
2872 ~~ ~~~!K i ~~ =:~l~~b~~/ 883 ~ ~ - ~~~~:!~~ 
2883 TIM EX= 11 ME ~•AT/3bOO. 0 0004500 
2891 XO NE = Tl~E'- 7.0 000041>00 
IFIAO NE.Gf ,J,I GO TO 28o5 00004700 
281>5 IFIX UNE .LT.12.I GO fO 2963 OOOC48 00 
2%3 U=ltSlll OYI /ll.7+1HSlllOYl-l00.11350.I 00 004900 
G=2 , •PI• IT I ME X-I>. t 11. t, Z•OP I- 3.• I 182.-ABSIDAY-182.111182.111 00005 000 
T= 24.•ll.-.2•cos12.•Pl•CAY/365.ll 0 0005 100 
HS211DYl=D•SINIG/TI 00005200 
HS211DYI = 17.85•HSZllCYI 0 0005300 
C FIGURE SOLAR fN(RGY INPUT ON PER HOUR BASIS, MULTIPLY BY 12 SO 00005400 
C YOU AVERA GE IN ON PER DAY BASIS 00005500 
300 TA • TON~ + lll.•ISINl3.l4•CTIMEX-2.l/24.ll••3 000051>00 
5300 CONTINUE 00005700 
5214 lFl.NOT.ITA.GE.&O.OO.AND.TA.LE.79.9911 GO TO 5218 00005800 






IE88161 MEMBER NAME IAWTINO J FOUl'I> IN 
Nf:W MASTEH lfOlJPOT[ LOG P-'GE 002~ 
(~ l) f f1 '.J }'t {) 
5218 IFl.NOT.ITA.GE.SO.lJO.ANO.u.u.a<J.99IJ GO io !>22l 
5222 PMM = 94.5-~0.•COSIPl•llllA-30.1/70.1•61.-3.l/ldO.I 
5HO EA = I PMM-111TA-30.1/10.1•3 .5•1.11• IR t+-10.1190 . +11 TA-30.1170. J•3 .s. 
11. 
8C = .74-11 3.5•196.-TAl••l.671110••14.• . 3.•ClOCVRJI 
HA • l4.E-81 •llTA•,60.l••,J•ISC•.Oll•IEA••.511 




NM DIRECTORY. TTR IS NOii ALTERED. 
,' 
1-. 















.I C ll" J .. r; F t4AM ( •AA£.Ll t; f .. All 
.I NUMBER INCK=lOOoNEWl s lOOO 
NFW M A~ H R l [ lllll'Ull. LOG l•At.1. U02b 
c 
SUf\IW Ur INE AZ (Z ON E •• l ONE 2 . z n~ f 3, lOIH 4 . Zl>'H 5. lONE 6. Tl<ll AY. NMA x. "4,.AX, 0000 I OJll 
l NS T, ~K TI 0 00 0 1100 
c o ·~ ~ON SE (l I, 48 1.s r PI 2 1. 481 ,vi"· 4 8 1. VP 12 1, 4 8 1,U( 21, 4 81,UP(21 ... a1,o ollll 12llll 
l C l l l, 4d l. ~BJ I O~ l, MRC I B, l,M0d UI 41, NOBO I 41, Hlll,481, . OllOO IJ OO 
l WIZ Ol, FZ IZ Ol, ll20 1.t 120 1.tll' IZ Ol, EPl2 ll l, Hltll Cl,ERl2Clt 0 00C l400 
3 AR NIZJl, Af(G l'l lV ),ARi.;n l l. OloA RGUl ( lO l, Hll 20 loHl 2 0l, 0000 1500 
" l 1AI Ol75 l. Z l fl ( ll l 7 5 1 o ZIC ( 0 1151, UAV G( 2 1,4 6 1. VAVG( z I 0461 .zt E (Ol 7SI ,O ll00 16 ll0 
S AC OSM 1161o4SI NM fl61, CNl2l,4 8 1,C NPI Zlo4 6 1, 000 0 1700 
6 1FlllQIZl ,48 1,HS110151tHS2 10 1SloZI DI Cl7Sl,AAl017Sl,B BI017Sl 0 0001800 
TE MP OF BAY UE T~RMl~ATI ON FROM S IX ARB ITRA RY ZO NE S 000 01900 
ZONEI A =CNP ( 7,381+C NP I 7,) 'll+C NP I 7o4 0 1+CNPI 7o4ll+C NPI 70421+ 000 02000 
!CNP( 8 ,3 u l•CNPI 8,l 9 ltC NPI 8 o40 1• LNl' I Uo4ll•C NP I Bo4ll+CNPI e, .. 31+0 0 002 100 
2C NP I 8,4 'tl+C NP( 8,it~l+ C'~ P( ·8,46 1t CN PI 8o41l+CNPI 6o481+CNPI 9,381+00002200 
3C NP( 9,3<11+C NPI 9titOl+ C ~P( 9o4llH. NP( 9,42ltC NPI 9,431tC NPI 9,44l+OCOllZ300 
4C NP( 'l,4 S l+ Ct1P I 9, 'o61 t CNP ( 9, 471 +CN P( 9o 48 1+C NPI l0,41ltCNPI10,4.21 0 0 002 4>)0 
l ONE I O • C'< PI 5,351+ CN PI 6,J S lt V-I PI 6,Jblt CNPI 6.Jll•CNP( 7,3 5 1• 0000 250ll 
!CNP( 7.3 6 lt CNP( 7,JTl+CNP( 8,3,ltCNP( 8dbltCNPI 8ol71 t OJ0026 0 0 
2CNPI 9,351tCNP( 9,361+ tN PI 9,371 OOC02100 
ZO NE IC = CNP ( 4 0 l 3 )1C NPI 4, Jltl+ CN PI S132ltCNP( S,331+CNPI 5,341+ OJ002 8tJO 
IC NPI 6,J Z l•C NP ( 6,3Jl•C NP I b,341+CNPI 7,3ll+C NPI 7,321+CNPI 7tlll+OOO C2900 
2CN P I 7,HltC N? I 8,Jll+C NPI d.JlltCNP I 8,J3ltCNPI 8,l'tl+C NP( 9,3ll+OOC03 000 
3CNPI 9,3 2 1t W PI 9 , J31tWPI 9,341 0 000 3100 
lU NE l = IL DN[ IA/ 29 . + ZU"IE I B/13. • ZON ~IC/ Z O. 113.00 000 0 3200 
ZQ N[2 A = C.1W lllo '•5 1t Cll Plllo4 6 1•CNP l111 .. 71+C NPl11,481+ CNPll 2 ,441+ OJ0 0 3JOO 
IC NP (l ~ ,4 5 1tl. :1P I 12 , 4 ~ 1 •C NP( I Z, 4 71• CNP (1 2 ,48l+C NPI l l ,4 0 1+CNP( 13,411+000034 0 0 
2C NP I Ii • '•21 • C"i Pl lJ, 4 ! I +C"IP I I J, 441tCNI' I13,4 5 1 •CNPI 1 3 ,4b I •C NP ( 13 ,4 71 +0 0003 500 
J CNI' 1IJ, '• B1tC"IP (14 , 4 0 1+ CN PI14, 4 11 •C NP( 14, 421•CNPI14,431+CNP(14 ,4 41t0 0 00 3600 
4CNP 11 5, 4 J I+ Cl; P ( l S, 4 I I •C NP I I S, 4 l I +C "IP I l S, 4 31 0000 3 7.DO 
l m<UR = L :>IP (l 0 .311•C NP ll0,3ll• CN Plllo311•C NP(ll.l Z l+ CN Plll,3ll•~ 0 0 0 03S IJO 
l CNP I 11, H I+ C"I P I I Z, 3 11 +C "IP I I z, 321 +(J-IP I 12 o 3 31 +C NP I 12, 341 +CljP ( ll tl5 I+ 0 CCC3 900 
7C NP I IZ, 3 u I 1CllP (1 2 , l 71 • C.N P I llo 38 1•C.NPI1 2 , J'll t (NP( l 3, 31l+CNPI13 , 3.2 I +0 0il04 000 
3CN P ( 13,) 3 1 • CNP 11 ], 34 I+ CNP ( l 3, J5 I • CNP I 13, ! b I • CNP 113, 17 I +0 000 4100 
4C NP I I 3 , 3 8 I t CN P I I 3 , l'I I +C. N PI 14 , 3 I I t ( II PI I 4, J l It (. NP I I 4 , 3 JI +C NP·t ·l i-, J 4 It 0 00042 00 
SC NP I 14 , 35 I+ Cl1P I I 4 , 3 b I+ CN P I 14, 371 + CNP I l 4, 38 I +CNP 114 ,J9 It 0 0004300 
bC NP (I ~. l l l+ CN PI 15 , 32 1•CNJ'l1,, 331t(N P I1 5 , 341•CNPI1 5'f 35 l~NP (IS ,J6l+0 0 0 04400 
7C NP I l ~ , 37 I+ CN Pl lb d 11 +CNP I 16, 32 1 •CNP I lb, 3J I +CNP I 17.311 0 0 00 .. S 00 
ZO NE2 ~ IZ O"IE2 A/27. t l0N E2 B/44. 112.0 0 00004600 
ZONE 3A = CNP I bo261+C NPI 6,271tC NPI 6,2 8 l•CNP( 6 o29l+CNPI 71261• 00004700 
lCNPI 7,27l> CNPI 7o281+CNPI 7,2'Jl+CNPI 7o301•CN PI a.zol+CNPI 8,271+00004800 
2CNPI 8ol 3 1t C!iP ( 8,291tCNPI 6o3ul•C NPI 9,l6l>CNP( 9o271tCNPI 9,281+0 D0 04 9 1l0 
3CNP I 9, 291 t W P I 9, 301tCNPI10, 26 I tC NP I 10, 271 •C NP I Io, 2 8 I •CNP I IO, 291 +00005.JOO 
4CNP I I 0, 3J It CNP I 11 t 26 I tC NP I 11, 21I•C NP I11 t 26 l+CNP I 11 029 ltCNP I 11,30I+000 05 l 00 
5WP I 12, 2 6 I t C'i PI 12 , 271•C NP112, 281+CNPI12, 29 I tCNPI 12 ,30 1 OJ 0 052 00 
ZU NI. JU = CNl'I 2t201+CN PI Z,2ll+C.NPI 2,221+CNPI ltZOl+CNPI 3,211• 00 0 053 0 0 
ICNPI 3t221•CNPI 4 0201ttl1PI '" 2lltCllP( ltt221tCNPI 5,20l+CNPI 5t2ll+00005't00 
2CNPIS o221+CNPI 5o231tC NPI 5o241+CNPI 6t2lltCNPI 6t221+CNPI 6,231+00005500 
3CNPI 6,Z4l+CNPI <>t25l+CNPI 7,22)+CNPI 7,23l•CNPI 7,2 .. l+CNPI 7,251+000051>00 
4CNPI 8t22l+CNPI 8,231+CNPI 0,21tl•CNPI 8,251+CNPI 9t22l•CNPI 9,21tl+00005700 
5CNPl9,Z5 l+CNPll0,251 00005800 





IEB8l61 "E"BER NA"E IAAZ 
NEW 1'4SrEll I Ell UPflTE LOG PA GE 0027 
/0"1f 11 • CNP ( l~,l ' ) t Cf lP( l '•t 2 .t)• (. "IPI l '•• 2 t..}•tMJ•l t4,~ ',)• t Nl'C l '' ,;01 t OO t~llbllUO 
IC NI' l 15 ,ll I +C NP l IS, 221+CW'l1 ~. 231 tC NP( 15, 2~1 +CNP ( l>• 2; HCNPl l !> .Z6ltOJ006100 
2C NP (I~' ,21I•C NP l151 2~1tlNPC151 2'11tCNPC15.JOl •C NP ( 161201tCNPC16 ,2ll •OOOC6200 
3C NPI l &,22 l•C NPI lt.,HltCNP( Ibo 251tCNPI lb,26JtC11P( l6,27l+CNP( lb,l8lt00006300 
4CNP (lb, 2 '11 t C. NI' I lb, 3ll I • C. NP 11 7, t 11 tC t~P ( 1 7, 221 •C NP ( I 7, l3 I +CNP ( l 7, 24 I +00006400 
SC.NP( l 7,2 5 1+ Ct1Pl 17, 2 !.l+C. t ~P ( 1 ·1, 271+C. t~P(17, 2 81tC. NPI17t29ltCNPI 17, JCltOOOObSOO 
l>C"IP(l 8 ,2 J ltC NP( 18 ,2 1oltC NPCI•, 231• C t~ Pl 19,241 0000b600 
ZO Nl 4 = l U ~t 4/3 9 , 00001>700 
ZUN E54 = C"l Pl 8 ,l6ltCNPl 8 1 lll•CNJ'( O.l S l•C.NPC 8.1 9 1tCNPC 8,201+ OOCC6800 
I CNPl 8 121/tCNPI 9, l'tltCNP( 9, ISltCNPC 9,lbl+CNPC 9.lll•CNPI 9,181+0v0069tJO 
2CNPC 9,l'lltC NPl 9,201+C NPI ':lt21J+CNPll0,14ltCNPCl0,151tCNP(IO,lbl+OtJ007llOO 
3CNPllO,i lltCNPC 10, IHI+ CNP( IQ,l9ltCNPI 10,ZOl+CNPllOtZll 00007100 
ZON FSB = C"ll'(ll,14l+CNP(lltl5ltC. NPlll,161+CNPlll,171+CNPlll,18lt OtJ007200 
I C. tl P l I I , I <J I t UIP l l l 1 l 0 I t CNP l l l, 21 I •C NP I 11, Z2 I +CNP I 12 , 141 tC NP I I Z tl 51 + 0 00 07 3 00 
ZCNP 112, lb It CNP I 12, I 71+C NP112, 181 +CNP I 12, I 'I I •CNPI 12 t 20 It CNP I 12 ,211tO •JO0 14 00 
3CNP I 12, 22 l t CNP ( 121 2 JI +CNP C 12, 24 l +CNP I lJ, I b I +CNP( 13, 171 + 001)0 ./5 00 
4C"IP ( 13, 18 l t CNP I l J, 19 I •CNP ( 111201 +CNP ( 13, 211+C~Pt13 ,221+0 0007600 
SCNPCIJ,23ltCNP113,241 OvOJllOO 
ZO NES •ll0NE5A/2Z. t ZONE58/l9.112.00 00007800 
ZONEb = C~PC 2,4 l+CIWC z,5 ltCNPC ltl ltCNP( J,Z l+CNPC J, 31+ 00007900 
ICNP( 3, 4l+CNPC 3,5 ltCNPI J,b l•CNP( 4t ll•CNP( 4, ll+CNPI 4, 31+00 008000 
2CNPC 4, bite.NP( 4, 71tCNP( 4, 81+CNPI 4, 91+CNP( 4,lOltCNPI 41111•00008100 
lCNPI 5, 7l•CNPl5 ,9 l+CNP( !it 91+CNPI 5.IOl+CNPI 5.lll+CNPI 6, 91•00008200 
4CNPC b, l ,JltCNPI 1>, lll•CNPI b, 121+CNP( btlll+CNPI b,t4l+CNPI 1.l2l•COC08300 
5CNPI l,l3l•CNPI 7,HltCNPI 7,1Sl+CNPI 8tl21+CNPI Btlll+CNPI 8ol4l•OO C08400 
bC NPI 8 0151 000 0 8>tJO 
ZO N ~ b = ZONEC.13b. ,' 00008600 
TWdAY = CZO~ El•62. + ZONEZ•7l. + ZONEl•bS. + ZONE4•39. +ZONE5•Sl.•OOOD8700 
ll0Nt u• J 6.l/l24. 00008800 
su ~ = a.a 00600900 
00 II) M= l, M114X · ~. t-, 00009000 
DO LO N• 2 ,N'4AX •..._ 00009100" 
lfl I F ltUlCN,Ml.EQ.OI GO TO 10 " - ' - 0 0 009200 · 
~ N = N-l 00009300 
,. .~ = l'-1 00009 400 
IFll'.EQ,11 MM 2 " 00009500 
SUM : SUM t CNPI No" I• II HIN, Ml +HINN," I +HINN,"MI + HIN,MMll •.25 + CCC09600 
lSEPCN,t<ll 00009700 
IFCNST.GT,11 GO TO 300 00009800 
300 CONllNUE 00009900 
10 CONTINUE 00010000 
IFIKRT,EQ.01 GO TO 400 00010100 
400 CONllNUE 00010200 
RETURN 00010300 
ENO 00010400 






SYS 11'4 NEW "1ASTER. IEBUPOTE LO G PAGE 0028 
:• 
t SUB kllUf I NE CIVE 00001000 
SU~ R OUf I NE n1vEIN~AX,MMAXI OUOOllOO 
c a~~ON SElllt4Ul,5EPl2lt48J,Vl2l,48J,VPl2lo46J,Ul2l,48J,UPl2l.48J,OCOOl200 
./ CHANGE NAMEcADIVE,l!ST2All 
lCl21,48J , Nf\ ill 85J,MBOl651,MO Bfl l 41."IOBOI 41,HI 21,481 t 00001300 
2 Wll0 1,Fl l201,Zl20J, El20J,HPl201,EPl20J,H Bl2Cl,EBl20J, 00001400 
3 A.< ~' 1 2Ll l,A KGP l 20 J,AK G Al201,ARQ.BC201,HLl20J,Ell20J, 00001~00 
4 ZIAIOl7 >J,llBIOl75J,ZICI01751, UAVGl2l,46J,VAVGl2lt48J,ZIE,01751,0 C00 1600 
5 ACUSMT 161,ASINMT 161,C'HZlt481,CNPl21,'r81, 00001700 
b IFI E L D l 21 ,~Sl,HSll0151,HS210lSl,ZlDl01751,AAIOl75ltBBI01751 OOCU1800 
OlME~SICN NOl401 OJOOl900 
WRlfEl6,51 00002000 
00 l N= l, NM AX 000021 l>I> 
TNl =S~l /CSl 00002 200 
NOINl =N 00002300 
WRITFlo,61 INOINl,N=l,NMAXI 00002400 
00 2 ~=l,~~AX OOOOlSl>O 
REA015,JI I IFIELOCN,MJ,Ncl,NPUXI 00002600 
00 10 N=l,NMAX 000 02 700 
NBDINl=IFIELDCN,MI 00002800 
IFl :.t\D INl.(0.7.l N80INJ20 •• · 00002900 
10 CONf INUE - 00003000 
MRI TE lb,41 "• INBDINJ,~l,NMAXI OOOOHOO 
on 2 N= 1, NMAX - · ~. 00003200 
2 HIN,Ml=FLOAT INOOINI I ...._ 00003300 
RHURN - ~ 00003400 
3 FOR~ATIJ2121 .• 0000)500 
4 FORMAfllH ,[2,JX,32121 00003600 
5 FURMATllHlolOX,2lHWATf.R LEVELS IN FIELOI 00003700 
b FOKMATllH0,2H M,JX,32121 00003800 
END 00003900 




.I CHANG~ NAME • 4PLOT,LIST• ALL 
N 
w \ • V1 





































SUllRUUI INE PL OT I NO .~,~.~. NL,NSJ 0 000 1000 
COMM ON SF. l l l, 4U J,S EP l 21,48 1,VIZlt481,VPIZl,48l,Ul2lt481tUPl2lt48J,OOOOllOO 
l Cl 2 1,4 8 ), N d U ( 8 ~J,'4PU l85J,M OdOl4J,N080 141,Hlll,481, 00 00 12 00 
2 Wl l OJ,F 2 ( lJ J,llZOJ, [ l lO ),HPl20),EPl20), H812011EBl20J, 00001300 
3 ARN l 2v),ARGPl 2v),A RGBl20J, AJ(Gl.61201,HLl201,Ell20j , 00 00 1400 
4 llAI 0 17 5 lrll U IOl7 5 J,ll C l017~J, UAVGl21t48),VAVGl21,48l,ZIEI0175l,OOOOl500 
5 ACUSMTl 6 J1A SINMTl6J,CNl2l,48),CNPI Zlt48J, 00 001600 
6 IFI ELUl 2 1, 48J,H5 JI015J,HS 2 1ul51tllDI017511AAIOl75J,8810175l · 00001700 
00001800 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 00 0019~0 
SU BRCUT ( 1'jE PLOT 
PURP OSE 
PLOT SEVE RAL tROSS-YARIABLES VERSUS A BASE VARIABLE 
USAGE 
CALL PL OT INO,A,N,M,NL,NSJ 











CHA RT ~U M~(R 13 OIGITS MAXIMUM! 
~ATRIX Of DATA TO HE PL OTIEO. FIRST COLUMN REPRESENTS 
tlASE VARIA Blf A'<D SUCC ESSIVE COLUMNS ARE THE CROSS-
'JA RIAllLES IM4XIMU.'1 IS 91. 
NU M~fR OF ROMS IN ~ATRIX A 
"-JMl.IEk OF C:OLU'1NS IN MATRIX A I EQUAL TO THE TOTAL 
NU MBER OF VA RIABLESI. MAXIMUM IS 10. 
,._, ~ BER Of LINES IN THE PLOT. IF 0 IS SPECIFIED, 50 
LINES ARE US EC. 
CODE FOR SORTING THE BASE VARIABLE DATA IN ASCfNDING 
OROF.R 
0 SORTING IS NOT NEC ESSARY !ALREADY IN ASCENDING 
ORDER I. 
SORTING IS NECESSARY. 
· SUBROUTINES ANO FU NC TI ON SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 


















0 000 3800 














l FOR~ATl//////////,60X,7H CHART ,13,//////////I 
Z FORMATllH ,Fll.~t5X,101All 
3 FORMAT I IH I 
4 FOR~ATllOH l23~S67891 
5 FORMAT 110 Al I 








































8 FOR~ATllH 0 ,9X, l lf l O .,.I ·' 
0000611)0 
OOU 06l00 
0 0 006300 
• ••• ••• •• • •••• • • • •• • • ~ • •• •••• •• • •• • •• • • • • ••••• • ••••• • • • • ••• •• • •• ••0 0 0 0b4CO 
l\ll=H 
IOU M • NOi 
IFINS I l bo 16, 10 
SORT BASE VAR !ABLE DAU IN ASCENDING ORDER 
10 DO 15 l a l , N 
DO l"t J=l,N 
IFl~lll-AIJll H, H t 11 
ll L=l-N 
ll =J-N 
00 12 l( a l , '4 
L=l+N 
LL=ll+N 
f =A I LI 
Alll =Allll 
12 Al lll =F 
l it CONTINUE 
15 CONT ll'IUE 
TES I Nll 
16 IFI l\lll lO, 




OFV F. LOP OLANK ANC DIGI TS F~R PRINTING 
REWIND ll 
WRITE 113,4 1 
REW INO 13 
READ 113 , 51 BLANK , UNG( ll ol•l , 9 1 
REW I ND 13 
FIND SCALE FOR BASE VARIABLE 
XSCAL z (AINl-Allll/IFLOAT I NLL-1 11 
WRITEl6,l001 XSCAL 
100 FORMATISX ,' KSCAL • •,Ell . 41 
rum SCALE FOR CllOSS-VARIABlES 
'4l • N+l 
0 00 065 00 
0 0 006 6 0 0 
OOC Ob 70 0 
00006800 
0 00 0(> 9 00 
0 00 0 7 0 00 
0 00 071 00 
000 0 72 00 
000 0 73 00 
0 0 007400 
0 0 0()7500 . 
0 0007~00 
0 00 017 00 
0 0 007!100 
0 0 007<100 
00008000 
0000!1l00 




0000 86 0 0 
00000700 
0 0 0 08 800 
0 0008 900 
0 0 00900 0 
-O OC09100 
O\l 0092 00 
0 0 00 9300 
0 0 0 09400 
0 0 009 500 
OOC09b00 ' 
0 0009700 
0 0009 6 0 0 
00009900 
0 0010000 

















NEW MST EH 
YMI N=AP'l I 
Yl"AX=YMIN 
142=M•N 
1)0 40 J=Ml,H2 
IFIAIJl-YMINI 28t2bt26 
26 IFIAIJl-Y MA~I 40,40,30 
28 YHl l-:= AIJI 
GO TO 40 
30 YM/\X=AIJI 
40 CONT 1 '<UE 
YSCAL=IYMAX-YMINl/100.0 
WRITEl6tll01 YSCAL 
110 FORMATl5X,•YSCAL • 'tElZ.4,//I 
c 


















50 on 55 1x=1,101 












PRINT Ll~E ANO CLEAR, O~ SKIP 
WR I TE I b, 2 I Jt PR, I OUT I IZ It I Z• l t 1011 
L=L+l 
GO TO 80 
MRI TE16rll 
l•I +l 
IFI 1-NLLI lt5t 81tt 86 
XPR =AINI 
GO TO 50 
PRINT CROSS-VARIABLES NUMBERS 
llRI TEl6t71 
YPRlll•YHIN 
00 90 KN•l.9 
YPR (KN+ ll •Y PR IKNI +Y SCAL• 10. 0 
'l'PRllll•YHU 
---














00Jl2 1>() 0 
00012700 
00012 800 











































































"' ... 0 
z 








... ~ 0 



































.I CHANGE NAHE~ADISPLYtllST•All 











SU l:IP. OUT I NF. OISP LY (l,\ f ,MAXSI, fPJHlr llFtl IG.l fH, IPllf NO i 00001000 
cuw~11·1 SE 121 · '·8 1, SEP IZI. 48 1,vl 21,481,VPI 21.481,UI 21 ,1t 61,UPl2l.481,00001100 
1Cl21 r4 8 l. 'WIJ l 8~ 1. M BC I 1:151,MOAO I 41, NOl:ID I 4), H( Zlt48), 000()1200 
2 oillOl,F21lOl,ll201,UZOl,HPl201,EPl201,HBl201tEBIZOl, OOO OIJOO 
3 ARNl2Ul,All GPl20l,ARGOl201,ARGlBl20l,Hll201,Ell201, 00001400 
It llAI01751,llBl'1175l,ZICIOl 751, UAV Gl21t481,VAVGT21,48ltllEIOll51,0000 1500 
5 4C OSMTl&l,A S I N~T lbl,CN l2lt481,C N Pl21,481t 
6 IFI ELO l21, 46 1, HS110151,HS2 I Ol51,llOIOl751,AAI 01751,BHl01l51 
Dl "ltNSICN T5l61125l,T6J61l251, T63711251,T535112~1,T63511251, 
ll7351l 25 1, T13bl 1'51,1737112510 T534ll251.T634Cl251, T7.HllZ51t 
2T8341 ll 5 1 t 103511251, T83611251,T8371 l251tl8381 l251tAl12501, 
H IF Ill, llGI ll, Z IHI 11 
I NNER TEMPERATUR ES AROUND ltOHE PT 
NtlOLO=NS T 
IFl ~S l.E0.11 MO= l 
CON TI NUE 
IFI MOD I NS T, IPRINOl.EIJ.OI GO TO 409 
Gll TO 1> 00 
liST=l'O 
IFIT llfl.fl . EQ. 0 . 0000 11 TllNB•l.O 
T53bl NS Tl , CNPIS, 3bl/THNO 
T6 36 I NS 1 I =CNP I b, lb II T BNB 
fb371NSfl =CN PC&,371/TON8 
T53SINSTl•CNP15,351/TBNB 
TbJSI NS Tl =CNP lb,351/T BNB 
T7J~I Ni TJ =CNPC7,351/T BN 8 
T73 b l N~ f l =CNPl7,lbl/T BN8 
T7371NSTl•C~P(7,37l/18NA 
OUl~R T E~PERATUKE S • RCUN O RO"E PT 
T5341NSTl =CNPl5,34l/TBNR 
15341 NS ll=C NPl5,J41/T0N8 
Tb34I NST l=C NP fb ,341/T HN B 
T7 34 1 NST l ~CNPl1t 341/TeN8 
T~ 341NST l =CNPC8,J41/TRN8 
TSJSIN~ Tl =CN~IS,351/T BN B 
T8J6I NS 1l •CN~C8,3bl/T8N8 
T8371NSfl cCNPl8,371/TBN8 
T838CNSTl • CNPl8,38l/TBN8 
MO c f"O+l 
IF I l'<IHOLD.EQ.HAXS TI GO TO 30 l 





























0 000360 0 
00003 700 
00003800 



























NEW MA$1 f R IEBUPDIE LOG PAGE 0034 
NS = O 













Al N4 l =T5351NI 
6I N5 J = T l:>l~lr. I 
A I Nb I = I 13 5 Ir. I 
AlN71=T131>INI 
Al NS I • 17111NI 
100 CfJNTll'f..I( 
WK I TE I b, I 2J I 
120 FOR~ATllHl1l5X,• All OF THE FOLLOWING TEMPERATURES ARE ON THE 







000 0690 0 


















00 0088 00 
0 00039 00 
000090 0 0 
125 F UR~ATl 5X, ' All OF THE FOLLOWING TEMPERATURES ARE IN OEG Co 
l OI VlllEll BY TiiNB IF TllNB NE o.•,11,5x,•1. TEMP IN (5,361 •,1ox. 
2 1 2 = TEHP IN l6o31>1'elOX,' l •TEMP IN l6el71 '• lOXo 
l I 4 '* IE"IP IN 16,351 • ,1ox,1,5x,•5. TEMP IN 17,351' 
4 '6 =TEMP IN 17,351•. 11x.•1. TEMP IN 17,361'• 12Xo'8. 
,1ox, 00009100 
TEMP I N000 09.200 
00009300 5 17,371•1 
N=NS T 
CALL PLOT IN!JeAtNtMt "'1.oOI 
OU 200 N= lo NS T 
Nl =l,ST+N 
N2=1'S T •l+N 
N3 =1•S T•3+N 
N4=NST•4+N 
N5=NST•5+N 










































SYSJ"I "IEloi MASTER IEBUPDIE LOG PAGE 0035 
240 FO~MAlll H l1ZSX 1 1 ALL OF THE FOLLOWING IEMPERATURES ARE ON THE OUTOOOlZOOO 
. lER RADIUS OF TH E RC~E Pl AREA'I OOOlllOO 
WRll El61Z>OJ 00012200 
250 FllRHATI 5X1'All OF THE t-CX.LOWING TEHPfRATURES ARE IN DEG C, 00012300 
lOIVID~O llY Tll Nll IF IBNll NE o ... 11,5x,•1 = TEMP IN 1513'tl •,1ox, 00012400 
2'2 =TEMP IN 161341',lOX,•3" TE"IP IN I 71341 1, lOX.,• 4 • TEMP JN 00012500 
H81341'1 /,5X, '5 • TEMP IN 18,Hl',IOX, '<. = IEMP IN 180361', 100012600 
4 1 = TEMP IN 18,371'. 11x,•a,. TEMP JN 18,381 'I 00012700 
N=NST 00013200 
N0=2 00013250 
CALL PLOTINO ,A,N,M,~L,OI 00013300 
WRITfl6,3501 00013400 
350 FORM ATl1Hl,5X1'l. WEIGHTED AVERAGE All TEMP IN BAY IDEG c1•.15x, 00013500 
l' Z =WEIGHTED AV. Cf All TEMP AROUND ROHE PT.IOEG C/IO.J•,/, 00013600 
25X, • J. AVERAGE UP VELOCITY IN WEST PASSAGE IN YDS/SEc•, 00013700 
31,sx •• 4 • AVERAGE UP VELOCITY IN OUTFALL AREA BOXS 00013800 
4•,1,5x, • 5. AVERAGE VP VELOCITY IN OUTFALL AREA•.1,5x, 00013900 
5 I 6 = AVE~AGE TEMP IN BAYIDEG c•10.1•.1,5x,• 7 t AVERAGE TE~P IN00014000 
6 RO~E PT AREAIOEG C•lOO.l'I 000 14100 
NO~ J 00014200 
N:. NST 00014100 
H=6 00014400 
NL=NST 00014500 
00 340 N=l,NST 00014600 
Nl = ~STtN 00014700 
N2 ~ Z•NSTtN 0001~8JO 
N3 = 3•~>T•N 00014900 




AINI • ~ 00015400 
AINll = ZIOINI - 00015500 
AINZl=llFINl/lU. ._.. t . 00015600 
AINJJ = llEINI ' · 00015700 
AIN41 • AAINI ~ , 00015800 
~IN>I = CIA INI ~- 00015900 
Al~6 1 = llGINSTl•lO. OOOlbJOO 
340 AIN71 = llHINSTl• 100. - 00016100 
N=N ST 00016200 
CALL PLCTINO,A,N,M,~L,01 00016300 
C 8~=TWBAY THEN TEQ 00016400 
C AA= HTOT THEN HTQE 00016500 
C Zin= AVERAGE HT l"I EACH 80XIMAINI, llE• VELOCITY AT MOUTH OF 00016600 
C WEST PASSAGEIVPHFHTI 00016700 
C NCTE HtAT A4INI IS DIVIDED 8Y 10 .. -3 00016800 
C NOTE THAT llEINI IS DIVIDED BY 100. 00016900 
400 CONTINUE 00017500 
600 ~STzNHOLD 00017600 
IFITBNB.EO.l.I T8NR•0.0000l 00017700 
RETU~N 000l7BOO 
ENO 000l7900 
IE88161 MF.HBER NAM~ (AOISPLY I FOUNO IN NM Dl~~CTQRY. TTR IS NOW ALTERED. 
SYSIN NEii MASTER IEBUPDTE LOG PAGE 0037 
... 
• I CHANGE NAME•AANLZf.tLIST•All 
SU OPU UTINE ANLYlEl~AXST,NTERM,AT,NST,llFI 00001000 
CUHMUN SEIZl14Hl , SlPIZl,461,Vlll , 4Rl1VPIZl14811UIZl ,481,UPl2lt48110000llOO 
lCIZlt48l,N8018511MRr.16511MUOOI 41.NOBOI 411HI 211481 t OOOOllOO 
l WIZOl1FZllOl1llZOl1El2illtHPIZOl,lPl2011HBIZOl1EBIZOI, 00001300 
3 ARNl2011ARGPl2011ARGBl2011ARGLBl20ltHLl2011ELIZOh 00001400 
4 llAI017~1tZl~I01751 1 llCI017511 UAVGl21,48),VAVGl21,481,ZIEl01751,0C001500 
5 ACOSMTlbl1ASINMf lbl1CNl2lt481,CNPl211481, 00001600 
6 IFltlOIZl 1461,HSll0151,HS210151tZIOIOl751tAAI01751tBBIOl751 00001700 
DIMENSION XIAl01751 ,ALINEl65ltZlFCll . 00001800 
OAT~ RLA~x.uoT,SfAM/' .......•. , 00001'100 
NSTEP=lB OO ,/AT 00002000 
on 10 x=l,61 00002100 
10 ALINE IKl~BLANK Oil002ZOO 
c 00002300 
f.:rO. 00002400 
IFIMAXST.GT.1751 IUXST•l75 OO OP2 450 · 
DO 30 N•l,~AXST,NSTf.P 00002500 
S•O. 000 02 600 
DO lO l=l.17 OC0027 00 
20 S= F2l I l•ZI ll•COSIWCll•T+ARNI llHS 00002800 
XIAINl=S 00002900 
30 T=Hl.O OC003000 
N lA=O, 00003100 
~ 00 40 N=l,MA~ST,NSTEP 00003200 0-N IFIABSIZIAINll,GT.ZJI ZA•ABSIZIAINll 00003300 
40 IF I ARS IX I Al I'll I .GT. HI ZA•ABSI K IAIN 11 00003400 
ZS=lA 00003500 
WRI H 101451 00 003600 
WRITE (6,461 00003700 





JS=31,+IXIAINl/ZSl•30. · -v.-. t : 00004100 
ALI NE I JMI •Sf AR 00004200 
ALI f\E I JS I =OOT ~ ~ OOOO't3 00 
WRITElu,501 N,ZJAINt,XIACNlo1Al.INE(JtoJ•lt611 - 00004400 
Al I ,.,EI J'll =RLANK 00004500 
l\Ll NE I JS I =BLAllK 00004b00 
60 CONTINUE 00004100 
c 00004800 
T=O.O 00004900 
00 90 N=l,MAXST,NSTEP 00005000 
SB=O.O 00005100 
00 BO l=ltl7 00005200 
80 SB•F2111•HBlll•COSIWlll•T+ARGBlllltSB 00005300 
XIAINIYSB 00005400 
90 T•ftloO 00005500 
lA=O. 00005b00 
00 100 N2 l,MAXST,NSTEP 00005700 
IFIABSIZIBINll.GT.ZJI ZA•ABSCZ18CNll 00005800 







IE8Bl61 MEMBER NAME (AANLZE I 
IEBBl81 HIGHEST CONDITION CODE 
IEB8191 ENO Of JOB IEBUPDTE. 
NEW MA STER IERUPOTE LOG PAGE 0038 
c 
c 
ZS • l A 
WP.I TE l t,, 45 1 
WRllEl<>, 651 
l"lll llll N=lr MUST,NSTEP 
ALI f<E 1311 " UCJT 
J ~ · 3 1.tlll ~l ~llZSl•30. 
JS • Jl. t IX I A IN II lS I• JO• 
ALl l<E IJ Ml =S TAR 
ALI "E (JS l • ll OT 
WR IT F lb ,SQ I ti, Z IB 110, X IAINlt CAL IHEI J J ,J•l, 1111 
AL I NE I JS I z flLAi.K 
Al I N t I JM I z SL A f\K 
110 CorHl Nll f 
T=O. 
UO ISO N=l,MAXSl,NSTEP 
S P •O .O 
DO l4J 1 ~ 1,u 
HO SP =FlllJ• tW lll•tOSIWlll•T+UGPllll+SP 
~IAI N l = SP 
150 T=Ttl. O 
lA =O . O 
00 l o O N • l,~AXST,NSTEP 
1 F I All) I ZI Cl NI I . GT .UI ZA• ABSIZICCH l l 
160 I F IA BS I X IAl~JJ . GT.Z~I ZA• ABSCXIACHll 
l S• lA 
WRI TE l b ,4 ~ 1 
WRIT fCl> , 1•al 
OU 1/0 N= l,MAXST,NSTEP 
AL l fl<E l31l =DUT 
JS =J l.t IXIAINlllSl•JO, 
J ~=J l.•IZICINllZSl•30. 
ALI NE I J Hl =STAR 
ALI l'lf I JS I =D OT 
WKIT El 6 , 50 1 N,ZltlNl,XIA(NJ,IALINEIJl,J • l,611 
ALI NE IJSl •B LA N<. 
ALl ,., EIJ MI = BLANK 
170 CONTI NUE 
~ 
45 FORMATllHt.1,12x,•MOOELC•1•,4x,•scRIESC.1•.1ox.•wATER 
46 F OR~ATl~2X,•NEWPORT 1 1l 
48 FORHAT(52X, 1 PKUVIOENCE 1 1 
65 FORMATl52X, 1 8KISTOL 1 1 
50 fORHATl5X,14,5X,ZIF6.2oJXl, 1 11 ,&lAl,'l'l 
RETURN 
ENO 





















0 00077 00 
00007800 
00007900 
OC OO BOOO 
00008 100 
00008 200 


























LEVEL zo.1 llUG 711 US/3b0 FllRTRMI H 
JSN OOOZ 







I SN 0010 
!SN 0011 





I SN 00 IT 
ISN 0018 
ISN 0019 










COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME• "Af~,tPT•OZ1llNEtNT•b01SllE•OOOOK1 
SOURCE,tBCDIC,NOLIST,NOO£C~1lCAO,,.AP1NU[OIT1NOID1NOXREF 






















lKONVRT 121 1 1NH l 2ll 1NPR1"H l2 00 l1tlAV GI dQ J, AHOl0(4811NTl30J, 
ZNSI l OJ ,MSI 1011SS!1 0 1,ZIFIOl 7511 NTPI llll1lll'IOl7511 llGIOl 751 
COMMO N SEl2114011SEPl2114811VIZlt4d),VPl2lt48ltUl21,481,UPl2l,loEl10COOl400 
l tl21,481,NBDI051 ,,.SDl851 ,MO BO l4l o:ll lJflD llol1Hl21,48 l1 00001500 
2 WI 20J ,F212011ll20l ,El20J ,HPIZ Ol ,EPl.!Ol ,HBIZOJ,Eel20J, OOllOlbOO 
3 ARNl20),A RGPl2011ARG!ll20) ,ARGllll201,till201 oEll201o OOUOl TOO 
4 ZIAI01751oll0101751,ZICI017511UAVGl211481,VAVG12l,t,8),ZIEI017511 00001740 
5 AtOSMT(bl ,ASI "'MTlbl ,C:lllZl148J ,tNPl7.lo'98), 00tl019UO 
6 IFIHDl21,481,HSl1015l,HS21tll5J,llCI01751,UI0175l,BBIOl751 00002000 
LOGICAL RE~OIN,DOSAL,ROCNP,OELT~T 
DATA YR,OAY,ntR,TMlr. /57.t195.,l1.,48./ 
DATA MS OURC,NS OURC /l,I/ 
DATA AL,AG,SALRfS,TMHOPE,TRIVERtTSOUND/1012.7,l0.73,32.5021.75, 
122. 2, 10. 50/ 
DATA Hl~V.SEINV,PI ,CMANN,wx.wv,tDRAG.tRHO 10.,o •• 1.1~159271 
1.01s,o.,o.,.002s,.00111o1 
SET FXECUTION P4RAMF.TERS 
IMJDES = l UPSTREAM DllFERENCING 
l~ODE S • 2 CFNTRAL DIFFERENCING 
I MODE S=l 
I PUNCH=540 
AT = 120. 
EX TRAl• AT 
IPRI NO Will SPECIFY TIME THAT VARIABLES ARE DISPLAYED 
IP ~ I NO•l5 
IL D= l 
su~..,I NG MODES REQUIRED FOR DISPLAYS 
SU'lZIG •O .O 
SU'1l ID=O.O 
SU'1Z I F=O .O 
su·u 1 H•O . o 
SIJ:1A4 •O . 0 
SU 'IB B =O . 0 
MAX ST= 54D 
NW=MAXS T+ l 
IDY =l 
HSll IDYI = 2000. 
RDCNP=.FALSE. 
RDCNP FOR READING IN .PREVIOUS VALUES OF CNP 
READ! N=. TRUE. 
OOSAL z . TRUE• 
IRMS=lOOO 
I MOO( l z l 




















00 :.>0390 0 
OC004000 
000 0.; 100 
00004200 
00()04300 












00 005 u00 
OOU05 700 


















I SN OOH 




I SN 00"2 
I SN 0043 
t SN 0044 
I SN 0045 
I St4 0046 
ISN 0047 




I SN 0052 
I SN 0053 
















PAGE 002 , 
c IF or: LThT rs TRUE MODEL Will CALCUALTE TEHPERAIURE ABOVE AMBIENT 00006 5v0 
IJ ELUT =.TRUE. 00 006600 
r e ~q = 21.o oou06700 
IFIDELTATI GO TO 2873 00006800 
GO Tn 2875 00006900 
2873 Ta~B =0.00001 OOJ07000 
~=~e:!::g~gg~ . gggg~!gg 
TSOUND•.00001 - 00007300 
2875 CONTINUE 00007400 
C DIFFUSION CONSTANT IS UPCON 00007500 
c FOR UPCON -~oo THE ORDER OF MAGNIJUDE OF HIGHESJ DIFFUSION COEF 00007600 




C POWER PLANJ 00008100 
C TIN =O.O YOU Will HAYE HYDRODYNAMICS OF POWER PLAT SITE BUT 00008l00 
C NU THERMAL LOAD ON HAY 00008300 
C IF ErFECTS OF POWER PLANT ARE DESIRED SET TIN EQUAL TO 12. 00 008400 
TIN=l2. 00008500 
QI N=2000. 00008600 
c 00008700 
C SITE SELECTION. SEE HEATJN FOR DETAILS ON LOCATIONS 00008800 
SI TE• l 00. 00008900 
c 00009000 
c 00009 I 00 
LNL = 0 00009200 
ARH0 =27.•l.940•ll.OO•O.OOG84l•SALRIS-O.OOOlOO•TSOUNDI 00009300 
c 00009400 
c 00009500 
NM~X = l9 00009600 
MMAX• 48 00009700 
ANGLAT =4l.6 00009600 ~ 
Nl=l 00009 900 
MOR D! 11=0103()42 - OCOlOOOO 
MllBDI 21 =4808091 OOOlOlJ.W f 
Moqol31=48lll3l 00010200 · 
NOB DI IJ:l9Z3242 ~ OO Q10300 
NOB Dl21=0410112 0001040() 
MI ND0=4 ()0010500 
NI ND 0• 3 00010&00 
NSECT:80 00010700 
c 00010800 
87 CONTI NUE 00010900 
ARG=ANGLAT•3.l4l5927/l80. 00011000 
FF•3.1415927•SINIARGl/2160G. 0001110() 
208() NST=O 00011200 
IP=l 00011300 
CI =4 TUG/ AL OCOl 1400 
C2=AT/AL ' 00011500 
Cl =AT/4. 00011600 
C4=B.•AT•AG 0001170() 
C5=2.•27.•AL 00011800 
C 27 IS FOR CUf-T TO CUYDS CONVERSION ANO 2 IS FOR DISPLAYING P00ll900 
C ACTUAL CROSSECTIONAL FLCW IN FOR RIVER 00012000 
C~:2.•CORAG•CRHO•ll.687/3.l••Z•AT 000121()0 
C7 =40.00•SQRJIAGI 00012200 
PAGE 003 
I SN 0070 Co= l. /H 00012300 
ISN 0071 C9=1.ll AL .. 21 00 012'100 
I SN 0072 Cl O = O. 00012 500 
I SN 0073 Cl L=C 1 000 12&00 
ISN 0014 c 12 = o. 00012700 
ISN 0015 Cl3 =l./AT Ou 012800 
I SN 007b C 14=1./l 4.•All 00012 900 
ISN 0077 00 8 M=l, MMAX 00013000 
IS N 00 78 DO b N= l,NMAX 00 013 100 
I SN 0079 SEl N, Ml =O.O 
-
00 1) 132 00 
ISN 0080 SEPl N,Ml =O.O 00013300 
I SN 008 1 CN( N, Ml =O. O ooul3400 
IS N 00 82 CNP ( N,Ml =O .O OOO l JSO O 
IS N 0083 U~VG ( N ,Ml = O.O 00 013&00 
I SN 00 84 VAVG(N, Ml =O.O OO OlHOO 
IS N 0085 VPlN1 Ml =O.O 00 0138 00 
ISN 0086 UP(N,Ml =O.O 00 013900 
IS N 008 7 V( N, Ml =O. 00014000 
IS N oC88 U( N, Ml =O. OOOl'oLOO 
I SN 0009 CI N,Ml =O. 00 01420 0 
I SN 0090 H( N, Ml=O. O 000 l "300 
I sr; OC9 l 6 F(Nl =Ff 001)14400 
IS N 0092 8 CON TI NUE 0 0014 500 
ISN 0093 RA=O.O 000 14&00 
~ ISN 009 4 CALL ~ UR lHll'AX S T,AT, NTERM,FCHECK,YR,CAY,T~RtTMJN,TSI 1)0 014 700 
ISN 009 5 CALL DI VE I Nl'AX, MMAXI 001)14750 
N ISN 0096 CALL F I ND lMIND ,NINO,~MAX,NMAX,MINOO,NINOO,NSECTI 00 015000 ~ 
O'\ ' I SN 0097 CALL Uf PTHlNMAX,MMAXI 001)1 510 0 
ISN 0098 CA LL c111:zv1 Nl'A X ,M MAX,CMAPINI 00 015200 
I SN 0099 CALL CHFCK ( NMAX,MMAXI 00 015300 
I SN !H OO DO 26 1=1, 5 00015't 00 
\ ISN 0 I il l L=l B* ! oo.i 155ll O 
I SN 01 Ol M=l 8•(1-ll +l Oul.ll!>C:.00 
ISN 0103 KE All l 5, 25 1 INPRINTIPll,N~M,ll . 0001 5700 
ISN 0104 25 FORM AT I 181'tl 00015 800 
ISN 01 0 5 26 CON Tl 'IUE 
-
0 00 1~900 
ISN 01 0& 00 62 M= l,Mlo!AX OOl.l l61.l 00 
IS N 0107 DAV Gl Ml =O .O 0001 &l~_or. 
ISN 01 08 OEP =O. O 00016 200 •. 
1s r~ 01 09 DO bl N=l,l\l'AX ~ 0 00J o3 ll 0 
I SJi 0 11 0 I Fl HI N1MI . l: Q. 0 .01 GO TO 61 000 1&4 00 
IS N 0 112 OAVGI Ml =OA VGI Ml•Hlh,"I 0,00l b500 · 
IS N 0113 OE P= flE P+ 1. OO l.l l6600 
IS N 0114 61 CONTI NUE 00016700 
ISN 0115 OAVGIMl • J.•DAVGIHl/DEP OOOlbdOO 
IS N 0116 62 CO'HI NUE 000lb 900 
ISli 0117 NU M=l OCOl 701.lO 
IS N 0118 OEP • O,O 00017100 
!SN illl9 OEP SO =O .O 00011200 
ISN 01 20 GRID Nl • O. 0 01)()17300 
ISN Ol H 7 IH NU M. EQ.NINDl GO TO 3 001.11 7400 
ISN 0123 NSRCH=NBO(NUMl/1000000 0001 75 00 
!SN . 0124 N • Nt!OI NUHl/10 000 :.. NSRCH•lOO 00017b 00 
I Sii 012 5 MF • NBOINUMl/101)-NSRCH•lOOOO-N•lOO 000177 00 
ISN 0126 L • NBOINUMl-NSRCll•lOOOOOO-N•lOOOO-MF•lOO 00017800 
ISN 0127 NN• N-l 00017900 
ISN 0128 K=MF 00018000 
ISN 0129 NGR ID • l-K• l 00018100 
PAGE OOlt 
ISN 0130 GR I DNl=lliGR Ill 000l6200 
ISN IJlJl GRIONl=GRIONl•GRION2 OIJIJlR300 
c 001Jl841JO 
c USED CNLY IF NO SE VALUES ARE REAO IN 00018500 
c 000181>\JO 
I SN 0132 on 2 Jol=K,L 00018700 
l SN 0133 liEP=OEP•HIN,MI 00018800 
I SN 01 J4 DEPSg•OEPSO+SQRTIHIN,Hll 00018900 
ISN 0135 0 P1l =M 
-
00019000 
ISN 0136 Ol'H;OlMl-1. 00019100 
ISN 0137 CNI N,MlzTBNB 00019200 
I SN 0131! CNP( N,MlzTOl\B 00019300 
ISN ill39 SEPIN,MlzSEINV•ll.-DIHl/46.l•HINV ooul9400 
ISN 0140 2 SEIN,Mlz SEINV•ll.-OJHl/lt6.l .. llNV 00019500 
ISN 0141 NUl4=NUM+ l 00019600 
ISN Ol't2 GO TO 7 00019700 
!SN 0143 3 CONT I NUE 0001981)0 
ISN 0144 CN I 3, 11 = TllNB 00019900 
IS N 0145 CNP( 3tl I = TBNB 00020000 
IS~; 0146 CN (4tll = TRNB 00020100 
ISN Ollt7 CNPI 4.1 I = TBNB 00020200 
ISN 0148 CN I l'l, 231=TllNB (10020300 
ISfl 0149 CN P I l'l,l31=lllNB 00020400 
ISN 0150 CN I l'lo2'tl = TUNll 00020500 
ISN 0151 CN PI 1<1,7.'tl=TllNR 00 020600 
N I SN 0,152 CN I00,4Bl=TUNB 00 020 700 
~ I Sfl 0 15 3 CNP( 00,48l = ltlNB 00020800 
-....J !SN 0154 CN I 09,48l = TBNB 00020900 
ISN 01'>5 CNPI O•J ,40 l = T0Nll 00\Jll l.lilO 
I S'l 01~6 CN I ll,'t81=1RNB Oil021100 
1 sr• 01 s1 CNP I 11 , 4 8 l =Tl\ NB 00021200 
ISll 0158 CN I 12 , 11Rl=TBNB 00021300 
ISN 0159 CNP( 1214 8 l=lBNll 00021400 
ISN 0160 C N I 1 J, 411 l = lll NB OUll l l~OO 
l<,l·j 0161 CNP l l ) t ' • II t ' T II Mt OCJ21600 
ISll 0162 UtP=3.•0~P/GRl DNl - 00021700 
I SN 01 t3 DEPSC=DEPSQ/GRIONl 000218 <.JO, 
IS"I 0164 DEP5w =3.•IO(PS0••21 00021 9(jo· 
ISN 0165 N4=1 ~ 00022000 
!SN 0166 5 IFINA.FQ.MINnOl GO TO ll oc1l22100 
15N 0168 M=MO&OINAl/100000 00022200 
ISN 0169 NBOT =HnBDINAl/1000 -H•lOO 0(1022100 
I SN 0170 NTOP =l'OBn( NAl /10 -M•lOOOO -NBOf•lOO 00022400 
I SN 0111 OD 32 N=NSOT,NTOP 00022500 
I S"I 0172 0 PH=f4 00022600 
IS"I 0173 OIMl=nlMl-1. 00022 700 
ISN 0174 SEP(N,Ml=SEINV•ll.-OtHl/"6.l•HINV 00022 800 
!SN 0175 32 SEIN,MI= SEINV•ll.-DIM1/lt6.l+HINV 
.. 0(1022900 
!SN 0176 NA=NHl 00023000 
ISN 0177 C.O TO 5 00023100 
!SN 0178 31 NA= 1 00023200 
ISN 0179 31 IFINA.EQ.NINnOI GO TO 34 00023300 
!SN 0181 N=NOBn lNAl/100000 00023400 
!SN 0182 MLEF =NOBOINAl/1000 -N•lOO OOOL3500 
ISN 0183 MRIG =NOBOINAl/10 -N•lOOOO -HLEF• 100 00023600 
ISN OlH DO 35 M=MLEF,MRIG 01Ju2noo 
' ISN 0185 DIMlaM 00023800 
























35 SE(N,Ml z SEINV•ll.-OIMl /46.l•HINV 00024 l00 
NA= N~•l 00024200 
GU TO 33 OO U2 4JOO 
34 CONT I NUE 00024400 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooo24soo 
c 00024 <>00 
CALL INVAL(~~AX.N~AX,GRIONl ,OEP,OEPSU,RE•DIN,~OCNP,OAVGI - 00024700 
c 00024800 
CALL HEATIN(NS,MS,SS ,TIN,Nl,SITE,NINPUT,QINI 00024850 
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00024900 
c 00025000 
WR1Tf(6,?05Cl NSl51,MSl51 00025040 
2050 FO~MAT(//,5X,•NS( , , = ...... ,•MS(51 2 •,141 0002 50 60 








6 8 IST E P~ l 
NS Ti NS T+l 
Ks2•NST-l 

























000 26 700 
00026 800 
0002690 0 




c 001:J Z7400 
C COMPUTE UP ANO SEP U RCW N (FIRST HALF TIMESlEPI 00027500 
( OOvZ 7biJO 
CALL UPNf IH l.iX,wY ,C6,Cl .cz,c4,&T,AG,NINO,f, NI I OOJ27700 
c 00027800 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooo21900 
c 0002 8000 
C COMPUTE VP CN COLUMN M (FIRST HALF TIMESTEPI 00028100 
C OOOZ8200 
CA LL VPMF tH IC 2 ,Cb, W X, WY ,C4, AT, UOSAL, I MOO~S, l'\S OURC,M SOUR Ct Cl), 0002 8300 
1ClO,C7,C8,C9,Cl4,Cl,MINO,F,NloNST,NPRINT ,1~,TBNB,KRT,NMAX,MHAX, 00026400 
21DY,Pl,OAY,THR,TMIN,HTOT,HA,BH,HE,HC,SAVE,NS,MS,ss, 00028500 
3QIN,TINtNZ,Nw.uPCQN,V~Rl,OELTAT,NINPUT,llGI 00028600 
































I SN 0227 



















c . 00029900 
NXT=ILD Ull0299l0 
IFINXT.F0.01 GO TO 2020 00029920 
2010 IFINST.LT.901 GO TO 2040 00029930 
GO TO 2020 0 0029940 
2040 WRIT El6 120301 NXT,CNl513611CNPl513611CIN0Tl~ 1 NSlll0MSlll1NZ, 00029950 
lNINPUT,SSlll 1 llAINXTl.ZIBINXTlolltlNXTI, llEINXTl1llDINXTl1 00029955 
ZAAINXTI ,OBINXTI ,SI TE ,NS(51,,.SISI ,NST 00029958 
2010 FOR'-'ATl5X. ' NST= •,(4, • CNl51lbl • '• e12.4, • CNP(5,3bl =·· 00029'160 
lElZ.4 1 'OIN = '• El2.41 ' TIN•'• E12.4, 'NS= •,t4, ' MS• '• 00029965 
214,1,sx,• Nl. 11141 • ININPUI w '•'"· • SSlll. •, El2.4t 00029970 
l'ZIAINSTI - •,e12.4,• ZIBINSTI · - •,e12.4,•z1ctNSl• '·El2.4,/15Xo 00029975 
4'llEINSTI • '• e12.1t, • ZIDINSTI • •,et2.1t, '.AAINSTI. •,e12.1t, 00029980 
5'BdlNSll • •,e12.4,1,5x,• SITE. •,e12.4, 1NSl51 • •,11t, 00029985 
6 1Ms1s1 " •,1.r,,•r~sr • 1 ,11o1 00029987 
2020 CONTINUE 00.:129990 
C••••••••••••••••••••••totott••ooooooooooooooooooooo••••••••••••••••••••00030100 




C COMPUTE VP ANO SEP ON COLUMN M !SECOND ~ALF TIMESTEPI 00030b00 
c 00030700 









CALL UPNSHTIC21C61WX1WY,C4,AT,OOSAL1IMOOES1hSOURC,"SOURC1Cl), 0 00 31200 
1c10,c1,c0,t9,Cl41Cl,NlNO,F,Nl,NST,NPRINT,IP1TON81KRf,NMAX,MMAX, 00031JOO 
2 IOY,Pl,OAY1NS,Ms,ss.01N,TIN,NZ,THR,TMIN1HTOT,NW1UPCON,VARl, 00031400 
3NINPUTI Ouo315JO 
SUIH:O. 
CR W I l = O. 0 
SU1'4=0. 0 
NU"l=I 
17 IFINUM.EO.NINOI GO TO 36 
NSRCH=NBDINUM l/1000000 
BAY AREA 
N =NBDINUMl/10000 -NSRCH•IOO 
MF =NHOINUMl/100-NSRCH• lOOOO-N•IOO 
L =NBOINUMl-NSRCH•lOOOOOO-N•lOOOO-MF•lOO 
NN=N-l 
NCRID = L-MF+l 
CR IDN2zNCRI 0 
CRIOTltGRIOTl+GRI0~2 




















00033500 MM= M-1 
SUMTWT =CNP IN, l~ l •I. ZS• IHI N, Ml +HI NN, MI +HIN, M" l+HC NN,MM I +SfP I N,M 11100033bJO 










ISN 0239 SUMl•SUMl+CNPIN,HI 00033900 
I SN 0240 22 CONT I NUf OOOHOllO 
ISN 0241 !'<U"•:l.UH+ I OOllHlJO 
I SN 0242 GO TO 1 7 0003HOO 
I ~N 0243 36 SU~ZIG=SUHl/GRIOTl • SUHZIG OOJH300 
c CO~STA N SHUULO EOUAl 1Al••21•9•DENS•915 00034400 
ISN 0244 CONSTA =l.00 00034500 
ISN 0245 SUHZIO=CONSTA•SUH+SUHZID 0()J34!.00 
JSN 0246 IFIHODINST,IPRINDl.EQ.OI GO TO ~5 - 00034700 
, I SN 0248 . GO TO 41 000348.JO 
- I SN 0249 45 IPRINZ=IPRl~O 0()034'100 
ISN 0250 IF IDELTATI GO TO 47 00035000 
ISN 0252 IP~I N l=IPRINl•l0••4 00035100 
ISN 0253 47 llnl ILDl=SUHZIO/IPRll\Z OOOHNO 
ISN 0254 ZIGllLOl%SUHZIG/IPRINZ 00035300 
ISN 0255 SUHZI G=O .O 000)5400 
IS'I 0256 SU).lZID=O.O 
-
00035500 
ISN 0257 41 CONTINUE 000356()0 
I Sii 0258 SUH=O. 00035700 
ISN 0259 SU:.ll=O.O 00035800 
ISN 0260 NUHrl 00035900 
ISN 0261 G!!IDT3=0.0 00036000 
ISN 0262 NTPlll= ~180181 0003bl00 
I SN 0263 NTPl21"' NllOllll 00036l00 
N I SN 0264 NTPI 31: NflOCl41 00036300 V1 I SN - 02'65 NTPl41"' NBDllC.I 00036400 0 
ISN 0266 NTPl51,. NBOll 71 0003<>500 
ISN 0267 NTPl61% NBOll91 OOJ36600 
c - 00036 700 
c POWER PLANT ARE A 00036800 
c 0003C.900 
ISN 0268 300 iFl NUH.E0,071 GO TO 310 00()37JOO 
I SN 0270 312 NSRCH•NTPINUMl/IJOOOOO 00031100 
ISN 0271 N,.NTPl NllHI / IOJOO--NSRCH•loo 00037200 
ISN 0272 Hf•NTPl~UHl/100-NSRCH•lOOOO-N•lOO 
-
00037 300 
ISN 0273 L=NlPlNUMl-NSRCH•lOCOOOO-N•lOOOO-HF•lOO 00ll3 7400 
ISN 0274 IFIMF.LT.321 MF•JZ 0003 750'0 t 
lSN 0276 IFIL.GT.421 L=42 "" 00017600 
ISN 0278 NN,N-l 00017700 
ISN 0279 NllGD=L-MF+l 00037600 
ISN 0280 GRT4=NNGO 00037900 
ISN 0281 GRIOf3=GRIOf3•GRT4 00038000 
ISN 0282 00 330 M=MF ol 00038lJO 
ISN 0283 !".M ='1-l 00038200 
ISN 028~ SUIHP l =C NPlN,Ml•l.25•1HlN1Hl+H(NN1Hl+HIN1MMl+HINN1MHl+SEPIN,Hlll00038300 
1•3.0 00030400 . 
ISN 0285 SUMl=SUMl+C~Pll\,~I 00038SOO 
ISN 0281> 330 SUM=SUH+SUMTPT 00038/JOO 
ISN 0287 60 SUHZIF=tONSlA•SUM+SUHZIF 00038100 
ISN 02 88 SUMZIH•~UM1/GRIDT3 + SUMZIH OOOJ8d00 
I SN 07.8-l IFIMOOINSf1IPRINDl.EQ:o1 GO TO 65 00038900 
ISN 0291 GO TO 70 01)039000 
I SN C2'12 65 IP~INL=IPRll\D 001l39 l00 
ISN 0291 IFIOELfATI GO TO 67 00039200 
ISN 0295 IPRINl=IPRINZ•l0••2 OOOJ9lo0 
ISN 02911 67 ZIFllLDl•SUMZIF/l~Rl~l 00039400 
IS"! 0297 llHI ILDlsSU~llHll PRINZ 00039500 





I SN 0299 
ISN 0300 
. I SN 030 l 
















. I Sl'l 0319 
ISN 0320 
ISN 0321 
I SN il32Z 





I SN 0329 
ISN 0330 
ISN 0331 
I SN 0332 
ISN 033~ 
I SN 0335 




SUMl I H=O. 0 
70 CONTINUE 
llU'l=NU~+l 
GO TO 300 
310 CONTINUE 
C VELOCITY COMPONENElS IN OUTFALL AREA 
00039 700 
00039800 



































SUMl 2 0.0 
316 NZ=l 
I NS=NS I Nll 
IMS=MSI P.: Z I 
C CHANGF 5 TO NSIZI AND 36 TO MSlll WHEN YOU RUN POWER PLANT 
c 
SU'l=UVllNS,IMSl+SU~ 
SU~l = VPllNS,IMSl+SUMl 
375 co ;fllNUE ' -
ANZ=NZ 
SUM= SUM/ ANl 
SU·'1l=SUM1 /ANZ 
SU'IAA =SUM t SUMAA 
SUM AB=Si,;'H+SU"18A 
IFIMOD(NSTolPRINDJ.EQ.01 GO TO 75 
GO TO ao 
75 Al\( ILUl=SUMAt./IPRIND 
86( ILDI ,SUl'IB!lllPRINO 
SUMAA=O.O 
su >HI B =O. 0 
IFIMOO(NST,IPRINDl.EQ • .JI ILO•ILD+l 
NXT=tl!J-l 
BO CONTHllJE 
WRITE l61Zll701 llD(NHI oZIG(1'XTI ollFINXT I oZIHNXT I 
2070 FD>l "'Afl//,SX1'ZID(NXTI = '• uz.4, 'llGINXTI. •,e12.1t, 
l'llF(NXll = '•Ell·'" 'ZIHll'ISfl •• ,e12.o 
C AVERAGE VELCCllY IN WESf PASSAGE 












IFINST.LT.MAXSTI GO JC ltD 
110 <;ALL PRINT 11 STEP, NST, NPR INT oKo NMAX, HHAX, !Po AT ,HTOT, t'A, BHe 
lHE 1HC, SAVE, I PUNCH I 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oco44000 
c . 00044100 
c oo.iH200 
C 0004HOO 
C END OF MAIN COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 00044400 
c 000"4500 
c 00044600 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••0001t1o100 
c 00044800 
501 CCJNTlNUE OOO'o,,900 




I HAIN I SIZE OF PROGRAM 002986 HEXAOECIMAL BYTES PAGE 009 
HANE TAG TYPE ll iJO . N.tME UG IYPE 400. NAME TAG TYPE ADO. NAME TAG TYPE AOC. 
A ~·4 N.R. B R•4 'I. R. c s c R•4 005~ so E c Rt4 
"· R. 
F SFA R•4 OC0860 H Sf A c R•4 007108 I Sf 1•4 000654 K SFA I •4 000658 
L SF 1•4 000b5C M SFA 1•4 000660 N SFA 1•4 000664 p R•lt I'.. R. 
Q R•4 N.ll. R R•4 N.R. s R•4 N.R. u s c R•4 003f OO 
v s c R•4 OOlF 80 w c R•4 N.R. l c R•4 N.R. AA SF c R tit OOE2 3C 
AG SFA R •4 000bb8 AL SFA R•4 OOObuC AT SFA R•4 000670 88 SF c R•4 OOE4F8 
BH SFA R•4 000674 CN SF c 11'4 OOAFC8 Cl SFA R•4 000678 CZ SFA R•4 00067C 
C3 S ltt4 0001>80 C4 SfA Rt" 1)01Jb81t C5 SFA R•4 oooudB C6 SFA Rtt, 000b8C 
Cl SFA R t4 0001>90 CS SFA IUlt 001Jb94 C9 SfA R•4 0001>98 E8 c Rt4 
"· "· El c R•4 N.R. EP c R•4 N. R • FF SF 1!•4 OOOb'lC Fl c R•lt N. R. 
HA srA R•4 0006AO 1111 c Rt4 N.R. HC SFA R•4 01)0644 HE SFA R•4 0006A8 
14. c Rt4 N.P.. HP c R•'t N.R. IP SFA 1•4 0006AC l'F SF lt4 0006 BO 
Mii SF I •4 000684 MS SF A l •4 ·)0()9 zo NA SF l•it 00061! 8 NH 104 N.R. 
NI SFA 1•4 00060C NN SF 1•4 OOO&CO NS SFA 1•4 000948 NT 1•4 N.R~ 
NW SFA l•'t 0006C4 NZ SFA 1•4 0006C8 PI SFA R•4 OOIJbCC RA S R•4 0001>00 
SE S c R tit 1)00000 SS SF .A Rt4 001)'170 TS SFA R•4 0006()4 Tl SFA R•4 00.JbCS 
T2 SFA R•4 OO ObllC T4 SFA R tit OOObEO T5 SFA Rt4 OOObE 4 UP SF c R•'t 004ECO 
VP SF c R •4 002F 40 l<X SFA Rt" IJOv6E8 WY SfA R•4 Ov06EC YR SFA R•4 OOObFO 
A"ll SF Rt4 000f>f4 ARG SFA 1!•4 •lOU6f8 ARN c Rt4 N.R. CNP SF c R•4 00 BF 88 
ClO SFA R• 4 IJ006FC Cll S Rt4 000700 Cl2 S Rt4 0007ll4 C 13 SFA R•4 000108 
N CH SFA ~·4 00070C DAY SFA R•4 000710 llEP SFA R•4 000714 HSl S c Rt't OOOF08 V1 
N HS2 c RH N.R. I OY SFA I •4 000 718 ILD SF 1•4 00071C I MS SF I •It 000120 
INS SF I •4 000724 KRT SFA I •4 000728 LNL S 1•4 00072C '480 c I •lo N.R. 
NBD F c 1•4 006E 40 NST SFA , .,. 001)130 N TP SF 1•4 Oll0998 NUM SF 1•4 0007 3't 
NXT SF 1•4 000738 CIN SFA R•4 00073C SEP SF c R t4 OOOFCO SU'4 SF R•lt 000740 
Tf1R SFA Rt4 000744 TIN SFA Rt't 000148 ZIA F c R•4 0085l8 ZIB F c A•'t 0087Et, 
llC F c R•4 0081\AO Zif! SF c R•4 OOOF80 LIE SF c R•it 004COC ZIF SFA R•4 000-ICO 
l I G SF A R •4 OOOC 7C ZIH SFA R•4 001lF38 AR GR c R•4 N.R. ARGP c R•4 N.A. 
ARHO S R •4 000 74C CR HO F R•'t 000150 OAVG SFA R •it 0011F4 DI Ml SF Rtt, 000 154 
OIVE SF XF R•4 oco coo FI Ml Sf H R •4 OOOJOO Gil Tit SF R •4 000758 HINV F R•4 OOOlSC 
HTOT SFA ~ •4 0()0760 I R~ S S I •4 00Jl64 MIND SFA 1•4 000168 MLEF SF 1•4 00076C 
MMAX SFA 1•4 01)0770 MO GO SF c I tt, oo 10 Es MRlG SF I •4 000174 NROT SF I •4 000778 
NINO SFA 1•4 00017( NMAX SF• I •'t 000780 NNGD SF 1•4 0007d4 NOBO..,.Slt c I •It OOlJF8 
NTOP SF 1•4 000788 SAVE SFA R•4 IJUO 73C SI IE SFA R•'t 000190 SUMI SF R•4 000794 
TBNB SFA R•4 000 798 T"llN ~ FA R•4 00079C UAVG S c Rt4 0081) 5C ~ VARl SFA R•4 0007AO 
VAVG S c R•4 OO?DlC AHOL!l R•4 N.R. ARGL R c R •it N.R. CDRAG F Rt4 0007 4" 
CHECK SF XF Rt4 ocoooo CliElY SF XF R• .. l)OJOOO CMA'IN SFA Rt4 OOOU8 DEPSC SFA R•4 000 7 AC 
DEPTH SF XF R •4 00000 0 l10SAL SFA L•4 00i.l7RO INVAL SF XF 1•4 000000 I STEP SFA , .,, OvOfPt, 
KURIH SF XF ,.,, 000 000 KWRIT SFA I •'t ooorne MAXST SFA 1•4 ooomc MINDO SFA I •It 0007CO 
NGRID SF 1•4 0007C4 NINDO SfA , .,, 0007C8 NSECT SFA l•'t 0007CC NSRCH SF l•'t 0007CO 
NTER~ SFA 1•4 01)0704 PK INT SF XF R•4 1)00000 RCCNP SFA L•4 000708 SE I !'IV F Rt't 00070C 
SUMU SF R•4 0007EO SUMRR SF R•'• i)01l7E4 UPCON SFA R ... 0007E 8 SQRT XF R•4 000000 
SIN XF R•'t 000000 ACOSMT c R•4 N.R. ANGL AT SF Rt4 0007EC ANL YlE SF - XF R•t, \)00000 
ASINM T c R •4 N.11.. CONSIA SF R•4 0007FI) OELT AT SFA L •<t 0007F4 DISPLY SF XF R•4 0001)00 
EXTRA! SFA R •4 0007FB EXHU3 S R•4 Oo07FC FCHECK SFA R•'t 000800 GRIDNl . SFA Rt't 00080t, 
GRICN2 SF R t4 000808 GR I DTI SF R•4 ooo8oc GR IDT3 SF R•4 000810 HEATIN SF XF R•'t 000000 
IBC(l'H F XF 1•4 000000 If I ELU c 1•4 N. R. IMOOES SFA 1*4 0008l't I MOO El SFA , .,, 000818 
IPRINO SFA 1•4 OC081C !PRINZ SF 1•4 1)008 20 !PUNCH SFA I •lo 000 82" KONVRT , ... N.P. 
MSOUll.C SFA 1•4 000828 NINPUl SFA I •'t 0008 2C NPRINT SFA I *4 001334 NSOURC SFA I •4 000830 
OPENBO SF XF R •It 000000 AEADIN SFA l•4 ll00834 SALRIS F R•4 000838 SUMTPl SF R•4 00083C 
SUMTWT SF R t4 000840 SUMZID SF R•4 1)0084" SUMZIF SF R•'t 000848 SUMZIG SF R•lo 00084C 
SUMl IH SF R•'t OC0850 TMHOPE SFA R•4 00085lo TRIVER SFA R•'t 000858 TSOUNO SFA A•4 0008SC 
UPNFHT SF XF ll•4 000000 UPNSHT SF XF Rtt, 000000 VPMFHT SF XF Rtlo 000000 VPMSHT SF XF R•4 000000 





N NAME OF COMMON BLOCK • S j ZE OF BLOCK OOE78<t HEXADECIMAL BYIES \.Jl • 
(.;.) 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. AOOR. VAR. ll<AME TYPE REL, ACOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL, AOOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL, ACOR. 
SE R •4 000000 SEP R•4 OOIJFCO v R•<t OOIF 80 VP R•4 002 fttO 
u R•4 003FOO UP R•4 00 4 ECO c R•4 C05E 81> NBD ,.,, 006E't0 
MAO ,.,, N.R. MOllD ,.,, 0070E8 NORD , ... OOJl)F 8 H R•4 001108 
w R•4 N.R, FZ R•4 N.R. l R•lt N .R. E R•4 P... R. 
HP R•<t N.R. EP R•4 N.R. 118 R•<t N.R. · EB R•'t N.R. 
ARN R•<t N. R. ARGP R•<t N.R. ARG8 R•'t N.R. ARGLB R*"' N.R. 
HL R•<t N, R. El R•4 N. R. ZIA R•<t 008528 Zl8 R•'t 0087E't 
ZIC R•4 008AAO UAVG R•4 00805C YAYG R•\ 00901C ZIE R .... OOACOC 
ACOSMT R•'t N.R. ASl"MT R•'t N.A. CN R•<t OOAFC8 CNP R•'t OOBF88 
IF IEL 0 l•'t N,R, HSl R•<t OODFOB HSZ R•'t N.R. Zj~ .t R•\ OOOF80 
AA R.•'t OOEZ3C 88 R•'t OOE'tF8 
~ 
L.aOEL ADOR U~fl Af' Oll LABEL Al1 0R LABEL AODR PAGE 011 
2e7l 001768 NR 28 7l 001832 2875 OOllJ46 87 0018FO NR 
2080 OOl 'llE NR b OOlA BO IJ 001A9tl 26 OOlBJE 
61 UO IBC 0 67. 001 BUE 7 001C20 2 001096 
J 001 ncA 5 OOIEA(l 32 OOIF96 31 OOIFC2 
33 001 FCE 35 0020A2 3't 0020(6 40 0021U 
N 88 002126 NR 2001 J02 l 44 NR 2010 002190 20'o0 0021AO \J1 2020 0 02271J 299 002218 NR l1 0022(2 22 0021tOA ~ 36 O:J2442 45 (l(l2484 "7 00.?4A2 'ol 0024f 2 
300 002 55E 312 00256A 330 0026CA 60 002C>E6 
65 002718 67 0027H 70 002780 310 00279C 
316 002 7A8 NR 375 OU27F6 NR 75 002860 80 OOZ8F6 
ilO OCZ972 5 01 00297C 
•OPTtnNS IN EFF(CT• NAME = MAIN,OPT202,LINEC~fz60,SllE~ooooK, 
•OPTIOllS IN EFFECU SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOLIST,NOOECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEOIT,NOIO,NOXREF 
•STATISTICS• SOUl!CE STATEMENTS • 317 ,PROGRAM SILE • 10678 
•SUTISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





f 1t4· · l f.VE I. LI NKAGE EOllOR OPflONS SPF.C I FIFO LEfollST,NCAL,OH 
I Ew04tl 
I FWJ41. l 
IE ~ C461 

















~ EFAULT OPTIDNISI USEO - SIZE•llZZKllO rl6 JK41 
DIVE 
F l !i!J 




K U~ IH 












NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
CROSS .REFERENCE TABLE · 
CONTROL SECTION 















169( OEP TH 
l6A4 KUR IH 
l6AC SORT 
l6Blt ANL YZE 








IN CONTROL SEC.TICN 
SUNRE SOL VED 
SUN RE SCL VEO 
5UNRE SOL VE 0 
5Ut.RE SCLVEO 































UP NF HT 
VPHFHT 
\ 
LOCATION NAHE LOCATION 
- 4 ~ 
IN CONTROL SECTION 
SUNRESOLV£0 
SUNRESOLVEO 
SUNRE SOL YEO 
SUNRESULVED 
SUNRESOLVEO 
SUNRE SOL YEO 
SUNRE SOLVED 
SUNRE SOL YEO 
SUNRESOLYEO 
f4,._L FVEL LINKA r.F. FU ! Tnll [)P TI OliS SPECIFIE D MAP,lET,L!ST,OVLY.XREF 
DEFAULT UP fl UN ISI U>EU - S ILE = lllZ dUO ,lu3tl41 
IE\IC CC O ENtRY M~IN 
IEW OCOO INC LUU E IJllJl.I Bl'4AINI 
I EW CCCU ClV fR LH r.N F. 
I E '~ O JOO INCL UIJE OBJL I B 11<.UI\ f li ,IJ I VE. f I MJ ,O(PT tt,CllUY, CHECK, INVAL I 
I EWOOOO INCLUDE OBJLI BIHEATI Nl 
IEwOOOO OVE !UAY CNE 
I EWvOOO INCLUDE OBJLIBIPMINTI 
IE\10000 INCLUDE OBJLIBIOPEN8D1UPllfHT,VPHFHT,VPHSHT1UPNSHT1WATOEP,WATINOI 
IEWOOOO INCLUDE OBJLIBIOISPLY,PlCTI 
I Ew 0000 INCLUDE OBJLIBIANLYZEI 
••••HA Hf ODES .Nor EXIST BUT HAS BEEN ADDEO TO O.UA SET 
CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
C!lNTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAHE ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO. llAHE LOCATION l'IAHE LOCATION NAHE LOCATION NAHE LOCATION 
ISECTAB 00 24 1 
N HA I N 28 2986 1 
V1 IHCSLOG • 29E 0 186 1 
(J\ ALCGlO 29EO ALOG 29F8 
IHCSAT"IZ• 2B98 1C8 1 
ATAN2 28'18 ATAN 2BAC 
IHCSSCN • 2068 lfl9 l 
cos 2068 SIN 2080 
IHCSEXP • 2f4t8 192 1 
EXP 2F48 
IHCFRXPR• 30EO 183 l 
FRXPRI JOEO 
I HC ECOH .. • 3268 F41 l 
IBCOHI 3268 FO IOtS• 33H INTSWTCH ftl8E ..,. ~ 
. I HCCOMH2• 41AO 650 1 
SEQOASO 4;z9 
IHCSSORTe 4810 145 l 
SQRT 4810 
IHCFCVTH• 4958 1190 l 
ADtCN * 'o958 FCVAOUTP 002 FCVLOUTP ftA92 Ft VZOUTP ft8E2 
FCVIOUTP 4F90 FCVEOUTP 5492 FCVCOUTP 56AC I NT6SWCH 599J 
HCEFNTH• 5AF 8 512 l 
AR I TH I 5AF8 AOJSllTCH 5E6't 
11-CEFIOS• 6010 1378 l 
FIOCS# 6010 FIOCSCEP 6016 
IHCERRH • 1388 58C 1 
ERRHCN 7388 lliCERRE 7JAO 
lt•CUOP T • 7'148 300 1 
IHCETR CH• 7C48 28E l / 
lttCTRCH 1Clt8 ERRfRll 7t50 
IHCUArBL • JEDI! 148 
'8LANKCOH 8020 E 78ft 
HNTAB 16708 cc 
- --
__,__ 
IUME ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO . llAMf. LOCAT IOI• NAME LOCATION l'lAME LOCATION NAME LOCA Tl 011'. 
LOCH ION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LOCA Tl CN REFERS fO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. 
lb SC l 1690 l 
1694 l 1698 l 
169C I< l lb AO l 
I 6A4 l 1648 l 
I 6AC l 1680 • l6B4 0 I VE DIVE 2 16118 FINO f INO 2 
lb BC C liECK Cfi~ CK 2 l6CO Cl<El Y CliElY 2 
16C4 0( p lft 0[ PHi 2 l6C8 INVAL I NV.Ill 2 
lbCC KlJRIH KURIH 2 16CO PRINT PR INT 3 
lt:. D'• SUR I IHCSSQRT l 1608 SIN IHCSSCN l 
160:: ~NL YlE ANLYLE 3 lbEO OISPLY 01 SPL Y 3 
lbE4 tlEA Tl N llEAll P>1 2 ll>E8 ISCOl'll IHCECOMH l 
loft OPE NU~ OPENHD l lofO UP NF HT UP NF HT l 
l6F '> U~"l SHT UP "lSHT ) l<>F8 VP MF HT VPMFH T 3 
16FC VPM S>H VP'1 SllT 3 21108 IBCOM# IHCECOMH l 
N 2B44 lt!C f IV. '1 IHCERRM I 2C08 I BCO M• IHCECO,..H l 
V1 2024 IHc ERR M IHCERR~ l ZE98 IBCUM# IHCECOMH l 
-...J 
zrnc I HC c RR M IHCERRI' l 3.J5":! IBC0'1# IHCECOMH l 
3v~C I ftC[HR 'I lliCcRRM l 11ro IBWM• IHCEC:OMH l 
?lF4 IHCl'.R IHI lllCE l<RM l 31E8 ALOG IHC SLOG l 
HEC: E XP IHC:SDP l HZ4 SEO DASO IHCCOMH2 l 
lt098 AOC CJN o Ht C: FCVTH l 4090 F IOCS# IHC EF IOS l 
409C AP. l Tli • liiC:EF NTH l 400C ADJSloTCH IHCEFNTH l 
4Cl.l8 llt(. ll il P f lliG UOPT l 40AO FC: VEOUTP IHCFC: VTH l 
40114 Ff.VL OUlP IHCFCVTH l 40.118 FC:VIOUTP IHC: FC VTH l 
4JAC FC VCUU fP llfCl' C V IH l 41)~0 FCVAOUTP IHCFC vnt l 
40B4 Fcvz nu rP !•tCFC VT H l lt04't IHCERRE IHCERRM ·l 
4070 I HCr. ll '1H2 IHCCOMH2 l 401't IHC ERRM IHC f~"J ' l 
4048 I HCC0f'!H2 IHCCCl'H2 l 404C I HC:C:OMH2 IHCC OMH2 l 
4050 I HCC0'-1112 I 1iCCCM H2 l 4051o I HCCOMHZ ":!> IHCCOMH2 l 
4440 I HC EC:OMH 1 t~C cC O!'IH l loHO I HCECOMH IHC~COMH l 
41F8 IHCERPM IHCERRM l "1 Flo IBC:OM# IHCECOMH l 
46b0 ! lfC EC OMH !HCECOMH l 46 70 I tiC EC:UMH lltC:ECOmt l 
4680 IHC ECOM H IHC F. CCMH l 48EO IBCOM# IHCEC:OMH l 
4908 I HC ERR M IHC:f: RRM l 5954 I BC UM# IHC:EC:O,..H l 
5950 IHC::RR M IHC:ERRM l 5EB4 11\COM# IHCECOMH l 
5l88 INlS~TCH IHCEC:Cl'H l 5E60 INT6S-.C:H I HCFC VTH l 
5E5C IHCUOP T IHCUCPT l 5ECO AOC:ON # IHCFC VTH l 
5EllC F IOC S# lltCEFIOS l 5F2(: I HCERRM IHCERRM l 
6110 IHCERRM I HCERRM l 6F8t IHCUATBL IHCUATBL l 
6FC8 li!C:OM# IHCEC:OMH l 793lt IHCUOPT IHCUOPT l 
7938 ISCOMM IHCECCMH l 793C IHCTRCH IHCETRCH l 
7940 FIOCSBEP IHCEF IDS l 7DBC IBCOM# IHCECOHlt l 
70!:0 AOCON# IHCFCVTH l 10Clt FIOCSBEP IHCEF 10~ l 
_ .. . ........ 
---~ 
CONTROL SECT ION ENTRY 
NA'4E lllllGPI LENGTH SE.G. NO. llAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
l<URIH lb8A8 204C 2 
UIVE l 8 BF 8 JDC 2 
F INC l!ICD 8 9EC 2 
DEPTH l 96C 8 HA 2 
C .. ElY 19A08 JCA 2 
Ct-En 19008 "32 2 
INVAL 11\ZlO C84 2 
HEAT l't 1AE98 "30 2 
lOCUION REFERS Tn SY'180L IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. lDCAflON REFERS JO SY'1BOL IN CONTROL SEC Tl ON SEG. NO. 
17478 1 1H7C 1 
1748C l 11484 1 
l 7488 l l 748C l 
l 749 0 1 lH94 1 
N l 14S8 l 1749C l V1 17440 SIN IHCSSCN 1 l 74A't. A TAN lHCSATNZ 1 CXl l 14Ae SQRT IHCSSQRT l I TUC cos IHCSSCN 1 
17460 18COM# IHCECOMH 1 184'10 1 
l 8A9t, l 18A98 l 
l8A9C 1 l8AAO 1 
lEAA4 l l8AA8 1 
lSUC 1 184110 l 
IEAB4 l l8A88 18COMI lHCECOMH l 
18E38 l lBEJC 
, 
l 
l8E40 1 lBEH 
-
l 
lEE48 l l 8E4C l 
leE50 l l BE Sit .. _,, ·': l , 
lBE 58 l llJE SC ~ 1 18£60 IBCOM# IHCECCMH l l97E8 .. l 
t<;7EC l l'HFO 1 
197F4 1 l 97F8 l 
1~7FC l 19800 l 
1S804 1 19808 l 
i seoc 1 19810 18(0141 IHCECOMH 1 
19810 l l 'lB lit 1 
l<Jnla l 1981C 1 
19820 l 19BH l 
l 9828 l l<JB2C l 
lSB30 l 19AH l 
Villlil EXP IHC SEXP l 19BlC ALOG IHCSLOG l 
lSR<tO JBCOHI IHCECOMH l I AOSO l 
1A05't 1 UJ58 l 
1A05C l '")60 l 
IA061t l 1A068 l 
U06C l lA070 l 
··-----
- - ---- -
L OCATI ON REFERS TO SHIBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LO(All ON REFERS ro SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. 
1A074 l l A0 78 IBCOMI IHCECOMH l 
lA ~zo l 1A 5 1't l 
1A528 1 1 A52C 
-
1 
1A ~ 30 1 1A5Jlo 1 
1.A53S l lAHC l 
1A540 l lA5H l 
IA550 IBCOM# IHCEC.OHH l lAF98 l 
lH9C. l lAFAO l 
lAFA'o 1 l JF Jll l 
lAFAC l lJFBO l 
lAFB'i l 1-FBB l 
lAFBC l 
CONTROL SECTIUN fNTRY 
~lHE OlllGIN l ENr. TH sec;. No. NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
P~INT l 68l 8 020 3 
OPE NBO l 7 5C 8 790 3 
N UPNFHT 171)5 8 1EC2 3 
l.11 VPHFHT 19C20 BOC 3 
l.O VPMSHT ICF30 lECC 3 
UP NSll T lE EOO ZA 2't 3 
W4TCEP 21828 58 6 3 
wAT mo Z lDEO 830 3 
D l SPL Y 22610 3F48 3 
PLOT 26558 9SE ) 
ANUZE 26Fl8 CBA J 
LOCATI ON REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SEC fl ON SEG. NO. LOCH ION REFERS TO SYllBOL IN CONTRot: """sQ:TION SEG. NO. 
l6CA 8 1 l6CAC 
-
1 
HCBO l ltCll'o l 
l 6 C8 8 l l6CBC 1 
16CCO I l6CC4 1 
l6CC8 l ltCCC l 
l6COO IBCOMt IHCECOMH l 1 neo l 
17784 l l 71 88 l 
I 77 BC l 177CO l 
l 77C4 l I 77C8 l 
l 77CC l 17700 1 
1770'o l l 7108 cos IHCSSCN l 
l 8EE'o l l8 EE 8 1 
18EEC l 18EFO l 
18Ef It l l8Ef8 l 
l2EFC 1 18FOO l 
18F01t l l8F08 l 
lllF l'i SQRT IHCSSQRT 1 lAlOlt . 1 
18108 1 lelOC 1 
l81EO l UlElt l 
LO CAT IGN REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. l'lO. LOCATI CN REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION sec;. NO. 
l a IE 8 l I Bl f.C . 1 
Je lFO 1 1e1F1t 1 
10 1F8 1 tel24 FRXPRll IHCFR·XPll 1 
I A2 28 cos IHCSSCN 1 I 02 2 C SIJRT IHCSSQRT 1 
la230 IBCfJH' IHCECO"H I lil23C WATDEP loA TOEP 3 
lll 2 '-0 WAT IND llATI t.O l lEJ eC I 
H OCO 1 1EJC4 . I 
1EOC8 I IEOCC I 
IEODO I 1Ell04 I 
IE00 8 l lEOCC l 
lEOEO 1 IEJCC SQRT IHCSSQRT l 
20 084 I 2co e e \ 
2CORC 1 200 CO I 
2C OC 4 1 2 0JC 8 1 
z o occ 1 20J CU l 
2 0 004 l 20 JC B I 
2 00FC SQRT lllC SSl:RT 1 219 UO l 
21 90 4 1 2 19 Bl! l 
N 2J <IB C 1 21 9CO l 
0\ 219C4 I 219 C8 1 
0 2l'lCC l 219[.Q 1 
21904 l 2 l'H O FRXPRI IHCFRXPR 1 
219E4 SIN IHCSSCN l 219 E8 cos IHCSSCN 1 
22 0,5 0 1 2 10 5lt 1 
22052 1 2 2J5 C l 
22060 1 22064 1 
2 2068 1 22J6C l 
22C70 1 2 20 74 t 
22078 FRXPR # IHCFHXPR 1 22J 7C SIN l~CSSCN · l 
22C 8 0 cos IHCSSCN 1 2 2J8lt EXP "-><r ·cse xP l 
2 2C8 8 IBCOM# I HCECOMH 1 25E70 
" 
\ 
2 SE 74 I 25£78 - '\ 
25E7C 1 25 € 80 ) 
2 5 E 84 1 2 5E6 8 I 
25 E8C 1 25 E90 1 
25 E'l 4 ' 1 z s e e o PLOT PLOT l 
2 5EB 't IBCOHI I HCECOMH l U'l50 l 
2i: c, 5 4 1 2t'l58 1 
2695C 1 2M61l 1 
2C<;64 l 26'168 1 
2t9bC 1 26970 l 
U9H •· l 26980 ISCOHI IHCECOMH 1 
2 7't6 0 l 2746C 1 
27470 l 27474 1 
271t78 
. .-. 
1 27't 7C 1 
2,7480 1 2 7"84 1 
274 88 l 2 HBC 1 
271t98 cos IHCSSCN· l 2H9C 18COHI IHCECOMH l 
ENTllY ADDRESS 28 




1. Leendertse, J.J., "Aspects of a Computational Model 
for Long-P.eriod water Wave Propagation" I Rand Corp. I 
Santa Monica, California: Rand Memorandum, RM-5294-PR, 
May 1967. 
.... 
2. Leendertse, J.J., "A Water Quality Simulation Model 
for Well Mixed Estuaries and Coastal Seas: Vol. I 
Principles of Computation", Rand Corp., Santa Monica, 
California: Rand Memorandum: RM-6230-RC, 1970. 
3. Leendertse, J.J., "A Water Quality Simulation Model 
for Well Mixed Estuaries and Coastal Seas: Vol. II 
Computation Proc:edures", Rand Corp., Santa Monica, 
California: Rand Memorandum: RM-6230-RC, 1971. 
4. Hess, Kurt A., "A Numerical Tidal Model of Narragansett 
Bay", Sea Grant Report, University of Rhode Island, 
Department of Ocean Engineering, 1972. 
5. Environmental Protection Agency, Estuarine Modeling: 
An Assessment, Tracor Water Pollution Control Research 
Series, 16070 DZV, Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, February 1971. 
6. Grimsrud, G.P., Mathematical Modeling of Tidal Heights 
and Currents in the Point Judith Harbor of Refuge, M.S. 
Thesis, University of Rhode Island, 1970. 
261 
7. Hicks, S.D., The Physical Oceanography of Narragansett 
Bay, Limnology and Oceanography, V.4(3), pp. 316-327, 
1959. 
8. Ippen, A.r., Ed., Estuary and Coastline Hydrodynamics, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1966. 
.... 
9. Saila, S.B., et al, Final Report Preliminary Site Eval-
uation Study, Rome Point, North Kingstown, Rhode 
Island, URI Contract No: 98-20-7081, December 1969. 
10. Rose, V.C., Kowalski, T., and Sturges, W.T., Circulation 
Study: Summary of Results, University of Rhode Island, 
July 1971. 
11. Parker, F.L., and Krenkel, P.A., CRC: Physical and 
Engineering Aspects of Thermal Pollution, Cleveland, 
Ohio: CRC Press, 1970. 
12. Edinger, J.E. and Geyer, J.C., Heat Exchange in the 
Environment, Cooling Water Studies for Edison Electric 
Institute, Johns Hopkins University, 1965. 
13. Environmental Protection Agency, Research on the 
Physical Aspects of Thermal Pollution, Cornell Aero-
nautical Laboratory, Inc., 16130 DPU, Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, February 1971. 
14. Environmental Protection Agency, Mathematical Models 







sulting From the Discharge of Heated water Into Large 
Bodies of Water, Koh, R.C.Y., and Fan, Loh-Nien, 
16130 DWO, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, October 1970. 
15. Harleman, Donald R.F., et al, Engineering Aspects of 
Heat Disposal From Power Generati6n, Published notes, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Summer Session, 
June 1971. 
16. Spaulding, Malcolm L., Two Dimensional, Laterally-
Integrated Estuarine Numerical Water Quality Model, 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Rhode Island, 1972. 
17. Batelle-Northwest Report, Nuclear Power Plant Siting, 
Appendix C. 
18. Brown, George A., Surface Heat Transfer, (Unpublished, 
OCE 532 Class Notes) , University of Rhode Island, 
October 15, 1971, pp. 1-56. 
19. Wonderlich, W.O., "Heat and Mass Transfer Between a 
Water Surface and the Atmosphere", Internal Memorandum, 
T.V.A. Engineering Lab, Norris, Tennessee, 1968. 
20. List, R.T., Ed., . Smithsonian Meterological Tables, 
Smithsonian Institution, 6th Edition, 1966. 
21. Anderson, E.R., "Energy Budget Studies", Part of 
"Water Loss Investigations - Lake Hefner Studies", 
263 
Technical Report U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 269, 1954. 
22. Swinbank, W.C., "Long-Wave Radiation From Clear Skies", 
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meterlogical Society 
of London, Vol. 89, July 1963. 
23. Mitchell, A.R., computational Methods in Partial 
' Differential Equations, J. Wiley, '1969, p. 225. 
24. · Harleman, Donald R.F., et al, Engineering Aspects of 
Heat Disposal From Power Generation, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Summer Session, June 1972. 
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